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This report documents the approach used to recornmend a prioritized list of previously screened 
engineered alternatives (EA) for further analysis in the Engineered Alternatives Cosmenefit Study 
(EACBS); this recommendation does not preclude further analysis of other screened engineered 
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alternatives. The purpose and scope of &e EACBS is outlined in the Enaineered Alternatives 
Costknefit Studv Scopina Report (WID, 1995b). The specific approach used in screening 
engineered alternatives from an initial engineered alternatives candidate list is presented in the 
draft Enqineered Alternatives Costknefit Studv Screenina Report (WID, 1995a). 

The EACBS Scoping Report outlines a general approach to screen alternatives. The approach 
consisted of a multi-disciplinary panel, a specified list of initial EA candidates, and a screening 
method to perform the screen. A multi-disciplinary panel of technical professionals facilitated the 
EA candidates for screening. This panel was designated as the Engineered Alternatives 
Screening Working Group (EASWG). 

d a l  
2.0 BACKGROUND 

Fifly three EAs successfully passed the screening process. Analysis of EAs is a lengthy and 
costly process. Given limited resources, a management tool was needed ta prioritize EAs for 
further analysis. A tool was developed and is presented in this report. 

3.0 PRlORmZATlON PROCESS 

Engineered Alternatives were prioritized to allow for the generation of detailed information of 
selected EAs through a focused analysis. This prioritization was done without eliminating any of 
the aspects of the engineered barrier study prescribed in proposed rule Title 40, Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR), Part 194 (40 CFR 194) (EPA, 1995). 
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This was achieved by assessing each of the screened EAs for technological and regulatory 
feasibility, as well as effectiveness along four general categories of performance; gas generation, 
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actinide -solubility, permeability, and shear strength. Once the qualitative assessments were 
complete, a prioritization objective Statement was developed. From this statement, the screening 
criteria were developed. Based on the criteria, a suite of EAs were retained for further analysis. 

3.1 

During the initial screening process (WID, 1995), the EASWG determined which EAs passed the 
definition and screening criteria for an EA. The results comprise 53 individual and combination 
EAs. In order to provide management guidance regarding the prioritization of EAs for analysis, 
further discrimination among the successfully screened EAs was required. 

The discriminating criteria chosen for the prioritization process were regulatory feasibility and 
technological feasibility. An approach similar to that used in the 1991 Engineered Alternatives 

Qualitative Assessment of the Feasibilitv of Screened Alternatives 
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Task Force (EATF) Final Report (DOE, 1991) was developed for the scoring process. The goal 
A. 

was to provide a relative feasibility score, independent of effectiveness, for each EA. The relative 
scores provided the input for a management to determine the prioritization of EAs for further 
analysis. The process assigned a score for technological feasibility, and a soore for regulatory 
feasibility for each of the EAs under consideration by the same multi-disciplinary working group 
that performed the EA screening. Additionally, an independent facilitator ensured the scoring 
process had objectivity, help develop consensus within the working group, and maintained the 
process in accordance with the approach and scoring criteria. 

Methodoloav 

The methodology that was developed to score the EAs is described in Attachment D2. 
Attachment D2 provides the process description, basis for scoring, and example evidence that 
supports a given score. To assure that all EASWG members understood the meaning of 
"Regulatory and Technological Feasibility," definitions were provided, considered by the group, 
and agreed upon. The group evaluated the EAs on the basis of the current status of technology. 
The group concluded that, for the purpose of scoring, the relative importance or weighting of the 
regulatory and technology feasibility criteria was equal, and therefore gave each a relative weight 
of one-half of the total score. 

A range of zero to five was used for both feasibility scores. A zero score is defined as not 
feasible, and the EA is then excludedfrom further analysis in the EACBS. The score'of five is 
defined as an EA that requires no'permitting to be implemented, or that the supporting technology 
is mature. A score of one is defined as one with a low expectation that the EA could be 
permitted, or that the technology is at bench or laboratory scale and not in use. ,- 

The calculation that provide the total feasibility score is: (3 F = (SJ+',)+ (SJWJ 

Where F = Total weighted feasibility score or Feasibility Index 

S, = Regulatory feasibility score 

W, = Regulatory feasibility weighting (equal to -5) 

S, = Technology feasibility score 

W, = Technology feasibility weighting (equal to .5) 

Each EA's score was deliberated until a consensus was formed. In some cases consensus could 
only be reached by allowing scores that were not whole numbers. This happened in a limited 
number of cases. 

After all the relative scores had been developed, the EASWG went through a final review of the 
EA scores to determine whether the scores were realistic relative to each other. This resulted 
in a final list of individual EAs and their relative scores. Combinations of EAs were scored using 
the individual scores as a basis. Since a combination's feasibility is limited by the lowest scoring 
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Results of the Scorina Process 

Feasibility scores, rationale, and specific evidence for each EA score are shown in 
Attachment D3. 

Results of the individual EA scoring process are shown in Attachment D4, and are sorted in a 
descending order of index feasibility score. The results show that €As requiring the least amount 
of development, such as backfilling a waste room, have the highest feasibility, while EAs that 
require considerable development, such as acid digestion or wet oxidation, have the lowest 
feasibility. 

3.2 

A preliminary qualitative assessment of effectiveness was determined for each of the 53 screened 
EAs shown in Attachment D1; this assessment provides a separate and independent process of 
the feasibility scoring process. This qualitative approach was efficient in that it provided an 
adequate level of information for consideration of each EA along several areas of effectiveness 
for the purpose of prioritizing analyses. 

A qualified individual, with direct knowledge and involvement in the 1991 EATF, as well as 
knowledge of disposal system sensitive parameters, provided the assessments. 

The assessment of effectiveness was combined with feasibility scores in an Effectiveness and 
Feasibility Matrix shown in Attachment D5. This matrix shows the results of a preliminary 
assessment of the effectiveness of screened engineered alternatives in terms of the following 
parameters: 

Preliminaw Assessment of the Effectiveness of Screened Alternatives 

Gas generation 
Actinide solubility 
Waste stack permeability 
Human intrusion. 

The significance of these parameters are discussed below. 

Gas Generation 

Gas may be generated by anoxic corrosion of metals (metallic waste and steel containers) and 
by microbial degradation of organic waste (paper, plastic, wood, etc.). The generation of low to 
moderate amounts of gas by the waste can improve performance by repressurizing the repository 
faster, thus minimizing the total amount of brine inflow. However, if gases are generated at rates 
that are greater that the rates at which gas can flow away from the repository, then the pressures 
that are significantly greater than lithostatic are predicted to occur. The physical response of a 
disposal rwm to excess pressure is highly uncertain. The room may respond by inflation, 
fracturing, or some combination of the two. Fracturing may manifest itself as generation of new 
fractures, or expansion of preexisting fractures within clay and anhydrite layers. The main 
concern regarding high gas generation rates is that it introduces an uncertainty with respect to 
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the long-term performance of the disposal system. Alternatives that reduce the rate of gas 
I 

generation, or eliminate any potential of the particular gas generation mechanism entirely are 
noted in the matrix. 

Actinide Solubili 

One pathway considered for the release of radionuclides to the accessible environment is the 
dissolution of the radionuclides in brine that may come in contact with the waste, followed by 
transport of the contaminated brine to the accessible environment. Brine can be transported via 
fractures caused by excessive pressurization of the repository by gas generation, or by pathways 
created by human intrusions. A key factor controlling release of radionuclides by these 
mechanisms is the solubility of the radionuclides in brine. Solubility is defined in this case as the 
maximum mass of a given actinide element that can dissolve in a unit volume of brine of a 
specified composition. The solubilities of the actinide elements of concern are complex functions 
of several parameters, however, they all show similar behavior with respect to pH, showing a 
solubility minimum over a pH range of 8.5 to 10. 

The ability of brine to transport radionuclides could be greatly reduced if the pH of any brine that 
accumulates in the repository is raised from the ambient value of around 6.1 to a value 
corresponding to the solubility minimum range. Alternatives that buffer the pH to a more 
favorable range by the addition of lime (calcium oxide, or CaO) or portland-type cement (which 
contains a major percentage of lime) to either the drum contents of backfill are noted as decrease 
in actinide solubilities. 

Waste Stack Permeability 

The permeability of the waste stack is a major factor in controlling the flow of contaminated brine 
in a waste disposal room toward a human intrusion drill hole that penetrates the room. 
Alternatives that reduce the permeability of the waste or backfill are noted in the matrix. 
Supercompaction provides only a slight decrease in permeability, whereas cementation or 
vitrification provides a large decrease in permeability. 

Human Intrusion 

One significant pathway for the release of radionuclides in response to human inttusion events 
is the direct removal of drill cuttings to the surface. The total volume of waste that is brought to 
the surface in response to a drilling,event is equal to the volume of waste that is physically 
intercepted by the drill bit. This includes the value removed by the bit (V=dh), plus any waste 
surrounding the hole that spalls or erodes into the hole in response to the action of the bit or 
circulation of drilling mud. The first volume term is directly controlled by the radius of the bit, 
which is an assumed value. The second volume term is controlled in part by the shear strength 
of the waste. Alternatives that increase the shear strength of the waste or backfill are noted in 
the matrix. 

3.3 Prioritization Goal and Obiective Statements 

To prioritize EAs while satisfying the intent of the engineered barrier study prescribed in proposed 
rule 40 CFR 194, and allowing for the generation of valuable information through a focused 
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analysis of select EAs, the Waste Isolation Division (WID) of Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
developed a goal and objective statement as follows: 

Goal 

To ensure a broad spectrum of EAs have been identified for analysis in order to focus 
resources and efforts on pragmatic solutions to meeting the expected requirements of 
proposed rule 40 CFR 194. 

Objective 

To identify a list of engineered alternatives, either as discreet technologies or 
combinations of technologies, in which further analysis may be performed within the 
resources available. 

3.4 Prioritization Criteria 

Based on the goal and objective statements developed for the priontization proc=ss, the WID 
developed the following steps for selecting specific EAs as recommended candidates for further 
analysis in the EACBS. The Effectiveness and Feasibility Matrix was the tool used for this 
selection. 

1 At least one of the most effective EAs for 
generation, solubility, permeability, and human intrusion) should be selected. 

2 At least one of the most effective EAs from a broad spectrum effectiveness should 
be selected. 

of the four impact areas (gas 

3 At least one hiah feasibilitv index EA for gacJ of the four impact areas (gas 
generation, solubility, permeability, and human intrusion). 

A given EA may be identified as potentially optimal for one or more of the criteria steps above. 
After accounting for the EAs identified in more than one of the criteria above, the final steps are 
as follows: 

4 Identify and consider EAs that have technical merit but currently have no 
assessment along each of the four impact areas of gas generation, solubility, 
permeability, and human intrusion. 

5 The balance of EAs shall be prioritized based on the feasibility index and broad 
suectrum effectiveness. 

3.5 

The criteria were applied to the list of screened and scored EAs shown in Attachment D5. The 
process was designed to maximize objectivity while minimizing subjectivity in the prioritization 
process. The selection of EAs for each of the criteria are shown in the following Tables D-1 
through D-5. 

Developino the Recommended List of EAs 

' I ! ,  , I 
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TABLE D-1 

SPECIFIC-MOST EFFECTIVE FOR EACH OF THE FOUR IMPACT AREAS (STEP 1) 

Gas Solubility Permeability Human Intrusion 

#74 EATF Alternative #94 SPM lT-9- #10 Plasma Processing #10 Plasma Processing 
9-Vitrify sludges, shred Enhanced cement of All Waste of Ail Waste 
and vitrify organics, melt sludges, shred and add 
metals with frit to clay based material to 
partition actinides, salt organics and inorganics, 
aggregate grout backfill, salt aggregate grout 
change container backfill. 
material. 



1 - TABLE D-2 

BROAD SPECTRUM-MOST EFFECTIVE (STEP 2) 

# 10 Plasma Processing of All Waste 

# 89 SPM IT-4 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt backfill 
with CaO. 

,.- 

A 
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1 TABLE P 3  

SPECIFIC-HIGH FEASIBILITY (STEP 3) 

Gas Solubility Permeability Human Intrusion 

# 95 SPM IT-10 
Decontaminate surface Backfill Container Shape Around DNmS and 
of metallic waste for 
LLW disposal, change 
container material, salt 
aggregate grout backfill. 

# 11 1 Clay Based # 11 1 Clay Based 
Backfill CaO Backfill 

# 33 Salt Plus Clay 
Backfill 

# 111 Clay Based # 63 Change Waste # 12 Salt Backfill 

Waste Stack 

# 83 Salt backfill with 

\ 
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1 .- TABLE 04 

TECHNOLOGICAL MERIT (STEP 4) 

# 53 Seal Individual Rooms 

# 60 Depressurize Castile Reservoir 
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1 TABLE D-5 - 
BROAD SPECTRUM-HIGH FEASIBILITY (STEP 5) 

# 12 Salt Backfill Around Drums and Waste Stack 

# 63 Change Waste Container Shape 

# 83 Salt bacMill with CaO 

# 95 SPM IT-10 Decontaminate surface of metallic waste for LLW disposal, change container 
material, salt aggregate grout backfill. 

# 35 Salt Aggregate Grout BackfN Around DNmS 

# 75 EATF Alternative 10 - Decontaminate surface of metallic wastes for LLW disposal, no backfill, 
change container material and shape, 10x31~188 rooms. 
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After accounting for duplicates in the above tables, Table D-6 shows the recommended EAs for 
further analysis in the EACBS. A list of these recommended prioritized EAs with feasibility and 
effectiveness ratings is shown in Attachment D6. 

4.0 SUMMARY 

As part of the EACBS, 54 EAs successfully passed the screening process. Analysis of EAs is 
a lengthy and costly process. Given limited resources, a management tool was developed to 
prioritize EAs for further analysis. The objective of the management tool was to prioritize EAs 
while satisfying the intent of the engineered barrier study prescribed in proposed rule 
40 CFR 194, and allowing for the generation of valuable information through a focused analysis 
of select EAs. Qualitative assessments of feasibility and effectiveness were made for each 
screened EA. A criteria, consistent with the goals and objectives of this prioritization, were 
developed and applied to the list of screened and scored EAs shown in Attachment D5. The 
results of this systematic process is a recommended 1ist.of EAs (Attachment D6) for further 
analysis in the EACBS. 
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TABLE D-6 

RECOMMENDED PRIORITIZED EAs 
~ ~~~ 

ID Description 
Number 

# 10 

# 12 

#33 

#35 

# 53 

# 60 

# 63 

# 74 

# 75 

# 03 

# 89 

#94 

Plasma Processing of All Waste 

Salt Backfill Around Drums and Waste Stack 

Salt Plus Clay Backfill 

Salt Aggregate Grout Backfill Around Drums 

Seal Individual Rooms 

Depressurize Castile Reservoir 

Change Waste Container Shape 

EATF Alternative 9 - Vim sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit to 
partition actinides, salt aggregate grout backfill, change container material. 

EAlF Alternative 10 - Decontaminate surface of metallic wastes for LLW disposal, no 
backfill, change container material and shape, 10x31~188 rooms. 

Salt backfill with CaO 

SPM IT4 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt 
backfill with CaO. 

SPM IT-9 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and add clay based material to organics and 
inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 

# 95 

# 111 Clay Based Backfill 

SPM IT-10 Decontaminate surface of metaflic waste for LLW disposal, change container 
material, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
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- 1  SCREENED ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES-DESCRIPTION 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 1 Supercompact Everything Except Sludges 
7 2 Incinerate and Cement Solid Organic Waste 

The following is a listing of Engineered Alternatives that passed the screening process. 

8 3 
9 4a 

10 4b 
11 5 
12 6 
13 7 
14 8 
15 9 
16 10 
17 l l a  
18 l l b  
19 12 
20 15 
21 16a 
22 16b 
23 19 
24 22 

"5 29 
6 33 

27 35 
28 36 
29 38 
30 51 
31 53 
32 60 
33 63 
34 64 
35 66 
36 
37 67 
30 
39 68 
40 
41 69 
42 
43 70 
44 
45 71 
46 
47 72 
48 

.- - Shred and Vitrify Solid Organic Waste 
Wet Oxidation and Cement Solid Organic Waste 
Wet Oxidation and Vitrify Solid Organic Waste 

.. 

I . ,  

(d Shred and Bituminize Everything Except Sludges 
.Shred and Compact Everything Except Sludges 
Shred and Cement Everything Except Sludges 
Shred and Cold Polymer Encapsulate Everything Except Sludges 
Shred, add Salt and Compact Everything Except Sludges 
Plasma Processing of All Waste 
Melt Metals into transuranic (TRU) waste ingots 
Melt Metals with Frit to Partition Actinides 
Salt Backfill Around Drums and Waste Stack 
Shred, Add Clay Based Material to Everything Except Sludges 
Acid Digestion and Cementation of Solid Organics 
Acid Digestion and Vitrification of Solid Organics 
Add Lime to Solid Organic Waste 
Decontaminate Surface of Metallic Wastes for low level waste (LLW) Disposal. 
Microwave Melt Sludges 
Salt Plus Clay Backfill 
Salt Aggregate Grout Backfill Around Drums 
Bitumen Backfill 
Reduce Room Dimensions to Minimize Space Around Waste Stack 
Change Mined Extraction Ratio 
Seal Individual Rooms 
Depressurize Castile Reservoir 
Change Waste Container Shape 
Change Waste Container Material 
The 1991 Engineered Alternatives Task Forces Final Report (EATF Alternative 1 - Shred 
and cement organics and inorganics only, salt backfill. 
EATF Alternative 2-Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and 
inorganics, salt backfill. 
EATF Alternative &Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and 
inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
EATF Alternative "Enhanced cement sludges, incinerate and cement organics, shred 
and cement inorganics, salt backfill. 
EATF Alternative %Enhanced cement sludges, incinerate and cement organics, shred 
and cement inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
EATF Alternative €&-Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals into TRU 
waste ingots, salt backfill. 
EATF Alternative 7-Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals into TRU 
waste ingots, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
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1 73 
2 
3 74 
4 
5 75 
6 
7 76 
8 
9 77 

10 
11 78 
12 
13 79 
14 
15 83 
16 87 
17 
18 89 
19 
20 90 
21 
22 92 
23 
24 93 
25 
26 94 
27 
28 95 
29 
30 110 
31 111 

EATF Alternative 8-Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit to - 
partition actinides, salt backfill, change container material. 
EATF Alternative +Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit to 
partition actinides, salt aggregate grout backfill, change container material. 
EATF Alternative lO-Decontaminate surface of metallic wastes for LLW disposal, no 
backfill, change container material and shape, 10x31~188 rooms. 
EATF Alternative 114upercompact organics and inorganics, salt backfill, monolayer of 
2,000 drums in a 6x33~300 room. 
EATF Alternative 124upercompact organics and inorganics, salt aggregate grout 
backfill, monolayer of 2,000 drums, in a 6x33~300 room. 
EATF Alternative 13-Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit to 

.partition actinides, no backfill, alternate container, 10x31 xl88. 
EATF Alternative 14-Supercompact organics, and inorganics, salt backfill, seal individual 
rooms, 2,000 supercompacted drums per room. 
Salt backfill with CaO 
Systems Prioritization Methodology (SPM) IT-2 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and 
cement organics and inorganics, salt backfill, change container material. 
SPM IT4 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt 
backfill with CaO. 
SPM IT-5 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and compact organics and inorganics, salt 
backfill, 2,000 drum monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 
SPM IT-7 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and compact organics and inorganics, salt 
backfill with CaO, 2,000 drums monolayer, 6~33x300 room. 
SPM IT4  Enhanced cement sludges, shred and add clay based material to organics and 
inorganics, salt backfill. 
SPM IT-9 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and add clay based material to organics and 
inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
SPM IT-10 Decontaminate surface of metallic waste for LLW disposal, change container 
material, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
Enhanced Solidification of Sludges 
Clay Based Backfill 

- 
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ENGINEERED ALTERNATIVES SCREENING WORKING GROUP 
SCORING APPROACH 

Scoring Process Description 

The working group is to assign feasibility scores for each EA. Feasibility is defined in terms of 
two attributes: 

1) Regulatory Feasibility 

. Ease or difficulty of achieving federal and state regulatory compliance for implementation 

The working group is to identify the activities required to obtain all necessary approvals and 
permits to implement and consider whether the EA technology has ever been permitted, the 
difficulties involved with obtaining permits, the time required to achieve regulatory compliance, and 
if significant, the cost of permitting. 

of an €A 

2) Technological Feasibility 

Technological feasibility of the EA 

The working group is to consider the maturity of the technology that forms the basis for the EA, 
the level of difficulty required to reach technical maturity that would allow implementation of the 
EA. 

Basis for Scorinq 

Scores resulting from this process provides a measure of relative feasibility for the EA with 
respect to each other, rather than assessing an absolute score. The guidelines below are 
intended to provide consistency during the scoring process 

General Considerations 

As you address each EA, the following considerations are provided to assist in structuring the 
thought process; 

1) On a broad scale, what activities, processes, and facilities will be required to implement 
this EA, and/or to operate the waste disposal process with the EA incorporated. 

Consider the evidence that exists that would give us confidence that we can successfully 
implement and/or operate the waste disposal process with this EA. Consider; 

a. 

b. Perceived complexities 

c. Magnitude of effort 

2) 

Similar processes that have operated successfully 
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d. 

e Safety considerations. 

Research and development status of technology 

c. 
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FEASIBILITY SCORES WITH RATIONALE 

Regulatory Feasibility - 4 - 
Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) in interim status of Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Part B Permit 
Not yet permitted 

€A #a Description: 
Supercompact everythlng except sludges 

Regulatory Feasibility - 2 

Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL) incinerator 
permitted (controlled air incinerator for hazardous) 
Moratorium on new hazardous waste incinerators 
Major effort required to permit future incinerator 

Technical Feasibility - 4 
- Technology mature for hazardous constituents-some 

engineering still required for TRU waste 
SEG, Japan, and France commonly use for LLW 
No TRU waste incinerator currently operating 
Many examples of commercial incinerators used to 
destroy multiple waste streams 

I 
EA #= Description: 

Incinerate and cement solid organic waste 

Technical Feasibility - 4.5 

Technology mature at RFP for transuranic (TRU) waste 
RFP experience not necessarily transferrable 
Not widely applied at other sites for TRU waste due to 
need 
Widely used for low-level waste (LLW) 
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EA #@ Description: 
Shred and vitrify solid organic waste 

11 Regulatoty Feasibility I Technical Feasibility - 2 

Regulatory Feasibility - 2 
Technology never permitted 

Not enough Information to score othmise 
Safety considerations (high press. and high temp.) - 

Not yet permitted for TRU waste 
Questions exist regarding ability to permit 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
favored vitrification as a waste form 

I ,Technical Feasibility - 
- At bench-scale-questions exist regarding ability to 

Safety issues 
handle all organic wastes 

Currently used to treat organics in water 

EA #a Description: 
Wet oxidation and cement organlc solid waste 

Vitrification of combustible solids a new technology 
Bench Scale 
Not applied to organics currently 
France's (Marcoule Facility) currently making glass 
radioactive logs 
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Descriotion: 

Regulatory Feasibility - 2 

Technology never permitted 
Safety considerations (high press. and high temp.) 
Not enough information to score otherwise 

V.-t oxidation and u..:lfy organic solid waste 

1 Technical Feasibility - 
At bench-scale-questions exist regarding ability to 
handle all organic wastes 
Safety issues 
Currently used to treat organics in water 

EA #g Description: 
Shred and bltuminize everythlng except sludges 

11 Regulatory Feasibility - I 1 Technical Feasibility - 3 I1 
Low expectation that permit can be obtained-Safety 
has been questioned for commercial nuclear power 
plant applications 
Never permitted 

Technology is mature but .not applied to TRU waste 
Development work required 
Expect technology can be applied to TRU waste 
Except for sludges, never been used for solid waste 
Used in Japan for radioactive resins and sludges 
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EA #g Description: 
Shred and compact everything except sludges 

Regulatory Feasibility - 4 

Never been permitted for TRU 
It has been allowed for commercial LLW 
Process will not require thermakhemical treatment and 
attendant products 
Permitting problems are not expected 

Technical Feasibility - 4 

Commercial nuclear plants routinely use compaction of 
LLW 
Shred and compact not being done for TRU waste- 
has not been demonstrated for TRU 
Equipment readily available (off the shelf) from 
manufactures for commercial application 

- 

Cementation of TRU sludges under interim status at 
US. Department of Energy (DOE) facllities 
Not been done for solid TRU wastes 
Process will not require thermal/chemical treatment and 
attendant products 
Permitting problems are not expected 

Shred and cement not being done for TRU 
LLW grouting being done at Hanford (J. Ward) 
Possible German applications (J. Waters & N. Rempe) 
Technology is off the shelf 
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Compaction allowed for LLW 
- Not permitted for TRU 

Permitting problems not expected 

i 

Process is not being done for TRU 
Equipment off the shelf 
LLW compaction being done at power plants - 

EA #e Description: 
Shred and cold polymer encapsulation everything except sludges 

May not be an effective treatment for RH 

4 Regulatory Feasibility - 
Allowed for LLW under commercial power plant license 
Not been done for solid TRU wastes 
Process will not require thermakhemical treatment of 
the waste and attendant products 
Permitting problems are not expected 

4 Technical Feasibility - 
- LLW is being polymerized commercially 

Not being done for TRU 
Technology is off the shelf 

E I 11 

EA #g Description: 
Shred, add salt and compact everything except sludges 

4 - 4 1 Technical Feasibility (1 Regulatory Feasibility - 
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EA #u Description: 
Plasma processing of all waste 

Not yet permitted for TRU waste 
Expect that permits could be obtained ' 

qegulatory Feasibility - 2.5 

Technology is mature but not applied to TRU waste 
Development work required 
Expectation that technology can be applied to TRU 
waste 

Not yet permitted for TRU waste 
Questions exist regarding permitability 
Current Western Governors Association (WGA) 
considers this a promising technology 
Cleaner technology than incinerate-lower level of off 
gas 

Technical Feasibility - 2 

Beyond bench scale but not yet approaching mature 
technology 
Commonly used for exotic metals refining 
Pilot test completed for Pit 9, Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) application (simulated 
waste) 
Design of a full scale unit is approx. 90% complete at 
INEL (Lockheed) 

EA #- Description: 
Melt Metals 

3 1) Regulatory Feasibility - 3 I Technical Feasibility - 1 
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EA #I-& Description: 
Melt Metals with frit to partltlon actinides 

~ 

Not yet permitted for TRU waste 
Expect that permits could be obtained 

perceived as a good thing to do 

Technology is mature but not applied to TRU waste 
Development work required 

waste 
Potential for recyde as low level waste containers; - Expectation that technology can be applied to TRU 

(1 Reaulatoty Feasibility - 3 1 Technical Feasibility - 3 

Regulatory Feasibility - 5 

No permitting required 
Original Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) already 
considers this process 

Technical Feasibility - 5 

- Equipment available 
Mature 

- Operation understood 

EA #g Description: 
Salt backfill around drums and waste stack 
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€A #X Description: 
Shred, add clay baaed material to everythlng except sludges 

Regulatory Feasibility - 4 

Not permitted for radioactive waste 
Permitting problems not expected 
Process will not require thermal/chemical treatment and 
attendant products 

Shred and add clay process is not being done for TRU 
waste 
Equipment off the shelf ' 
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EA #- Description: 
Acid digestion and cementation of solid organics 

Regulatory Feasibility - 2 

Technology not been permitted 
Disposition of (RCRA) hazardous constituents may be 
an issue 
Not enough information to score otherwise 

, 

2 

1972-1980 5,000 kg TRU processed with sulfuric acid 
at Hanford (pilot scale) 
Current technology 180°C and 15 psig at bench 
(Savannah River Site [SRS]) 
Belgium (recovery of Pu with sulfuric acid) and SRS 
experience with phosphoric acid (bench scale) 
Feed requires shredding 
Acid handling a commercial process 
Development required for stabilization of residue, off 
gas systems, and spent acid treatment and disposal 
Disposition of (RCRA) hazardous constituents during 
and after process unknown 
Cementation of the resultant sludges has not been 
demonstrated 

Technical Feasibility - 
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EA #m Description: 
Acid digestion and vitrification of solid organics 

3egulatoty Feasibility - 2 

Technology not been permitted 
Disposition of (RCRA) hazardous constituents may be 
an issue 
Vitrification not yet permitted for TRU waste 
Questions exist regarding ability to permit vitrification 
EPA has favored vitrification as a waste form 
Not enough information to score otherwise 

2 

at Hanford (pilot scale) 
Current technology 180°C and 15 psig at bench (SRS) 
Belgium (recovery of Pu with sulfuric acid) and SRS 
experience with phosphoric acid (bench scale) 
Feed requires shredding 
Acid handling a commercial process 
Development required for stabilization of residue, off 
gas systems, and spent acid treatment and disposal 
Disposition of (RCRA) hazardous constituents during 
and after process unknown 
Cementation of the resultant sludges has not been 
demonstrated 

Vitrification of solid organics at bench scale 

radioactive logs 

Technical Feasibility - 
- 1972-1 980 5,000 kg TRU processed with sulfuric acid 

- Vitrification of combustible solids a new technology 

Vitrification not applied to organics currently 
France’s (Marcoule Facility) currently making glass 

- 
- 

! 
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Assumed that no shredding is required 
This is a material handling process-no treatment 
technology involved 
Aluminum would have to be removed for existing waste 

I 

€A #s Description: 
Add llme to solid organlc waste 

May require a permit 
Potential waste acceptance criteria and TRUPACT-II 
certification impact 

Chemical reaction 
Particulate 

EA #= Description: 
Decontaminate surface of metalllc wastes for LLW dlsposal 

1) Regulatory Feasibility - 4 1 Technical Feasibility - 5 II 
May require a permit 
Expect permit to be obtained, if required 

I 

Mature technology 
Commonly used for alpha decontamination 
Off-the-shelf technology 
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€A #= Description: 
Microwave melting of sludges 

3 Regulatory Feasibility - 
Problems expected but permit can be obtained 
Microwave technology generally accepted by public 
WGA considers microwave melting a promising 
technology 

2 Technical Feasibility - 
- Unit operations only have been developed-cornplete 

systems (feed systems, and off gas systems) have not 
been developed 
Has been demonstrated for radioactive waste 
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No permitting required 
Original FSAR does not explicitly consider this process 

EA #a Description: 
Salt plus clay backfill 

11 Regulatory Feasibility - 5 I Technical Feasibility - 5 

Mature 

Operation understood 
- Equipment available 

Regulatory Feasibility - 5 
No permits required 
Only DOE requirements need to be satisfied 

5 Technical Feasibility - 
Technology is mature 

industry 
- Brine saturated grouts used in mining and petroleum 
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€A #% Description: 
Bitumen backfill 

2 Regulatory Feasibility - 
Will impact RCRA no-migration; large increase in a 
hazardous constituent 
Uncertainty in safety requirements due to combustible 
nature 
Major regulatory uncertainty 

Technical Feasibility - 5 
- Material handling technology is mature 

Bitumen backfill used in Germany (J. Myers) Asse or - 
Gorleben - Off-the-shelf equipment 

I) 
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PREFACE 

This report documents the approach that was used to screen a list of engineered alternative 
(EA) candidates for the purpose of exclusion or retention in the Engineered Alternatives 
CosUBenefit Study (EACBS). The EACBS is outlined in the Eneineered Alternatives 
CosUBenefit Studv Scou ine R m n ,  WIPPIWID 95-2093. 

The EACBS Scoping Report outlined a general approach to screen EAs. The approach 
includes use of a multidisciplinary panel (working group), a list of initial EA candidates, and 
a screening method to ensure that the most viable altematives m focused upon in he 
costhnefit study. This report documents the screening process used by the Engineered 
Alternatives Screening Working Group (EASWG) and presents the results of the screening 
P-. 
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W 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Engineered Alternatives CostlBenefit Study (EACBS) Scoping Report (WIPPIWID 95- 
2093) was prepared to document the approach for gathering of technical data necersary for 
decision making regarding engineered alternatives (EA) to be used for meeting the Title 40 
Code of Federal Regulations 191 (40 CFR 19l)assurance requirements. The study will 
provide the technical basis for determining whether or not engineered alternatives should be 
included in the repository as assurance measures to either increase the performance of the 
disposal system beyond containment requirements or to reduce uncertainty associated with the 
performance pndicrion. The Wreening of initial EAs to be analyzed in the study is a key 
part of the study. Engineered Alternatives that pass the screen wil l  be considered for further 
analysis in the EACBS. 

The screening process is a non-ranking pass or fail type of screen which uses a panel of 
technical professionals. The process is such that any prospective altcmative can be 
investigated to determine if it should be considered for further analysis in the EACBS. 

The screening process is outlined in Sections 3.1 to 3.2.3 of the swping report. This 
process compiles a list of EA candidates, compares these candidates to the definitions of an 
EA, and screens those tha~ meet the definition against screening criteria. Those that meet the 
criteria will be used in the EACBS analysis and those that do not meet the definition and/or 
scrrening criteria are documented with a justification for rejection. This process is 
performed by a scnening panel known as the Engineered Alternatives Screening Working 
Group (EASWG). The EASWG was allowed to refine and improve the process outlined in 

The following seaions detail the sgeening procey used, the results, and describe any 
modifications made to the process outlined in the q i n g  report. Justification for these 
changes arc also provided. 

- 

thescopingrepon 

1.1 WIppMlrSionDescription 

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a research and development facility of the U.S. 
w e n t  of Enagy (DOE), designed to demonstrate the safe transportatl 'on, handling, and 
disposal of defense generated transuranic (TRU) radioactive waste. The facility is located 
26 miles east of Carlsbad. New Mexico. The repository is located in a mined geologic salt 
deposit, 2,150 feet below ground. The waste will be shipped to the facility and placed in the 
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underground repository for disposal. After the WIPP repository is filled with waste, the 
access ways will be closed, shafts sealed, and the surface facilities removed. 

1.2 EACBS progrrm Purpose 

The DOE has initiated a cost benefit study to provide a technical basis for the selection and 
rejection of EAs for the WIPP beyond the engineered barrim required for compliance with 
containment requirements. The results of this study will be presented in the EACBS Final 
Report- 

Engineered Alternatives included engineered barriers, waste modifications, facility 
modifigtons. process changes, or any other approach that after qualitative analysis with 
respect to performance assessment sensitivity and uncertainty analysis results, would reduce 
uncertainty in predictions of long-term performance. 

1.3 EACBSRogramBackgruuud 

In accordance with Subpans B and C of 40 CFR 191. the W P  Performance Assessment 
(PA) is used to predict the expeUed cumulative release of radionuclides to the accessible 
environment ova the long-term npository performance period. The PA uses numerical 
modeling to predict whether the performance of the disposal system can masonably be 
arpected to meet the requirements of 40 CFR 191. The numerical modeling is supported by 
experimental programs and expert judgement. Results of the PA are quantitative in nature 
and hdkatetk WPPdesignatherdoesor does not meettheperfommce Criteriaand 
release limits imposed by the regulation. The WIPP disposal system performance assessment 
and the40 CFR 191 SEUrdvd arc designed to ensure that a margin of safety is built into the 
evaluation pmccss. The calculand results of PA can therefore only be used to conclude that 
the dispoal system will or will not comply. Rehive 'degrees" of compliance cannot be 
deduced from a mmu complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) resulting from 
the WIPP PA. 

The rrgulation specifies that asmaoce requirements be used to provide additional ronfidmce 
for long-term compliance. These assuance requimnents intmcluce a 'defense-in-depth' 
concept to tht dispoJal system design by using c n g i n d  barriers, active and passive 
institutional controls, long-term monitoring, and permanent markers in addition to the ~ t u d  
and engin&nd systems to contain and isolate the waste. The assurance requirements in 

.- 
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40 CFR 191 are used to complement the disposal system containment requirements. As part 
of the assurance requirements, EAs may be used to provide additional confidence in the 
containment requirements which also has an added benefit of possibly enhancing disposal 
system performance and/or reduce uncertainty in the calculated performance results. 

A distinction b e e n  containment and assurance must be maintained. Containment relates to 
the -tory performance limits, whereas assurance relates to reducing the uncertainty 
assochd with a compliance determination. The disposal system design meets the multiple 
barrier assurance requirements specified in 40 CFR 8 191.14(d). This study will provide 
information about additional EAs which can be evaluated within the context of a compliant 
disposal system. 

2.0 Alternatives sereeninl: proces 

The EACBS requires an input of EA to be used in the conlbenefit analysis. Since the 
analysis of EAs is a lengthy and costly process, the input EAs are examined prior to the 
analysis to detamtne ' if they are valid and viable alternatives with some expectation that they 
can improve the disposal system performance and/or reduce the uncertainty in the prediction 
of this performance. The screening process was designed to examine the prospective inputs 
to determine the validity of the alternatives. 

The d g  was performed by the EASWG. The EASWG is composed of a professional 
facilitator and technical professionals from the following fields: 

- 

waste Mallagemalt 
waste ProCesJing 
probablistic Risk Assesunent 
TransportationEaginaring 
En~llmaltalEngioeaing 
Mine Ellgin* 
RadiationRiskAycssnent 
ChemiCalEngineering 
cost/schedule Asseyment 
Public Relations 
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Personnel that had technical experience from the listed fields and had direct lcnowldge of the 
W P  project andor other DOE waste programs were chosen. Members were chosen by the 
EACBS project managers. The members of the EASWG and their resumes are listeci in 
Appendix B. 

The EASWG met on April 24, 25, and 26, 1995, and again on May 1, 2, and 3, 1995. The 
working group initially broke the process down into the steps listed below which were 
derived from the w i n g  report. 

1. Review the definition of an EA. 
2. Review the screening criteria. 
3. Review the EA candidates and their definitions. 
4. Outline the screening process. 
5. Compare the EA candidates to the EA definition. Document the results. 
6. Determine if the EAs that met the definition also meet the screening criteria. 
7. Document the results. 

.- 

Each step is detailed in the following sections. 

2.1 Review the Ikfinition of an Engheed Alternative 

The dcfkition stated in Section 3.2.2 of the scoping report is: 

An EA is a process, technology, method, disposal system design, or waste form 
modification which makes a signiiicant positive impact on the disposal system in tenns 

In order for an EA concept to be considend as an engineeredaltmativc, it must be 
technically feasible and mwt meet at Ieast one of the following criteria. 

Rcducepameabilityofthewastestack 

of rc4iucing Uncertainty OI improving long-tam paformance. 

lnaeasc the shear strength of the waste form 
Reduce the total gas produced from the waste form by: 

Reducing corrosion ratc - oxic, anoxic, or both - 
- RcducingdcrobialactiVity 
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I : . :  
I 

l i i  
1 

- Isolating or lowering available waterlbrine contact with the waste (Radiqlysis gas 
genaation is not a critical issue and is not a significant factor in gas generation) 

0 

0 
Reduce the transport rate of radionuclides 
Reduce the consequences of human initiated processes or events 
Reduce the solubility of the radionuclides 

The working p u p  concluded that the definition should also state that the final waste form 
must meet the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). The working group decided that this 
change was required because all waste shipped to the WIPF for disposal must met the WAC 
and that any altemative that modifies the waste such that it could not meet the WAC would 
not be considered. No other changes were made. 

2.2 Review the Screening Criteria 

The EASWG reviewed the three screening criteria, Regulatory Compliance and Permitting, 
Availability of Technology, and Schedule of Implementation. These cxiteriaare described in 
section 3.2.3 of the q i n g  report. The EASWG concluded that these critezia are based on 
feasibility and abbreviated two of the titles to Regulatoq Feasibility and Technical 
Feasibility. The definitions for these two criteria were considered adequate by the EASWG. 
The working $rwp noted that schedule is inherent in tfiesc two cri- There was therefore 
no reason to consider schedule as a separate measun for viabiity detarmnatl . 'onsmade 
during saeening. 

- 

2.3 ReviewEngimed Alternatives and their Def~dons  

The EA scoping report contaias the initial listing of EA candidates thatwereusedinthe 
screahg proass. This list was compiled from the 64 individual and 14 EA combinations 
found in tbe 1991 &&d Alternatives Task Forcc Final Report (EATF), the 20 EAs that 
waeconuderrd by !hdia National Laboratories (SNL) for the Systems Prioritization 
Mcthodology-lI (spM-2), and the 10 EAs listed in the proposed rule 40 CFR 194. This list 
is found in Appcmdix C of this report. 

The EASWG reviewed the list of EAs and the definitions of the 64 individual technologies 
listed in the EAT. Definitions for the remaining EAs were not required because the 
remaining EAs are either combinations or duplicates of the 64. The working group 

- 
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mcdified the 64 EATF definifions to clarify and expand the definitions or update 
advancements in the technologies since 1991. Some of the original titles were modified to 
expand on which waste types are used with the technologies. The definitions are listed in 
Appendix D of this report. 

2.4 Outline the Screeniog Process 

The EASWG developed a basic outline to screen the €As. The outline is: 

1. Compare EA to definition 
2. Jktmnme if the EA is detrimental to the disposal system 
3. Idatify duplicate EAs and delete 
4. Compare remaining €As to screening criteria 

a. Regulatory Feasibility 
b. Technology Feasibility 

2.5 ComPpretheEngimed Alternative Candidates to M i o n  

The EASWG, afta reviewing the modified definition of an EA in W o n  3.2.2 of the 
Scoping report, compared the initial list of EA candidates (Appendix C) to the definition. 
Those that met the ddinition w u t  noted as such and those that did not were documented 
with a br id  descxiption why the working group concluded that it did not me& the definition. 
Dirplicates were also deleted at this time. The initial EA list was divided into a Pass and 
Qectlist. This list can be found in Appendix E. 

In reviewing the EAs, theEASWG also considacd any detrimental effects due to the 
implementation of an EA. Any EA that would have a detrimatal impact on the performance 
of the dispost System was deleted. 

2.6 Compare the Eogineered Alternatives to the keening Criteria - 
WIPPmm-95-2104 6 Revision 0 
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The remaining €As that meet the definition were screened by assessing Regulatory and 
Technical Feasibility. The w i n g  repon definitions for these criteria were used. After a 
thorough review, no EAs that met the definition were screened out due to regulatory or 
technical feasibility. Comments from the EASWG on regulatory and technical feasibility are 
listed in Appendix E. 

2.7 ScreeningResults 

After completing the Screening process, a Pass and Reject list with justifications was 
compiled and tinaked. The pass list by number and title only axe shown in Table 2 - i and 
the rejection list by number and title only are shown in Table 2 - 2. 

/--... 
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Table 2 - 1 
Engineered Alternative Pas List 

The following is a listing of Engineered Alternatives that passed the screening process. 

1 Supercompact Everything Except Sludges 
2 Incinerate and Cement Solid Organic Waste 
3 Shred and V i m  Solid Organic Waste 
4a Wet Oxidation and Cement Solid Organic Waste 
4b Wet Oxidation and Vitrify Solid Organic Waste 
5 Shred and Bituminize Everythiig Except Sludges 
6 Shred and Compact Everythmg Except Sludges 
7 Shred and Cement Everything Except Sludges 
8 Shred and Cold Polymer Encapsulate Everything Except Sludges 
9 Shred, add Salt and Compact Everything Except Sludges 
10 Plasma processing of All waste 
lla Melt Metals into TRU waste ingots 
I lb  Melt Metals with Frit to Partition Actinides 
12 Salt Backfill Around Drums and Waste Stack 
15 Shred, Add Clay Based M a t e d  to Everything Except Sludges 
16a Acid Digestion and Cementation of Solid Orgarucs 
16b Acid Digestion and Vitrification of Solid Organics 
19 Add Lime to Solid Organic Waste 
22 Dewntamiaate Surface of Metallic Wastes for low lev4 waste (UW) Disposal. 
29 MicrowavcMeltSludges 

35 Salt&gregaeGroutBackfUAroundDrums 
36 Bitumcn- 
38 RcduaRoomDimensons . to Minimize Space Around Waste Stack 
51 ChangeMincdExtractimRatio 
53 SealIndkidd Rooms 

63 Change Waste Container Shape 
64 Change Waste Container Material 
66 The 1991 E n g i n d  Altematives Task Forces Final Report (EATF Alternative 1 - 

33 SaltPllsQayBackfill 

(9 6 o D t p e s m c  . caStileReservoir 

Shred and cement organics and inorganics only, salt backfill. 
67 EATF Altanati~ 2 - Enhanced w m t  sludges, shrrd and m t  organics and 

inorganb, salt bacm. 
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Table 2 - 1 
Engineered Alternative Pass List 

68 EATF Alternative 3 - Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and 
inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 

69 EATF Alternative 4 - Enhanced cement sludges, incinerate and cement organics, shred 
and cement inorganics, salt backfill. 

70 EATF Altemaave 5 - Enhanced cement sludges, incinerate and cement organics, shred 
and cement inorganics. salt aggregate grout backfill. 

71 EATF Alternative 6 - Vitnfy sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals into TRU 
waste ingots, salt backfill. 

72 EATF Alternative 7 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals into TRU 
waste ingots, salt aggregate grout backfill. 

73 EATF Alternative 8 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals 114th frit to 
partition acfinides, salt backtill, change container material. 

74 EATF Alternative 9 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit to 
partition actinides, salt aggregate grout bacldiu, change container material. 

75 EATF Altcmative 10 - Decontaminate surface of metallic wastes for LLW disposal, no 
bacldil, change container mataiai and shape, 10x31~188 rooms. 

76 EATF A l t a d v e  11 - Supercompact organics and inorganics. salt backfill, monolayer of 
2,000 drums in a 6x33~300 room. 

77 EATF Alternative 12 - Supercompact organics and inorganics, salt aggregate grout 
backfill, monolayer of 2,000 drums, in a 6x33~300 room. 

78 EATF Altemative 13 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit 
to partition actinides, no backfill, alternate container. 10x31~188. 

79 EATF Alternative 14 - Supncompact organics, and inorganics, salt backfill. seal 
individual rooms, 2,000 supercompacted drums pu room. 

83 SaltbacWwithCaO 
87 Systems Priorilkation Methodology (SPM) IT-2 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and 

cement organia and inorganics. salt backrill. change container matuial. 
89 SPM IT4 Enhancai cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics. salt 

backfill wilh cao. 
90 SPM IT4 Enhanced ccment sludges. shred and compact organics and inorganics, salt 

bacluill, 2,000 drum monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 
92 SPM IT-7 Enhanced Cement sludges, shred and compact organics and inorganics, salt 

backfill with CaO, 2,000 drums monolayer, 6~33x300 room. 

inorganics, salt backfill. 
93 SPM IT-8 Enhanced m t  sludg+s, shred and add clay based material to organics and 

c 
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Tabk 2 - 1 
Engineered Alternative P a s  Lit 

94 SPM lT-9 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and add clay based material to organics and 

95 SPM IT-10 Decontaminate surface of metallic waste for LLW disposal, change container 

11 0 Enhanced Solidification of Sludges 

inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 

mataial, salt aggregate grout backfill. 

111 clay Based Backtill 
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Table 2 - 2 
Engineered Alternatives Rejection List 

The following is a listing of Engineered Alternatives that failed the screening process. 

4 
11 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
20 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
30 
31 
32 
34 
37 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4s 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

Wet Oxidation 
Melt Metals 
Add other Sorbenu 
Add Gas Suppressant 
Acid Digestion 
Sterilization 
Add Copper Sulfate 
Add Fflers 
Segngate Waste Forms 
Change Waste Generation Process 

Accelerate Waste Digestion procesS 
Alter Corrosion Environment 
Alter Bacterial Environment in WIPP 
Transmutation of Radionuclides 
salt Bacm only 
salt Bacm Plus Gas Gatas 
Compact Bacm 
Preformed Compacted Bacldill 
Add Gas Suppressant 
segregate waste in W P  
Decnase Amount of Waste per Room 
Emplace Waste and Bacm Simultaneously 
selected vegetative uptake 
Brine Mating Dykes 
RaiseWasteAbovetheFloor 
BrineSumpandDrains 

Seal Repository Room Walls 
Vent Facility 
Ventilate Facility 
Add floor of Brine Sorbmu 

Add Anti-BaCterial M a t e d  

Gas Expsion Volume 

- 
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Table 2 - 2 
Engineered Alternatives Rejection List 

52 Change Room Configurations 
54 Two Level Repository 
55 Monument Forest Over Repository 
56 Monument Covering the Entire Repository 
57 Buried Steel Plate Over the Repository 
58 Artificial Surface Layer Over the Repository 
59 Add M a r h  Dye to Strata 
61 Grout Culebra Foundation 
62 Increase Land Withdrawal Area 
65 EATF Baseline - As Received with Salt Backfill 
80 SPM-Baseline 

82 SPM-B SaltIBentonite backfill 50-50 mix, 5096 filling effiaency 

86 SPM IT-I Shred and cement organics and inorpanicS. salt backtiil - Deleted 
88 SPM lT-3 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement orginics and inorganics, salt 

91 SPM IT4 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and compact organics and inorganics, salt 

96 SPM EATF-8 Vitrify sludges, slued and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit to 
partition actinides (metals are eliminated from the WIPP hventory), salt backfill, 
change waste container matcriat. 

97 SPM EATF-9 Vitrify sludges. shrcd and vitrify organics, melt metals with frir to 
@tion actinides (metals are eliminated from the WIPP inventory), salt aggregate grout 
~,chngewastemrainermatuia l .  

98 SPM DO51 Passive markers- no spa%tk Xrnario given reduce human inrmsion 
pmbabilityparpmetas. 

99 SPM DOE-2 CompaamartaIization of waste - various unspecified scenarios. 
100 194-canentation 

81 SPM-ASaltbackfill 

84 SPM-D Cement grout backfill - 
85 SPM-E Salt/Gmut bXkfill 

aggregw grout backfill. 

grout backfdl, 2,000 drum monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 

101 194-shredding 
102 194-supercompaction 
103 194-Incinerati on 
104 194-viaification 
105 194- Improved waste containen - 
WZPPMD-95-2104 12 Revirion 0 
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Table 2 - 2 
Engineered Alternative Rejection List 

106 194- Grout and Bentonite Backfill 
107 194- Metal Melting 
108 194- Alternative Configuration of Waste .Emplacement 
109 194- Alternative Disposal System Dimensions 

I 
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Engineered Alternative Working Group 

Members (resumes attached) 

Peter Canon 
John'casC 
Sayan Chakraborti 
Terry DeBiase 
A n d m  Dykes 
Michael Emerson 
Denise Gelston 
Dave Lechel 
John McFee 
Jonathan Myers 
Rod palanca 
David Palmer 
James Ward 
JamesWatcrs - 
Maggie Wood 

--9 

R O g r a m O v ~ t  
Jayne Davis 
John Magyar 
Steve Wagner 

Facilitator 

- 
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Peter H. Carson 
Waste Management Engineer 

8 Years of Relevant Experience 

SUMMARY: Mr. Carson bas more than eight years of experience in providing support to che 
U.S. Depamncnt of E I U ~  (DOE) and its contraaors in the area of radioactive 
and hanrdous waste maaagcmem. Mr. cuson's experience also includes 
performing work in waste stream charaaerization, waste ccnifcation, project 
management. RCRA pcrmit appliiom. waste technology 
developman, waste maa?gcmcm and enviromncntai restoration planuing and 
SPlfeBy devclopmcnt, d waste minimintiarr cost/bcncfit analysis. 

EDUCATION B.S.. Qemical and Paroiarm Re&@ Engineering, Colorado school of Mines, 
1984 
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Page 2 

preparing sections of the test. resolving review comments, and suggesting 
i r n p r o v m  in the planiung process. 

Supponed the Eqmmemd -Waste Chamcurbxion Program (E-WCP) at the 
Rocky Rau Plant (RFP). This support included preparing a Project Management 
Plan, reviewing a d  rcvisii operacing procedures from various organizations at 
RFP that are participating in the E-WCP, assisting in the preparation of the 
Quality Asswam Projet Plan, and participating in the development of a self- 

shipped to WIPP various avlJuranic waste forms for upuimenral activities 
evaluati~a pr~gnm. Tht E-WCP selcaed. charaaenzcd ' . repxlragcd. and 

quired todamnsaate that WIPPmcm regulatoly nquirrmcmr. 

conaibuted to prepamion of the WIPP strategic Plan. This plan detailed at 
wed lev& the steps rapiredm makc WIPP an opeming disposal facility. 
This work included coducting a rcqknmm analysis and a smkdmlder 
analyst, defining tbc goals and objectives of the WIPP program, cruring activity 
logic dirgnnrJ, d d y z i n g  alternate strategies for atminiq prognmmyic 
galls. 

Supponcd the WIPP P&m+mmf Comrol Tyk Force. This suppon included 
prcppring a Test ph+re Mmaganau Plan, which establishes organitntional roles 
ad rcsponribiia for tbc DOE WIPP Project Office, WeJdnghouJe Waste 
Isolation Division (WID). ad SIldia Natiod Labomtoris, the thrre primary 
pmaparmintbcwIwprolplm. 

comulted for Rockwdl hanational as part of tht Joint Imegr?tion office. 
codbutd to planning d systmr, impaimCff0m rclvcd to the DefmK 
mu Wpne Ro(prm. - ipdcph b w k d g e  of the TRU W a W  - synam at mply DOE 1- ' , ~ t h e I d a h o N a t i o ~  
&@mering Iabontory. Oak Ridge N a t i d  Laboratory. Savannah Rivcr Site, 
mdHmfordRaervpioa Responsible for prrpviag long-range plans, 
c o s / r c h c d p l e ~  sadks. md system imcgntion implcmmyion plans. 

supponrdtheW~WasteIso lat ionD~ionbyras ininginrcvis ingthe  
WIPP W o r ~  Auzpmux Giteria (WAC). Also prrppring a TransPofition 

. .  

system- ad ol#itios plyl ltazing derailed lmowlcdgc of TRU 
wastecer&amo . d ~ l l r c q u i r r m e n r s .  

I 

PUBLICATION& 

Camn.P.H..aal.. 1990. S o n r c e s o f W w . ~  'cazivc Waste M~~ECIIICIK 
lep tbc N W  Fwl CV&, Vol. 14 (1-2). pp. 2744. 

Kallas. J.A., Tipon. J.B.. Camn. P.H., octokr 3. 1991. Plmrning for 
~~Mo~ga~~tActiviaamahcR~FlmcPlmu,Roceedingsfrom 
the 5th Amnul Colorado Hazanhs Waste Ivlanagaucnt Society Conference. 
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Ebn, MA., Canon. P.H., Pierce, G.D., 1988. Managanent of Remote- 
H d a i  Dejfaase Trmmmic Wasza. Waste Maaagrment Eighry Eight. Volume 
2 - High-Lcvel Waste and Gmcr;il Interest, pg. 303. 



John B. Case, PE 

Professional Qualifications 

Mr. Case is a Registered Fhfessional Engineer with more than 16 years of experience in ground 
and surface wafer hydrology and geotechnical engineering. He is a specialist in sealing 
technology for nuclear waste and hazardous waste management. He has been involved in many 
hydrological, thermomechanical, and structural analyses conducted on nuclear waste repositoly 
projects including the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the Basalt Waste Isolation Roject 
(BWIP), the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation ( O m ,  the Yucca Mountain Roject (YMP), and 
the Office of Waste Technology Development. His work for the BWIP, the YMP, the O M ,  
and the OWTD has been primarily as a Principal Investigator, aad has included analyzing hydro- 
logical, stress, and thermal effeas using the boundary element, finite element, and f ~ t e  
difference methods; modcling heat conduction; analyzing the thermomchanical behavior of seals; 
analyzing room closure for salt crap; analyzing consolidation of crushed salt and other backfii 
materials; analyzing stnss buildup on waste packages in salt; analyzing groundwater flow through 
seals and fractud rock; and evaluating the extent of the damage zone around boreholes, shafts, 
and tunnels. In addition. Ivlr. Case assisred in performing geotechnical, hydrologic, and structural 
analyses for certifyiog existing and new underground hazardous waste tank system and 
developing spill prevention plans for surface and underground tank system. 

In support of IT-Albuquerque's Geotechnicd Design specialty. Mr. Case is responsible for 
developing and impkmenhg project plans using critical path methods, moue  leveling, and 
cost-tracking methods. He is a member of IT'S Senior Technical Associate program. 

Education 

- 

M.S.. Civil Engineaing, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, 1974 
B.S.. Civil Engkuing, University of Colorado. Boulder, Colorado; 1972 

Regismtion- 

Registaed Professional Engineer, New Mexico, Colondo, Arizona 

---f- 

1976 - 
1980 
1981 - 
&sent 

R 8 ~ M ~ , G # o t u h ~ D a i g n I I n k n r c l h o  nal Techno& Cmpomfion 
(m Albrqurgw, New Mexico. As a project mauager, Mr. Case is responsible 
for pjem involving nuclear waste and luzadow waste disposal, including 
evaluations of seal and rack behavior for npositories in basalt, tuff, and salt, and 
for deepwell injozion 

E v d d  the disturbed zone that resulted from drilling. blasting, or machine 
excavation around shafts and tuunek in salt, tuff, and basalt. Utilized the 
elasto-plastic theory to assess the mechanical properties of rock stress 
disttrbution, and displacements around openings. 
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Prepared field test plans for repository sealhg in tuff. 

9 Developed a Borehole Sealing Strategy for exploratory boreholes at the 
YMP. 

Conducted performance assessment of repository seals for air and water flow 
above the groundwater table for the YMP. 

Developed field test plans for seals in terms of air flow and episodic water 
flow for the YMP. 

Graded quality assurance activities at the YMP for Sandia National 
Laboratories, Albuquerque (SNL). ' 

Performed selected analyses to evaluate the impact of the exploratory shaft 
test facity on the pufonnance of the W repository. 

Designed the rock support systems at the B W P  using boundary element and 
m k - s ~ f i  i n t ~ a t i ~ n  m~rhods a d  &vcI@ the fidd teSt p b .  

I 

Conducted paformaace assessment of a rrposihny seal system in basalt at 
the BWIP using finite element and stochastic mthods. 

Dewloped a numerical model to pdict  how cement hydration would affect 
the intafact stress on a mnaete plug at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
m. 
Analyzed the flow of prrssyrized brine to and from the WIPP repository 
through boreholes. This reprrsented the worst-case breach scenario for the 
m. 
Developed a completed numerical model for evaluating brine inflow data for 
thewIpp. 

P r o ~ p r r c ~ o f f i d d t e s t s a n d m a d e r e c c r m m e n d a t i  om on test 
pafomaw forthe Stripa project 

Developed a spiU pnvention plan for surfax and un<krground tanks at 
SNL. 

1980 Senior Engineer, Rackwell Eanfod ~ n s ,  fihland, Wahington. 
Conductd tbamal mechanical analyses in basaits and general rock mechanics - 
analyses including: 
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Numerical modeling and analysis of the full-scale heater tests simulating 
radioactive waste emplacement for the BWIP. Team Leader of the 
Numerical Modeling Group responsible for planning and reviewing 
laboratory and field tests in rock mechanics, and for selecting thermal and 
themomechaaical properties used in numerical analysis. Provided a 
preliminary analysis of t e m p e m  data recovered after 70 days of heater 
test operations. 

Planned, directed and analyzed the results of rock mechanics 
characterization tests in basalt asso~iated with the BWlP to provide t h e 4  
and tbumomechanical data necessary for precllcting the response of the host 
rock to waste-induced heating. 

Professional A fflliations 

Awrican Lnstitute of Mining Engineers 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
KiwaLlis Intematiod 
National Society of Professid Engineers 
Tau Beta Pi, National Engincuing Association 

. 
.- 

. 

PublicaiiOns 

Frmandez. J. A, J. B. Casc. aod J. Tyburski, 1992, "Proposed Sealing FieldTests 
for a Potential HighLevel Waste Repository in Unsaturated Tuff," Roccedings of 
the Third International Conference 011 High-Level Radioactive Waste Management, 
Las Vegas. Nevada, VoL 2. pp. 2S2297. 

Case. J. B.. J. A. Femanda. aad J. R Tybufild, 1992. "SuppOmng Hydration 
Calculation for Small- to Largc-scale Seal Tests in Unsaturated Tuff," Procecdio gs 
of tbe Third Intgllational conference on Higb-Level Radioactive waste 
Mamgum& Las Vcgas, Nevada, Vol. 2, pp. 298-2305 

Coak, R, a d  J. cast, 1991, "Design and constructl 'on Issues Associated with 
seaiing of a Repository in Salt," Waae Management '91, Proceedings of the 
SymposiMl in W e  M a n a g m a t ,  Tucson, Arizona. VoL 2, pp. 735-742. - Dietz, J . M . , M .  G. Wallace,B. A. Laums. J. B. Case. andD. E. Deal, 1985, 

Excavations for thc Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in the Pcrmian Salad0 
Fondon." Geological Society of America, Abstracts with Program, p. A347. 

WaIlacc,M.G..J.M.Dietz,B.ALauctes,J.B.Case,andD.E.Deal, 1990, 
"Coupled Fluid-Flow Through Salt Around Excavations for the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Plant (WIF'P) in the permian Salad0 Formation" Wane Munugemenf '90, 

"Co~pled Ruid-Fbw Modeliag of Brines Through Salt Around the 
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Proceedings of the Symposium in Waste Management, Tucson, Arizona Vol. 2, 
pp. 873-880. 

Fernandez, J. A., T. E. Hinkcbein, and J. B. Case, 1988, "Selected Analyses to 
Evaluate the Effects of the Exploratocy Shafts on Regulatory Performance at 
Yucca Mountain," SANDO598. Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. 

Case, J. B.. and D. Deal, 1987, "prrliminary Hydrologic and Geomechanical 
Evaluations of Brine Inflow from Bedded Salt to a Nuclear Waste Repository," 
Geological Socieq ofAmerica Abstracts with Programs. Vol. 19, No. 7, pp. 614- 
615. 

Case, J. B., and P. C. KeM. 1987, "Modification of Rock Mass Rrmeabiity in 
the Zone Surrounding a Shaft in Fractured, Welded Tuff." sANpB6-7ooI, Sandia 
National Labonwries, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Case, J. B.. P. C. KekaU, and J. L. Withiam, 1987, "Laboratory Investigation of 
Crushed Salt Consotidation," Proccrdings ofthe 28th U.S. Symposium on Rock 
Mechanics. A. A. Ballrema, Ronerdam. pp. 189-196. 

Case, J. B., S. Niou, J. Pietz, M. Wallace, and J. zurkoff, 1987. "Coupled Fluid 
Flow and Salt Creep Analysk Summary of Technical Work," Ware Munugement 
'87. Pmeedings ofthe Symposium on Waste Management, University of Arizona. 
Tuscon, Arizona 

Deal. D. E. and J. B. Case, 1987, "Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program - 
Phase I Repon" DOE-wIpp-87-008. US. Dcpartmcnt of Energy. Carkbad, New 
Mexico. 

Femiudez, J. A. P. C. Kelsall. J. B. Case. and D. Mcycr, 1987. "Technical Basis 
f o r ~ ~ D c s i g l l ~  ts. and Matuial Recomumdations for 
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Proceedings of the International Symposium on Coupled Processes Affecting the 
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Stress in a Concrete Plug During Cement Hydration." presented at the Symposium 
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Savan Chakraborti 

Professional Oualifications 

Mr. Chakraborti is a Chemical Engineer with more than five years of experience in radioactive 
waste management. This includes a wide variety of .projects completed in suppon of both the 
U.S. Depanment of Energy-Headquarters (DOE-HQ) and the DOE sites in the areas of mixed 
transuranic (TRU) waste, mixed low-level waste (MLLW), low-level waste (LLW), and spent fuel 
management. As a sta f f  member of the Traasuranic and Mixed Waste Assessment Group at 
IT-Albuquerque, Mr. Chakaborti was the project coordinator and one of the primary contributors 
to theleport of the Engineered Alternatives Task Force (EATF) that was prepared for DOE in 
support of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) project. Subsequently he was also involved 
in the Engineered Alternatives Program (EAP) that was the fo l lowa  effort to the EATF. He 
also provided support to the WIPP project in maration of the Waste Characteridon Program 
Plan and the RCRA Part B permit application. More recently he supported the Hanford Site in 
the evaluation of impacts of WlPP unceminties on its Solid Waste Operations Complex aad the 
technical review of the Waste Receiving and Recessing (WRAP) 1 Title I design with respect 
to the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). His resent accomplishments include the 
preparation of a report on the cost and schedule of selected engineered alternatives in suppon of 
the WIPP System Prioritization Initiative. His other accomplishmnts duriag the past two years 
include 'support to DOE-HQ in the developmtnt of the MLLW Systems Analysis Methodology, 
preparation of the Inrerim Mixed Waste Inventory Report in response to the Federal Facility 
Compliance Act (FFCA), and support to the Idaho NationaI Engineering Laboratory in the 
preparation of background reports for LLW and spent fuel in the DOE system. 

Education 

M.B.A., Marketing Management, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 

M.S., Chemical Engineerin& University of New Mexico. AIbuqucrque, New Mexico; 

Bafhelor of Techaology, chemical hgineedg, Indian Institute of Technology. 

New Mexico, 1989 

1985 

Kharagpur, In& 1983 

€xpt?ri-.ndmmr)d 

1990- 
Resent 

C h e d d  E@wr and Technical Assoc&te, IT Cotpondon, Albuquerque, 
NrrrMaica Mr.chakdnm ' has developed d i v e  and comprehensive expcnise in 

through his active involvenmt in a variety of projects for DOE-HQ and the DOE sites 
that addrrssed many different types of radioactive waste. He is m n t l y  involved in 
the development of an automated cost and schedule estimation model that wiU be used @ for evaluation of WE'S site treatment plans for mixed waste. hving the past two 
years he has co-authonxi several publications with WEHQ staff on various topics of 
radioactive waste management. 

both thc techoical andprr- tic aspects of DOE radioactive waste management 
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mu waste 

Task Manager for preparation of a report that estimated the life cycle cost and 
schedule of implementing engineered alternatives (EAs) for the WIPP in response 
to the draft version of 40 (3% 194. Report compared the cost of processing the 
waste to the WIP-WAC versus alternative immobilization technologies. 

primary contributor to a variety of tasks completed for the EATF project, including 
costhenefit d y s e s  of various engineered alternatives to the current TRU waste 
forms and the repository design; ppamtion of DOE reports on behalf of two expert 
paneis that were organized for the project; preparation of all weekly, biweekly, and 
monthly project status reports; and coordination of all technical groups working on 
the project within lT. 

Rimary contributor to many tasks for the EAP, which was the follow-on effort to 
tbe EATF project. Developed a p r o g r a m  plan for the use of alternate containers for 
TRU waste and also prepared the technical rcqukmcnts document for an alternate 
container for TRU waste. 

Investigated the impact of potential changes in the WIPP-WAC on the design of 
different facilities in the W o r d  Site solid Waste Opaations Complex (SWOC) 
and daerrmned ' if any major design modifications would be required as a result of 
thesechaages. Alsoestimated the impact of these potential design changes on the 
capital cost and implemntation schedule for the Hanford SWOC. 

Analyzed the effects of supercompscting TRU waste on both the potential 
perfomyure of the WIPP rrposltary . andthctmspomb 'MI costs., The analysis, 
which was conduaed for Wcstir~gbusc-WIPP, evaluated the incremental effects on 
WIPP pafomvlnct from SupercompPctln . g only Rocky Flats' waste as well the 
effea of supercompactln . g difEerrnt pcrcentpges of thc entin WIPP inventory. 

Involved in tk. dcvelopmnt and prepamion of Revision 2.0 of the WIPP TRU 
waste- ' 'onPmgramPlaa,whichdescnkd . TRUwastecharactcrization 
rrquirrmwrp forckorigidy planncd WIPPTest Phase. and also served as a DOE 

I 

plrnning doautwu for dcve1opbg and impkmcntirlg Site-spccik TRU waste 
C- . 'anpmgms. 

Revised the "RUPACT-XI Content Codes (TRUCON) document with the objective 
of simplifying it in &to reduce the time and effort q u i d  for review of future 
payload aMItdmcDts by the US. Nuclear Regulatoly Commission ("3. The 
revised documwt is ready for presentaton to the NRC for final approval. -. 

Contributed to tbe development and f id imion of the waste analysis plan in 
support of the WIPP RCRA Part B permit application to ensure RCRA compliance 
for mu waste to be accepted at the WIPP facility. 
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Evaluated the Title I design of Module 1 of the proposed WRAP facility at the 
Hanford Site with respect to Revision 4 the WIPP-WAC and provided 
recommendations to ensure that the final TRU waste forms generated by the facility 
will satisfy the WIPP-WAC. 

Primary author of a memorandum to the EPA that helped DOE to successfully 
negotiate the exclusion of certain compounds from EPA-imposed flammability 
testing requirements for TRU waste in the Conditional No-Migration Determination 
granted by the EPA in 1990. 

Prepared a report for DOE that evaluated potential flammabiity concerns associated 
with TRU waste destined for disposal at the WlPP and cokluded that adequate 
safety regulations currently exist for minbhtion of fhmabiity concerns. The 
report helped DOE to address flammability concern expnssed by external agencies. 

Developed complete engineezing design specifications for volatile organic 
compound monitcning systems for five locations at the W P  facility. 
Specifications included sampling method and frequency, selection of sampler and 
afcessories, inseUmentation and conQu1 rcquhrncnts. fabricaton and assembly 
drawings of the entire monitoring system. quipment layout, and field - execution and 
quality control procedures. 

. 

Mixed LoW-Level waste 

Deputy Project Manager for lT for the development of a Systems Analysis 
Methodology for evaluation of "cradle-to-grave" optionS for management of DOE 
MLLW that include all major components of MLLW management, such as waste 
C h a r a a r r u a t l  . ' o n . ~ n ~ s t o r a g e . p a n s p o a a h  'on. and disposal. The methodology, 
Which was dev~l@ for EG&G Idaho in support to DOE-HQ. is an analytical tool 
for evaluation of MUW options in terms of the performance of final waste forms 
in a disposal fscility. lifeqcle cost and schedule for implementing options. health 
dsafUyrisks associatedwiththe Options. and also the regulatory impact of each 
optioa Aprt from routine rrsponsibilities as Deputy Rojcct Manager for the 
lS-mOnm duration of this $2.4 million pjcct was aiso the leader for the 
d e v c l ~ t  of the lifecyde cost and schedule esrimation methodology. 

provided dina suppat to DOE-HQ in the prepamion of the Interim Mixed Waste 
Inventory Report that was submitted to the EPA in May 1993 in response to the 
FFCA. Interfaced with DOE site rcpmsentatives and completed technical review 
of waste pfik sheets for a number of waste streams from these sites to verify the 
comcmess and consistency of the data provided by the sites. 
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Low-Level Waste 

1987- 
1989 

1988 

1984- 
1986 

primary author of many sections of the draft "Low-Level Waste Background 
Repo~t," which was prepared for EG&G Idaho in support of the waste type-specific 
strategic planning process for DOE-HQ. The report presented an overview of LLW 
management in ttae W E  complex. with an emphasis on c m n t  challenges requiring 
attention and potential future courses of action. 

Contributed to the development of a macroengineering design for remediation of the 
100 Area at the Hanford Site. Responsible for the development of a conceptual 
design of an efficient on-site system for transportation of excavated waste between 
different areas and facilities at the Hanford Site. Also prepand cost estimates and 
equipment specifications for this system. 

Spent Fuel 

primary author of many sections of the draft "Spent Fuel Background Report," 

pianning pmce~s for DOE-HQ. The summaflzcd ' the DOE spent fuel 
inventory and applicable regulations for maaaganent of spent fuel in the DOE 
complex and also discussed historical s p t  fuel management practices at each DOE 
site 

which WBS prepared for FG&G Idaho in support Of the waste type-spe~ific ~aategic 

-. 

Rimary author of many sections of a repon titled, "Issues Related to DOE 
of Spent Nuclear Fuel," which was prepad for EG&G Idaho in 

support of DOE-HQ. This SummPIlzed . clllRIlt spent fuel management issues 
(bothsite-specifrandWEcomplexwide)anddiscussedthtirpotentialimplications 
OlltheDOEsystem. 

cmdhu Asktmt, AndsMn School of MoMgrnray UniraJitr of New Mexico, 
A 0 q u q w ,  New McriCa Responsible for assisting professors in research and 
come& ~ ~ i n f i D s n c i r l m n n a g t m c n t c o u n e s a n d g r a d e d  

h n  the Wall Street Journal in di&nat areas of inveJtment analysis. 

M .  Intern, Southwest kriims, AIbqueque, New Mexico. Assisted h a  

~ ~ ~ m a n a g m r n t c o r n s e w o r k .  c o ~ a n d s  .Adam 

Market@ Manager in markaing rtivitks, analyzed market sham daa initiated sales 
calls, and prcparrd monthly airiine mnrka analysis IepOm. 

RaeazhAssidont,DrpmQnartofC%anidEneinraing Unived@ofNewMexico, 
Assisted professors with rtsearch in the areas of Nnu bicrica 

heterogeneouscatalysis and solarmgineering. 

Developed a comprehensive computer model for the design, performance analysis. 
and optimization of a gel solar pond for domesac heating purposes. Included 
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detailed modeling and simulation of heat collection, temperature profiles as a 
function of depth, and process heat exchange from any given size pond. The model 
was subsequently used to design and construct a pond 5 meters deep and 400 square 
meten in area for a local business center in Albuquerque. 

Designed and fabricated an automatic fine particle generator to prepare nonporous 
spherical TiO, particles to be used as supporU for Rh catalysts. Investigated the 
metal-support interactions of Rh catalysts using nonporous oxide supports of model 
shapes (silica and titania spheres, magnesia cubes). 

1983- 
1984 

Teaching Assistanf, Deparfmd of Chemical Engineering, University of New 
Mexko, Ahqumque, New Mexico. Assisted professors with undergraduate couses 
and grading and supernsed undergraduates in Unit Operations Lab. Guided 
undergraduates through start-up and shutdown proc#lures of various units. Tutored 
undergraduate courses in chemical engintuing. 

Professional Affiliations 

American Institute of chemical Engineus 
- 

Publications 

chakraboni, S.. M. Abasbian. J. Rhcderick, and L. Harmon. 1993, "Transponation of 
DOE Mixed Waste in th U.S.," Proce&gs ofthe Second Inremational Mixed Was= 
SympoSum, August 17-20. Baltimore. Maryland, p. 12.4.1. 

chakraborti, S.. and T. DCBiase. 1993, "Tranqmau 'OIL of Liquid Mixed waste in the 
U.S.: Is It Really a problem?" Proceedings ofthe Second Intematiod Mircd Wane 
Symp~sium, 17-20, B a l t j m ~ ~ ~ ,  Maryland p. 12.3.1. 

Chkdnm& S.. T. DeBiase. M Dcvarakonda, M. Abdian, and J. Bassi. 1993, 

Proceedings of the 1993 Incineration Coqterence. May 3-7, Knoxville. Tennessee. 
of Iaitial Coas of DOE Mixed Low-Level Wasre Management Options." 

p. 125. 

kw. M-, s. (hkmbom . M. Abashn, and J. Bassi, 1993. "Evaluation of the 
Regulatory compliance Impact on DOE Mixed Low-Level Waste Maaagement 
Options." Wprtl Managanent'93, Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste 
Management, Tucson, Arizona, February %March 4, p. 1809. 

Melvin, 3.. S. chalcrabom ., M. Abashian, and D. Abbott, 1993, "Spent Fuel Storage in 
the W E  Complex: A Discussim of the Current Status and Unrrsolved Issues," Waste 
Management '93. Proceedings of the Symposium on Wonk? Management at Tucson 
Arizona. February %March 4, p. 877. 
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Chakraborti, S.. T. DeBiase. M. Devarakonda, M. Abashian, and J. Bassi, 1993, 
"Estimation of Initial Costs of DOE Mixed Low-Level Waste Management Options," 
Waste Management '93, Proceedings of the Symposiwn on Waste Management ~t 
Tucson. Arizona. February 28-March 4, p. 1803. 

Chakmborti. S., T. DeBiase, M. Devarakonda, M. Abashian, and J. Bassi, 1992, 
"Development of a Methodology for Estimation of Initial Costs of DOE Mixed Low- 
Level Waste- Management Options," Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual US. 
Department of Energy Low-Level Rodiwctivc Waste Management Conference, 
November 18-20, Phoenix. Arizona. 

Abashian, M., Chaknborti, S., M. Devarakonda, S. Djordjevic, and J. Bassi, 1992, "A 
Decision Methodology for the Evaluation of Mixed Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Management Options for DOE Sites," Proceedings of zhe Fourteenzh Annwrl U.S. 
DeparmMt of Energy Low-Level Rodioacrrw . Waste Management Conference, 
November 18-20. Phoenix, Arizona, p. 428. 

Chakmborti. S., M. Abashian, J. C. Lopez, and R Batra, 1992. "Review of Alternate 
Container Materials for TRU Waste: An Exput Panel Evaluation," Proceedings of the 
I992 Incineration Cqference. May 11-15, Albuquerque, New Mexico, p. 657. 

Datye, A. K, S. Chakdom '. and E J. Braunschweig. 1988. "Structure and Reactivity 
of Small Metal ~ c W  Proceedings qfh 9th Internotional Congress on Caralysis, 
p. 1122. 

Gakdmti S.. N. J. Lung, and A. K. Datye. 1987. "Oxidation-Reduction Treatment 
of Rhodium Supported on Nonporous Silica Spheres," J o d  qf C d y s i s ,  Vol. 108, 
pp. 444-451. 

Holt, T.. S. chakrabortl. ' A. D. Logan, and A. K. Datye. 1987. The Effect of Catalyst 
Repaption- .. on the Moqhology of MgO Catalyst SupPoas," Applied 
corolysir. VOL 34. p. 199. 

W-E. T. K. Lee. and S. chalnabortl. ' 1986. "Optimization of the Gel Solar Pond 
Pammaus Gmpison of Analytical Models," Energy Converswn and Management, 
Vd. 26. No. 1. pp. 123-134. 
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1989-1991 histant Eagimer, McLorrnlAnrt, AlpmeQ, California. Responsible for field 
opention management, technical repon prepuyion, eqineerbg support. 
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I Andrew A. Dykes 

Professional Qualifications 

Mr. Dykes is a senior consultant, for PLG. Inc.. and has 29 years of relevant experience. He has 
experience in the application of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) to nuclear facilities, including 
waste, spent fuel, and reactor facilities. Skilled at the integration of a variety of analyses into 
coherent products that address the client’s needs. Well versed in a wide variety of analytical 
techniques, such as Bayesian treatment of evidence, accident analysis, decision analysis, 
reliability and availability assessment, and human reliability assessment An expert in the 
integration of human actions into PRAs and the establishment of risk-based technical 
specifications. 

Ph.D., Nuclear Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 1982 
M.S., Nuclear Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 1971 
B.S., United States Military Academy; 1964 
Nuclear Plant Engineer CerISicatc., U.S. Army Power Group; 1971 

RegistrstodCeM&ons 

Registered Professional Engineer. California and Virginia . 

Honors and Awards c 

Treasurer, Intunational Association for Probabilistic Safety Assessment and 
Management 

chair, C o n f ~  organizing commjttee, PSAM-II 
Active member of Subcod tke  SC-7. Human Factors and Control Facilities, Nuclear 
Power Engincuing Commitke, of the IEEE Powa Engineering Society 
Alpha Nu Sigma 
PhiKappaPhi 
Sigma Xi 
Memba.AmuicaaNudearsociety 
Member, Institute of Elecaical and Elccmmlcs . Engkm Reliabiity and Power 
Engiaeeringsocieties 
Me*, society for Risk Analysis 

Rscent€xp&ame and Background 

h j e t  Manager, PLG, Inc. Handled a variety of projects for the utility industry. and 
conducted programmatic ’ risk ascssmcnts of the options for the removal and interim 
storage of spent nuclear fuel at Word. project managcr and key technical 
contributor to safety analysis at the Rocky Flats PIant involving criticality safety 
analysis of plutonium weste drum smagc and plutonium holdup material in exhaust 
ducts of processing lims to s u m  the Safety Analysis Repoa for Building 707. 
Conducted the criticality hyards asscssmmt for tbe Prelirmnary hazards analysis of 

- 
TA-55, the p l u t ~ n i ~ ~ ~ ~  professing fpcility at Los Alamo~ National Laboratory, to 
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support its FSAR upgrade. The evaluation of administrative controls to minimize 
human error played an important role in this assessment. Member of the independent 
safety assessment group for the SP-100 space nuclear reactor. 

Completed human factors evaluation for the Fmal Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) 
upgrade to DOE Order 5480.23 criteria at the DOES WIPP. Task leader for human 
reliability analysis on four full-scope PRAs. Developed a practical approach for 
eliciting judgment from operations personnel regarding human performance using the 
success likelihood index methodology. Guided operating crews tbrough an elicitation 
process to both quantify the likelihood of error and idenufy potential improvements 
to operating procedures. This process produced a number of suggestions that were 
implemented to improve both operations and traiuing. Participating in revisions of 
IEEE standards in human facton. 

Experienced in the analysis of diverse operational and test data to support 
progmnmatic planning. As consultant to a U.S. Air Force System Program office, 
established a Bayesian-based system for the assessing the flight reliability of the 
Advanced Cruise Missile. The system wIlsisted of a strucfurrd reliability database to 
organjze testing, failure, root cause evaluations, and conective action effectiveness that 
provided an efficient wmmunicatim tool that assisted the organizational decision 
process. Performed a variety of analyses ranging from the cost of modifications of a 
nuclear plant to rrcbLce impact on marine life to the risk of cancellation of future 
projets. Task lcader for pcrformaucc assessment of coal-fkd fueled power plants, 
resulting in aheat rate standard that was acccpkd by both the utility and the Public 
Utilities Commission as a fair- for a rate iwntin program. 

Principal investigator on an Electric Power Research Institute project to apply 
risk-based techwiogics to reduce OBtM costs and nuclear power plants. Accomplished 

for a number of utilities. studies supporting Technid Spwithtion subrmsslolls 
Benefits included MIIJolidation of sumillpoce prodwe& nductions in test-caused 
failures. and cxmlsion of tcst intervals. cumntly. formulahn ’ g a framework for 

to build 011 lessons learned and to speed up the TechnicalSpedficationsubmtsYons 
rrviewandapprovplcyde. 

J3tcnsivc expaience in a wick variery of engincuing positions in the US. Army 
Corps of Engineerr including military nuclear power and nuclear weapons effects 
rtsearch and developomt. As an assoaatt . professor at the united states Military 
Academy, taught cou[ses in nuclear physics. nuclear Itactor physics, nuclear systems 
design. and compum-aided design. 

- 

. .  

. .  
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Professional Atfiliations 

Active DOE 'Q' Security Clearance 
Active DoD 'Secref Security Clearance 

Publications 

Dykes, A. A., 1994. "Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Human Factors Evaluation," PLG, Inc., prepared 
for Mesrick & Company and The S. M. StoUer Corporation, PLG-1004. 

Dykes, R. A., A. A. Dykes, and J. Blodgett, 1994, "Risk Management and Corrective Actions," 
presented at the PSAM-II Conferencs. San Diego, California 

Dykes, R. A, A. A. Dykes, and J. Blodgett, 1994, "An Application of Bayes' Theorem to 
Management Decision Making," presented at the 1994 Annual Reliability and Maintainability 
Symposium, Anaheim, California. 

Ho, V. S., W. T. hh, A. A. Dykes. G. A. Tipsley, and H. F. Perk 1994, "Fire and Flooding 
PSAs Requantification RojecS" PLG, k.. pqared for IEA of Japan Co., Ltd., and Institute of 
Nuclear Safety, Nuclear Power Engiwgins Corporation, PLG-0967. 

Kindinger, J. P., A. A. Dykes. W. G. He, and J. W. Read, 1993. "Decision Analysis to Suppon 
TVA Nuclear Generation Planning -Phase 2 Repork" PLO. Inc., ppared for Tennessee Valley 
Authority. PLG-W22. 

Dykes, A. A.. C. R Grantom. K. N. Fkming, J. M. Oddo, F. J. Rahn, and D. H. Jobnson, 
"U.S. Nuclear In- Efforts in Utilizing PSA for Technical Specifications Changes," 1993, 
presented at IAEA Technical Conunittee Mcctiag on Rocedurrs for Use of PSA for Optimizing 
NPP Operational Limits and Conditions. Barcelona, Spain, septemba 20-23. 

Dykes, A. A., 1993, "Derivation of Routine Human Error Rates Used as Smening Values for 
the TVA PE," PLG, Inc.. ptepazd for Teawssce Valley Authority. PL.G-093 1. 

PLG, Inc., 1993, "sboa Course - safay aad Risk Assasmcnt of Nuclear and Nonnuclear 
Facilities." PLG-Osn. Newpon Beach, California. 

PLG. hc.. 1993. "Short Course - Risk Assessment and Risk Managumnt of Nuclear Facilities." 
PLG-0926, Newpon Beach, CaIifornia 

Dykes, A. A., and T. J. McIntyre. 1993, "probabilistic Safety Assessmat Applications in the 
U.S. and U" PLG, Inc.. PRpand for Mitsubshi Atomic Power Industries, Inc. 

- 

,- Dykes. A. A.. and I. P. Kindinger. 1993. "Rocky Flats DNm Criticality probabilistic Risk 
Assessment," PLG, Lac., prrparrd for EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc., PLG-0838, Rev. 1. 
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PLG, Inc., 1992, "Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Individual 
Plant Examination," prepared for Tennessee Valley Authority. 

PLG, Inc.. 1992, "Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Individual Plant 
Examination," prepared for Tennessee Valley Authority. 

PLG, Inc., 1992, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment Individual Plant 
Examination," p r e p d  for Tennessee Valley Authority. 

Dykes. A. A., and E. L. Quinn, 1992, "Methodology for Developing Risk-Based Surveillance 
Programs for Safety-Related Equipment at San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3," 
PLG, Inc., prepad for Southern California Edison Company, PLG-0575. 

PLG, Inc.. 1991. "Criticality Risk Assessment of Ductwork Material Holdup in Building 707," 
prepared for EG&G Rocky Flats. Inc., PLG-0818. 

Dykes, A. A., J. A. Mundis, and D. A. Bidwell. 1991, "Application of a Bayesian Aging Model 
to Predict Steam Generator Hugging Rates," Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Probabilistic Wety Assessmew and Monagenunt, Beverly Hills, California 

I 

Dykes, A. A, J. W. Read K. Woodard. and D. R Buttemer, 1990. "Assessment of Marine 
Review Committee Recommendations for SONGS Units 2 and 3," PLG. Inc.. prepared for 
southcrn CaIifOmia Edison company. PLG0805. 
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SUMMARY: 

EDUCATION: 

RECENT EXPERIENCE: 

OTHER EXPERIENCE: 

MICHAEL A. EMERSON 

Consultant, PLG, Inc. 

8 Years of Relevant Experience 

Consultant and Manager of PLGs Albuquerque office specializing 
in the applkatbn of risk assessments in the nuclear. chemical, 
and aerospace industries. 

M.S., Nudear Engineering, University of Washington, 1988 
B.S., Mechanical Engineering with Distinction, University of New 

Extensive experience in assisting utilities to perform nudear plant 
probablic fisk assessments (PRA), including development of 
risk models using PLGs RISKMAP software. Currentfy 
participating in the W2H Nuclear Weapon System Safety 
Assessment and assodatad &52H Elecbical Sy-stems Analysis to 
pmvide hazard scenario screening and quantification. 

Sewed 80 manager of computer operations and software 
development and as pmject manager for RISKMAN. PLGs most 
importurt computer padcage that provides quantitative risk 
mnagefnent capability. Recent RISKMAN development included 
the addition of new data, spatial, seismic analysis modules. and 
rbkmanagenlmtfodli. 

Pmjed manager on the development of programmatic risk - softwam tools. 

Provided fuU4me support to Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s 
pmbabiktk risk aswssmnt (PRA) group in the development of 
ib individual pknt examination report for  the Diablo Canyon 
Nudear Power Plant b prkipal e d i i  of Level 1 and Level 2 
poffiom ofthe m p t a n d  produced the execubw ’ summary. As 
part of thii supporf updated systems analyses, performed an 
updab of the intemd flooding analysis, and used the PRA to 
examine potential changes in plant and pmceduras. The latter 
u30 of the PRA included prioritizing masonry walls for 
n r i n f o m n t  on the baais of theii potential failure impact on 
adjacentciquipmctntormountedconduitscarryingimportantpower 
or control wi-, for justifying continued plant operation under 
certaii degraded systems conditions, and for evaluating the risk 
of taking specilk equipment out of sewice for maintenance. 

Mexico, 1986 
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Co-authored BARP, a program that provides Bayesian updating 
of reliability data. Served as a contributor to the development of 
COPILOT, an expert system that used Bayes' theorem to 
diagnose nudear plant transient and accident events. Performed 
system analyses for boiling water reactor and space station 
systems. 

HONORS AND 
AWARDS: Institute of Nuclear Power Operations Fellowship 

Tau Beta Pi, Engineering Honor Society 
Member, American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Member, American Nuclear Society 
Member, Society for Risk Analysis 

Active DoD "Secret" Security Clearance 
SECURITY 
CLEARANCES: 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
(LAST 5 YEARS): 

Kaplan. S., K. M. Naassan. M. A h n o n ,  W. R. Fulkr. "SBIR Phase 1 Report - 
Probabilistic Schedule and Cost Risk Analysls for KSC Shuttk Operations," PLG. Inc., 
prepared for the National Aeronautics a d  Space Adminiistntion. Kennedy Space Center, 
PLG-0934, July' 1993. 

Emenon, M. A, K. N. Fleming, D. J. Wakefkld, S. A. Epstein. "RISKMAP - A System for 
PSA," presented at Pmbabiliic Safety hsessment, PSA '93. Cleawater Beach, Florida, 
January 26-29, 1993. 

Emarson. M. A, V. S. Ho. D. H. Johnson, C. M. Lankheii. and K. M. Naassan. "Risk 
Analysis of Emkonmential Hazarda at the Hgh Fka Beam Reactor," Phaw 1 Interim Report, 
PLG, Inc.. prepared for BrodrhaMn Nptional Laboratory, PLGo804, September 1992. 

ConbdbuiingAuthorto: 
"Browns Feny Nuck~ar Plant Unit 2 P r o b a b i i  Risk 
Examination," PLG. 1%. propard for Tennessee Valley Authority, 1992. 

Confd~uthg ACWXKto: 
" s e q u o y ; * l N u c k a r p I p n t u n i t l ~  . . Risk Assessmnt lndiiual Plant Examination," 
PLG. Inc. plbpsnd far Tenneasae Vaby Authocity, 1992. 

Cont/ibutingAuthorto: 
"watts Bar Nudear Plant Unit 1 Probabi i i i  Ridc Assessment lndiiual Plant Examination, 
PLG, Inc., pmpared for Tennessee Valby Authority, 1992. 

Kaplan. S., S. A Epst6in. A. A Dykes, and M. A Emarson, "BARP - A PGBasad Bayesian 

Journal of Reliability EngineeMg and System Safety, Vd. 30, pp. 399408, PLGo706,1990. 

Kaplan. S.. A. Keter. S. A. Epstein, D. C. Bky, and M. A. Emerson. "COPILOT - A PGBased 
wrt System for Reactor Operational Assistan- Using a Bayesian Diagnostic Module," 
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Journal of Reliability Engineering and System Safety, Vol. 30. No. 1-3, pp. 219-237, 
PLG-0705. 1990. 

Fleming, K. N.. G. A. Tinsley, M. A. Emerson, D. J. Wakefield. "Risk-Based Equipment 
Prioritization for Beaver Valley," prepared for Duquesne Light Company, PLG-0770, 
May 1990. 

Kaplan, S.. A. Keter. D. G. Lindsay, D. C. Bley, S. A. Epstein, and M. A. Emerson, "Expert 
Systems for Diagnosis and Decision under Substantial Uncertainty - A Classical (Bayesian) 
Approach." presented at Forum on Artifaal Intelligence in Management, PLG-0761, 
Monterey. California. May 14-17, 1990. 
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Denise C .  Gelston 
Manager, Air Programs 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

RCRA Compliance aud Permitting 
Hazardous and Mixed Wastc Maoagement 

Air Emission Inventories 
SARA 312 Reporting 

Environmental Auditing 

' SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS 

Ms. G e h n  has eight years of experience in enviromucntal cmuphmx and permitting and 
hazardous and mixed waste management. she ensures rrgulatory compliance, prepares Air 
Pollutant Emission Notices (APENs), prrparrs ad ~v icws  RCRA permit applitiom and 
closurr plans, assists m the prepamion of SARA 312 chemical inventory reports. and conducts 
compliance audits. Ms. Gelston has atsoasJisfcd iadcveloping acounecurriculum for a Clean 
Air Act operating Permit course, ad bas participated iapmcmingthe cousc. 

ExPERmNcE 

ManagerofAirRograms 
Mprehm-Rcsent 

The S.M. Stdler corporation 
Boulder, colondo 



Denise C. Gelston 
Page 2 

Assisted in the preparation of a RCRA closure procedure for a hazardous waste container storage 
area for a private client. The procedure described activities in sequence for decormnimting 
secondary containment, equipmem, pip i i ,  ad vaults; disposing of waste generated as a result 
of closurr activities; and sampling to ensure clean closurc. Idnuified methods to minimize waste 
generated during closure. The procedure was reviewed against the approved RCRA closure plan 
to wsun that a l l  c l o m  activities are ComistcIu with the closure plan. 

Assisted in revisihg the Flats Volume Basis Waste Marragemcnt Cost Analysis, which is 
an effort to quanriiy direct labor and material costs associated with managing the princi i  waste 
streams at the Rocky Flats Environmental Tahaology Site. Identified waste management 
operatim and guamifiedcosts asocmcd . with those operations. 

Scrvcd as a membQ of a multidisciplinary team prqmiug RCRA permit modification rrquesu 
for hazardous, low-lml mixed. and oansuranic-mixed waste stolagc and aeamlmt units at 
Rocky mts. prrpand process flow diagrams, piping and 'on diagxains, unit 
descliptions, and- contaimnemcalmm for valimllnits inBuilding 374 at Rocky 
m. 



Denise C. Gelston 
Page 3 

Assisted in the preparation of a RCRA Part B Permit modification for the Waste System 
Evaporator in Building 374 at the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site. Reviewed 
engineering drawings, developed process flow diagrams, and wrote sections of the permit 
modification. 

&pared a Waste Beer Reduction Report for a brrwery. herviewed personnel, reviewed 
existing data, idemificd projects and strategies for reducing waste beer generation, calculated 
VOC emissions, gcoeravd a spread sheet, and wrote the final report. 

Served as a member of a team assessing thc 1993 Operational R e a d i i  Review (ORR) at the 
Waste Isolation Pilot PIant. Evaluated the p e r f o m  criteria for the ORR and assessed the 
adequacy of the facility response to the perfomance criteria for environmental programs and the 
RCRA permit application. 

En- Engiwa 
Ausapt 1986 - Mveh 1990 

EDUCATION 
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Denise C. Gelston 
Page 4 

TRAINING 

OSHA ~O-HOU Hazardous W a  Health and Safety Training and 8 - H w  Rdreshe~~ (March 
1990, April 1991, and May 1993 Uric Environmental) (May 1992 - Condor Environmental) 
Fundamentats of Groundwater and Well Technology, National Water Well Association, 1990 
Occupational Environmental Radiation Protection, Harvard School of Public Health, 1988 
DOE Enviromnentai Regulations course, Executive Enterprises, November 1989 
Nuclear Weapons Orientation, Advanced, U.S. Air Force. Julu  1987 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 

Fields of Comoetence 

Project management; peer review; environmental impact analysis; NEPA, CERCLAISARA, 
RCRA regulatory expertise; design and implementation of environmental sampling programs; 

anal* and parnit acquisitiOn; strategic planning; environmental audits. 

Exmrience Summarv 

Twenty one years of experience in project management and Prrparaton of multidisciplinary envi- 
ronmental studies, regulatory analysis, and monitoring in support of remedial actions and 
CollStNction acrivities. Responsibilities have included: 

Design. conduct, management, and report preparation of extensive environmental impact 
documents of U.S. Dcprmcnt of Energy defense facilities, national laboratories, and 
rddioactiv- wastc disposal sites; commaaai . hazardous/toxic was& sites; and 
proposed coal min*r, power pIants, and wascwam trratment fwities. 

Repla&y analysis and Strategic phmhg for compliant disposal of transuranic and 
mixed transuranic waste and byproduct matQial at U.S. Department of Energy disposal 
sites. 

-. 

Regulatory analysis, and licensing planuing and i m p h t a t i o n  for closure of U.S. 
Dcparrment of Ew%y byproduct maberial dispmal sites. 

Credentials 

M.S.. FishaieJ Bialogy - Michigra State U d w  (1974) 
B.S., F m  - Mdl@ State U d v d t y  (19'72) 

Employment Htrtory 

1992-pnscnt -Inc. 
1982-1992 Roy F. W m ,  Inc. 
1978-1982 W- Inc. 
1975-1978 lchthyologicalAssodates 
1973-1975 Michigan state univasity 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 
(continued) 

Key Projects 

Engineered Alternatives Benefrt/Detriment Analysis, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Carlsbad, 
New Mexico, Westioghouse Waste IsolationDivision, Technicpl Consultant (199eOngoing). 
prwides assessment and probabilities of occurrence of potential environmental impacts 
consequent to each engineered alternative. The benefitldetriment analysis focuses on identifying 
and quantifying relevant aspects of environmental risk that may be posed by the engineered 
d&ves considered. The o v d  analysis quires the evaluation of several waste form 
modifications and alternative configurations for the repository. The benefits and detriments for 
which each alternative will  be assessed include. short- and long-term environmental 
consequences, ability of the barria(s) to retard movement of water and dionuclidcs, risk to 
workers from the implementation of the barriers, affect on waste -vaI, risk from 
transportaton, uncertaintie in multant compliance analyses, changes in public confidence in 
the performance of the disposal system, costs, impacts on other disposal systems in the 
DOE complex, and the effects of mitigating the consequences of human inihted processes and 
events. The mults from the above analysis will be coupled witb those of the previous 
e n g i n d  alternatives task force and the cunmt Systems Prioritization Methodology for 
inclusion in compliance demonstrati OIIS. 

Peer Review, Tank Waste- ' * aSystemEnvimnmentalImpPdStptement,Richland, 
WpshinLton, U.S. D e w  of Jhergy, Tcehniopl Comubnt (19944ngoine). provides 
independent review of project documents in suppurt ofprepamion of the tank waste remediation 
system environmental impact statuncat (TWRS ns). The praposed action is subject to the 
National Environmental Policy Act and the Washington State Emrironmartal Policy A n  The 
DOE and State of Washington propose to manage, retrieve, treat, immobi ,  and dispose or 
store radioactive, chemical, and mixed waste from I77 undergrouad storage tanks and 1,933 

of siqbshell and doublcshell cesium and strontium capsula at tbe Word  Site. Rmuhaon 
tank wastff will be e n l u l t e d  by fotlr OVQBU d-m: Agrrement h f d  
AlternariVe,MinimalpRtrratmentAl~ - ,ExtaLsivepnaptmntAlwve,andIn-plase 
S t a b i l i z a t i o n a n d ~ ~  . .Aim ' forthelong-termdispsition of the cesium 
and strontium capsuks include Tri-Party Agemeat Storage and Disposal, Tri-Party Agreement 

and Disposal. The No Action Altcmative is also under Vitrification, a d  oluite Stahbtm 
consideration. To date, peer revinvs of the preliminary Implaatation Plan and Chapter 4, 
AffeacdEnvimnmnthavekmconducted. 

- 

. .  

.. . 

National Environmental Poky Act -A) !hpport, offiec of Cirilinn Radioactive Waste 
-, Washington, D.C., US. Depprtwld of-, Techdd Connrltnat (1% 
ongaingl. providedindepndan review of DOE and contxactor pnparrd position papers to 
asccrtaiawhetherahgmmaac . Environmental hlpact stuemmt (pEIs) should be prepared 
to address the development of the nuclear waste management system. The DOE had announced 
in early 1994 that it would pnpate multiple environmental impact statements (nss) far its 
Proposed ptogram Approach to dispose of high-level waste and commercial spent nuclear fuel 
at the Yucca Mountain, Nevada site. EISs are to be pnpared for the multi-purpose Canister, the 

2 

I 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 
(continued) 

Key Projects (continued) 

suitabiity of Yucca Mountain as a repository site, the proposed rail spur, and possibly the 
monitored retrievable stomge facility. The State of Nevada requested that DOE prepare a 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PELS) because: (1) the multiple EISs wi l l  
evaluate mmected actions, which depend upon a larger action; and (2) the Proposed Program 
Approach represents but one of many alternatives to the development of the nuclear waste 
management system. Assessed various topical position papers, and reviewed DOE and the 
Council of Environmental Quality regulations that implement NEPA and other relevant and 
related NEPA compliance approaches within DOE. Recommended that DOE prepare multiple 
and generally expansive EISs that (1) clearly articulate the typcs and timing of DOE decisions; 
(2) ensure that the many actions assessed in the early EISs do not limit future alternatives of 
subsequent a s ;  and (3) build upon the previously established NEPA d as new information 
becomes available. 

Teehnicnl Support, Idaho National lhgkemg ' Laboratory, Idaho FPUS, Idaho, U.S. 
Deportment of Energy, Tcchniepl Comu&ant (WSOngoing). prepand Summary and 
Record of Decision for, and provided i n d q e n b t  technical review of, DOE'S Programmatic 
Spent Nuclear Fuel Managenmt and Idaho National Engimaing Labontory Environmental 
-emat-- tal Impaa statement @Is). This two volume EIS evaluates 
programmatic appma&x to rnanag-t of spent nudear M across the DOE complex, and 
considen site-specific appmach to the future dinction of envimnmental restoration and waste 
managementprogramsatlNEL. Theprogrammatlc ' EIS evaluated five almnatives to manage 
existing and projected quantities of span nuclear fuel, until the year 2035. The analyses focused 
on impacts to worker stety, public health and the environment, and socimomic factors 
d a t c d t o ~  . , StlbiliEatiOn and storage of DOE and Naval reactor spent 
nuclcarfuel,asmllasspecialclsecommaaal . fuel. Siting locationS for fuel stabilitaton, and 
rrsearch and denlapment waellsoase3sai. T& sitc-spcific EIS addmsed five alternatives 
f o r m y l a g c m m t o f ~ ~  , waste mamganat, and spent nuclear fuel 
activities, mtil the year ZUB, at INEL. potcntizl impra from facility opaatiom and 

. gactivitks,thatwould envinmmala incwngdean 
contribute to and their ==were included in the 
evaluations, 

Teehaicpl and Support, Wa&e Isolation Hlot Phnt, Albuquerque, New 
Me!xico, U.S. Dqmtumt of-, TcehnialCo~~ohnt (199tonLoino). prmrided broad 
support including plauning for the disposal phase sopplement EIS. pnparaton of the Remote 
HandledTransuranicWlsteDisposalStnregy, managancntandprepaationoftheWIPP-specific 
Regulatory Compliamr Strategy and Maaaganent Plan, pcr rrview of plans to comply with 
provisions of the WlPp Land Wlthdraml 
WIPP rrguiatorY compliance and expuimcntal programs. Authored intemal p-g 
recommendations for the scope of the next supplemental EIS, including technical and regulatory 
content, schedule, and cost reduction. provided peer review of DOES Compliance Status 

I 

. .  and - . .  

and technical pecr review of elrmen*l of the - 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 
(continued) 

Key Projects (continued) 

Report and Project Technical Basehe, and EPA’s working draft implementing criteria at 40 
CFR 194. Managed the preparation of the Regulatory Compliance Strategy and Management 
Plan which provided the strategy by which WIPP Program elements are integrated to comply 
with selected regulations including 40 CFR 191, Environmental Radiation Protection Standards 
for Management and Disposal of Spent Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes, 
and RCRA including 40 CFR 264 Subparts G and X and 268 Subparts C and D. Peer-reviewed 
plans and documents resulting from provisions of the Land Withdrawal Act including the 
transpartation assessment, and the test phase and waste ntrieval p h .  prwided independent 
technical review of performance assessment nports for compliance with 40 CFR 191, technical 
and regulatory reports prepad by Sandia National Laboraroncs . ,andothex,testplansand 
management plans for radioactive waste tests. 

Tcehnicpl Peer Review Support, Waste Isolation Hot plnot, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
U.S. of Eeergy, Project Mnnager (1992). provided technical and regulatory peer 
review of a variety of test plans, policy and issues papers, decision plans, and technical and 
regulatory reports. Managed the preparation of a Regulatory Criteria Document that will form 
the basis of DOE’S demonstatr ‘om of compliana witb 40 CFR 191, Environmental Radiation 
Protection Standards for Management and Disposal of S p t  Fucl, High-Lml and T I ~ I I S U ~ ~ ~ ~ C  
Radioactive Wastes and RCRA including 40- 264 Subparts G and Xand 268 Subparts C and 
D. 

EISiEIR for Continued Opemtiom of Laurence Livcrmon National Laboratory and h d i a  
National Laboratories, Iirennon, Livennore, CaIiforn&, Lawrence Livemore National 
Laboratory, Project M.nsLa (l991-1992). Managed the pnpaation of a combined 
mvimmental impaa statmcnt (EIS) and an embmmatal impact report (EIR) for the 
coatinued operatons of thetwoaatiwal- . f0rtheU.S. Department of Enagy (DOE). 
The EIS complies with NEPA and the EIR complies wib! the comparable California law, CEQA. 
?heEIslEIR euMllKd ’ the currmt and future (5 to 10 years) opaations of the laboratories. 
E m p h a s i s ~ ~ l m ~ ~  . and types, l a d i ~ ~ ~ ~  explosive 
inventories, work force growth, ocapational and public acposurrs to routine emissions of 
radionuclides a d  chemicals as well as potential exposurrs during various hypothetical accidents 
inc1udingscismiCma. othaelemmtsevaluatediadudedenviraunmtal~onactivities, 
regulatory compliana, sociaecollomics, land we, traffic and tmlqorm ‘011. Aspart of this 

- 

Project, multiple libraries and reading moms werc estabiished and maintained aad an extensive 
community relations plan was implemented. 

Supplanental EIS, Waste Isolation Hlot Plant, Abuquerque, New Mexico, U.S. DOE, 
Project Manager (l989-1990). Managed the- ’ ofthe technicaland regulatory aspects 
of asupplement to them for the Waste Isolation pilot Plant (WIPP). ThewEpP is planned as 
the nation’s tirst npository for disposal of defense-related tranmmw * waste. Thesupplement 
was prepad to repon new geologic and hydrologic data (e.g., brine inflow, flow paths, and 

- 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 
(continued) 

Key Projects (continued) 

velocity), changes in the waste inventory from ten DOE facilities nationwide, the consideration 
of hazardous chemical constituents, and changes in the routes and modes of transportation of 
waste. Responsibilities included the technical management and oversight of eight contractor 
organizations, prepmion of the draft supplement, and response to nearly 20,000 comments in 
the suppiement. 

Technirnl Support, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Albuquerque, New Mexico, US. 
D e w  of Enesgy, Project Maoager (199tb1991). provided bruad-based technical, policy 
and re%atory compliance support to the W P .  Required he development of various position 
papas ngarding the proposed test p w ,  tmmmu ‘cwastechanctenza ’ tion, and bin-scale tests. 
Also involved analysis of cost schedule controls and paformana monitoring tools, contractor 
integrafion. and reammendations for the continued compliance with various DOE orders and 
ngulations. 

UrpniuslMillTaiIingsRCmedrpl ’ Action (UMTRA) Project, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

(19ss;1~91. tbe UMTRA projea to ~lsun compliance with NEPA, other 
Fedaal, statc, and local envimmmtal regulatiws and Nudear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
licauing requimnents. Managed a staffto produce EISs and Enviroamental Assessments (EAs). 
pnparrd Findings of No Significant Impact and Records of Decision, as well as all 
ncccsary FCdrnJRegisrt?r notias such 1s Wtias of wetlyds involvement, public hearings, and 
nlatcd docuwnts. Lad the d%rts and was rrsponsible for identification of Fukal,  statc, and 
local permits and appwals na!emryforclepnup of ndiopctive mill wastes, as well as other 
a a d l l v y N E P A c o m p l i a n c e i p e u e S . ~ t h e ~  of DOE’S guidance document for 
post-remedialactionsurveillance and maintenulce. Also prrpved sitespecitic surveiUaace and 
maintcnauce plans for s e v d  UMTRA projcd sites, and implamred these activities at four 
sites. From 1988 through 1989, was projcd Manager in support of DOES UMTRA Project. 
Rovidedadmwmme * owsight for tdmical issues, cost and schedule of remedial design, 
ngulatory compkcc, NEPA documa~Qtion, quality assuraace and other aspects in support of 
remuwma of24 lapnium milltailingssiteain 1osabes and 2 tribal Racnmhs. 

EnvirOImmtaI Bcrier, Lao AngeksY c.lilornt, podfic Eataprifes, Project Manager 
(1989). prrpared olai and wrimm testimoay for alvinmmenfal aspects 0f.proposed gas 
transmission lines. Thr& pipeline companies proposed the consmaion of gas pipelines from 
Wyomingto southern California, andTexasto southern California. Reviewed the environmental 
aspects ofthe proposal and prepad onl and wriaen teStimany. Testimony focused on cultural 

of Eaergy 0, Manager, hviromental ScRiCes (1982-1981). Roject - 

. .  

resources, floraand fauna, and cumulatin impacts. - 
hvirOnmental Audit, Pantex Plant, Amnrino, Tcxps, U.S. DOE, Environmental %entist 
(l987). Saved as m e m k  of an audit team at the DOE Pantex Plant. Audit was conducted 
under the guidance of the Loa Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Environmentd Audit Plan 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 
(continued) 

and the DOE headquarters survey team. Plant was surveyed using 15 different checklists in the 
major waste areas of radiotogid mixed wastes, organics, inorganics, asbestos, and 
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB). prepared the report for submittal to DOE and LANL. 

Regulatory Analysis, Bear Creek Remedial Project, Oak Ridge, Tenwssee, U.S. DOE, 
Enpironmentalseientist(1~. Projedscientistassoclated ' with a comparative review of the 
technical requirements of Resource cowavatl 'on and Recovery Act (RCRA), NEPA, and 
CERCLA for the Bear Cnek Remedial Action Project. This effort involved a detailed listing 
of all discipline requirements integd to the remedial investigatidfeasibfity study (TUIFS) 
proass. A document was prepared for DOE OakRidge Operations to serveas the basis for the 

Public Ecptth Evaluation, Gmud J d m  Facility, U.S. DOE, Grand Junction, CO., 
Project Manager (1986). Managed the prepantion . of a public health evaluation at DOE'S 
Grand Junction Area office. Required identification of Cantaminants, pathways of conm, and 
assessment of effects with major emphasis on arsenic, barium, selmium, and PCBs. 

Environmental and Desigo Servkes, SFMP Monticello Site, U.S. DOE, Project 
Manager WSS-1986). Lead thepnpaation of an Maud engherhg amsulting services for 
DOE'S SFMP Montido site. In addition to prrparing the EA f a  medial actions, the d o n  
~eranddonprotrctiOnweredesignedfatbestabilkd site. Apublichealth evaluation 
was conducted. Re4phd amtaminant identification and migration pathways analysis with focus 
on arsenic, thorium, and unnium. 

EnvhmmmI Assesaaens OT Rcmdipl Action at Bruin Moon, philndclphip 9 

Rnnsglvpnip, EPA, EhvimmnaW seicntist (1982). Principal Investigator of an EA of 
cleanup actions at the Bnrin Lagoon abardoned haEardous waste site in WCsfQn Pemsylvauia. 
Compilation and analysis ofavhnmeatal and 0 t h  factors led to a iiuding of no signifcant 
impan 

Environmental Review, FourU~ Nuclear Power Plant, Taiwan, Wr&hgton, D.C., U.S. 
Stpte DepprtmcpL, prsicctM.nycr (1980). Managedand preparrd a concise environmental 
review of the proposed F d  Nuclear Powa Plant, Taiwan. Analyses hdkatcd that initial 
plant design required add i t id  modifications to prrveat site flooding during the mollsoOD 
season. E;xceptforanuaavoidablyhighpopulationdcnsity,~designfeahlrrsmrewi~NRC 
srandards and IAEA requircmmts. 

and Impinocmeat studies at vpriops Power Plants, connrmus Power co., 
J.ckron, Miehigpn, Detroit Edison, M i ,  Michigm, hjed Manager (1979). Project 
Manager of 316@) demonstrations for power plants on Western Lake Erie, the Detroit River, 
and the St clair River. The 316f3) deIMwratbns for the Lake Erie and st. clair River plants 

impIementation plan of the Bear creek nmedial prognm. 

I 
- 

- 
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DAVID J. LECHEL 
(continued) 

Key Projects (continued) 

were the second requ id  at the plants by the Michigan DNR because of incorrect initial as- 
sessments. All of the second demonstrations were promptly accepted by the DNR and EPA 
Region V. 

Si Assesment, PCB Contamination, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, SEPTA, Project Manager 
(1980). Project Dkctor of a site assesJment of Rilroad car shops conaminated with P a s .  
Historical 'housekeeping' pncticeS and vertical/horizoncd migrations of PCBs on and offsite 
were examined. 

Areawide EX for New Source Coal Mina, Philadelphip, Penapytvnnin, EPA, Peer Reviewer 
(1981). Technical administrator of area-wide assessments of new source coal mining in West 
Virginia and Kentucky. Extensive compilation and assessmQLt of West Virginia and Kentucky 
human mources (socioccon~cs, land we), natural ~~SOUCC~S (aquatic and tcrrcstnal ' biota), 
and earth mources (cual, roils) infomation in support of NPDES permitting requirements. 

EIS, New Sow Cod Mine, €%iladdphh, Perursylvauia, EPA, Project Manager (1981- 
1982). EIS of a new source coal mine in West V i  Factors of s&nif-~cance included the 
potential for the produceion of acid mine Qzinage and subsequent adverse impacts on sensitive 
receiving st~ams and the positive knefits duivcd from enhanad employment and induced 
s a c i ~ u l i c C & c t r .  

Effbent Control p1pdices, Phihddphh, Fwmyhania, EPA, Pea Revccav (1981). Project 
Dirraor of an ?ssessmQLt of cffluau control pnctias in the hard rock mining industry. Heavy 
metal effluent, acid minedniange, andscdinmtamtroltcchniqwa watexamined at 10 mines 
in the west and south. Devdopd acaacqnd appmach for finthercfflucnt abatMent at one 
mine site in the arid southwat 
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John N. McFee 

Professional Qualifications 

Mr. McFee is a Registered Professional Engineer with 28 years of experience in chemical 
syntheses, energy recovery, waste management process design research and development, 
regulatory permitting, and characterhation of hazardous and radioactive wastes. His technical 
expertise includes DOE waste treatment activities and technologies; design of incineration 
systems for hazardous and radioactive wastes; and developing systems for mixed waste 
processing. As Director of Engineering and Assessment of ttbc IT-Albuquerque office, he 
supervises a staff of more than 40 en-nd scientists and engineers with technical 
specialties in fare and transport modeling, mixed waste ucarmcnt technologies, and risk 
assessment. Mr. McFee is a member of lT's Technical Associi program. 

Education 

Nuclear Power Engineering School, Idaho National fighexing Laboratory; Idaho 

B.S., Chemical Engineering. Qarkson College of Technology. Potsdam, New Yo& 
Falls. Idaho; 1974 

1965 

R e g & t r a t i o ~ c a t i o n a  - 
DOE Q Clearance, Active 
Registered Professional Engiaeer, Idaho 

Expwenw and Background 

1988- Manager, Ehsincaing and Aasssmcnt, IT, New Mexico. Provides 
Resent oyerau tec- direction to rrs Albuquerque sections in rem#lial engiaecling, waste 

m a n a g e m e n t m ~ g , r i s k ~ a u d p p t h w D y s m o r i e l i n g .  

Senior technical leadcr, titled Technical A m  Leada for waste destruction and 
stabilization, supporting the DOE O&c of Tecb1ogy Dmlopmcnt Mixed Waste 

P m p m  Rupoasibilities iDcludc miew of DOE waste dcstmction 
~ i n i ~ ~ ~ ~ d o v a s i g h t o f w a p t e Q m r t l o n  . dmlopmntprograms, 
d a n w l t a h  '011 OD DOE innovative waste tmmcnt activities. 

*ROjectManagerfortbe identification ard c- ' 'on of technology 

Engincaul Alternatives Task Force (EATF) project which was fonmd to identify 
improvematstotbe wzste IsolationPilot~(7HIpP). paaicipatedin t h e m  

and evaluate altunatives to tbe WIPP repository &sign andlor waste forms to 
enhance compliance with 1mg-m p d m  standards (EPA 40 CFR 191). 
Assisted in developing an altcmatives analysis technique to reduce the large number 
of possible altunativcs to a managable numbcr of feasible alternatives. The 
preliminary scnening was Bccomplifhcd using an ardered decision logic system 
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which quantified the decision criteria. Recommendations were developed for the 
number of ueatment facilities and preferred locations. 

Participated in the DOE Mixed Waste Working Group as a WIPP representative. 
The Working Group assembled waste generation data and reviewed regulatory 
alternatives for compliance with the EPA's Land Disposal Restrictions. These 
efforts resulted in a two-year variance for radioactive mixed waste compliance. 

Member of the Technical Resource Team, supporting the DOE Mixed Waste Focus 
Area Responsible for providing DOE with information and expen opinion on 
innovative i d  conventional techaology application to treatment of mixed waste 
streams. Specific areas of expertise arc thermal and n o n t h d  waste destruction 
technologies. 

Project Manager for a study of remediation technologies for removing soil 
contamtnatrrl with radioactive and mixed waste at the 100 Area of the DOE 
Haaford site. The study involved "macroenginetring" technologies to determine 
available large-scale equipment remediation alternatives Developed a screening 

recommendation. 

Provided senior tccbnical guidance and =view of DOE site treatment plans for 
Nevada Test Site, La Alamos National Laboratory. Sandia National Laboratories, 
Pantex Plant, and the Weidon Spring site. 

Senior technical contributar a d  project manager for a conceptual 'design study of 
alternatives eddressing retrieval and proassing of buried radioactive waste at the 
DOES Idaho N a t i d  Engieeains Laboratory (INEL). Conceptual designs, cost 
esfimates and technology stpbls information wae developed on thne incineration 
alternatives fa waste piarssiog. 

technique to reduce the large number of alternatives to a single feasible -... 

RojCdMaUagerforFscoeaibutl 'on to the EG&G Idaho System Design Study. 
N~lmaous process flow scbms wae dcvdoped to addxcs the problem of 
retrieViagaadprocesSiagbrniedwpsteattheIdahoNationalEn~aringLaboratory 
(INEL). concepcualdesignsandcostestimMts wtrc prepared for the most 
promising Informdon prepared by lT staff included functional and 

assessmnt of the rrsearch nectssary for smxssfd application of the c~ncept, and 
a system cost estimate. 

operationalrrquiremnts Qcuments. mas balaace diagrams. layout drawings, an 69 
Participant in the DOE-Headquartcrs T/S/D Workshop considering - 
~ & o r a g d d k p o s a I  capabilities in the overall DOE system. This expert panel 
was mated to develop a wastc gcnaatiordwastc treatment data base for all  DOE 
facilities. Mr. McFa is a contributor in the specialtics of transuranic waste and 
waste msmcnt. 
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Project Manager for the RCRA waste stream characterization project of all Los 
A m o s  National Laboratory facilities and On-Site Surveyor for a TA-55, the CMR 
Building, and the Sigma Complex where special nuclear materials are processed. 
The information is being used to document rhe Laboratory's waste generation 
activities pursuant to the requirements of the Laboratory's hazardous waste 
operating permit, to design wastewater treatment systems, and in NPDES pennit 
applications. In several instances, recommendations were made for solvent 
substitution or waste segregation to minimize mixed waste generation. 

Project Manager of the EG&G Idaho master subcontract for hazardous waste 
mauagement support at INEL. 

Supervised development of an information bast of the existing waste treatment 
technologies currently in usc in DOE facilities in support of DOES application for 
regulatory relief fram EPA's waste matmcnt rquirements for mixed wastes subject 
to th Land Dispod Rtsaictons. 

1985- 
1988 

Se&r ptDsmrn Speckdid, EG&G Z&, Znc, I& Fa&, Zduho. Mr. McFee's 
thee ycan of experiencC with JXXG Idaho provided a broad background and 
undentanding of INEL'S waste management system. specific activities includd - 

Managed the RCRA Trial Bum for the I"s low level waste incinerator. This 
included nspolrsibilities for developmnt of tk waste chata*enzatl . 'o~evduation 
of tbc trial bum plan stnuegks, preparation of the trial bum plan documentation, 
negotiation with EPA Region X for trial burn plan acceptance, subcontracting the 
sampling and analysis firm, and mauagacnt of thc trial burn. The trial burn was 
SWXSSM in two of the selected tcst burns. U.S. WE managcmcat presented 
a citation forexcdht puformancc in tbc trial bum. 

Developed tk deign and cost estimatC for a mixed waste Quid fed  system for 
t h e w E R F c o n t r o l l e d a i r ~  . supavised & v c l o p ~  and execution of the 
RCRA ai.l burn plan and pa&im in m g s  with EPA Region X on the 

appkatiae Rovided the basts and calculatioaal methodology for the 
ennronmmtal ~ssessmc~ll and safety analysis of the incinerator in the modified 
C C U & p W U L  

At the PREPP rotary kiln hcbaams for mxicved TRU waste. responsibfities 

performance, and then saving as the test engineer to suprvise the tests. After data 
were red~+ mx-dations we= made for system modifications which would 
enbancepcrformanaandoperations. 

iacluded preparing starwp test pl- to CV~~IWC tbt iacincntor and Off-gaS system 
<.__- 

Principal technical rrprtsentativc in the development of the RCRA trial burn and 

discussions of the permit application with EPA Region X. 
state compliance tcst for PREPP. saved as the lead technical nprrsentative in 
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Supervised the process design and cost study of alternatives for disposal of spent 
scrub solutlon from the PREPP incinerator off-gas clean-up system. 

Reviewed the Title I and Title 11 design package for an enriched m u m  
incinerator scheduled for installation at a DOE facility. 

1984- 
1985 

Direcur, Engineering and Technology, Waste-Tech Services, Im., Idaho Fa&, 
Z&b. As a Dinctor of this Energy Incorporated spin-off company, responsibiliues 
included the design aad development of mobile fluidized bed hazardous waste 
incineration systems to be provided by this new company. The major tasks included 
supervising the design effort and preparing test plans and EPA permit applications. 

Directed the initial design efforts for a packaged hazardous waste incinerator system 
for destruction of chlorinated materials using a fluidized bed incinerator. 

Developed numerous designs for fluidized bed destruction systems addmsig client 
waste problems including waste films, chemical process wastes, animal wastes, and 
contarmnated soils. Most designs wen based on pilot plant tests carried out to 
develop the design data 

Dinacd a test program to demonstrate chlorinated organic compound destruction 
in a fluidized bed pilot plant. The destnrtion efficiencies wen in compliance with 
RCRA standards, but at tenpmum less than normally used for incineration of 
t b e s e c o ~ .  

Designed, developed, and demonstrated a prototype dioactive waste volume 
duction system for nuclear power plant applications. The system was b a d  on 
use of a single fluidized bed for calcining aqueous wastes and the incineration of 
combustible mataials. 

. 

1975- Group bhage, Flpddhad Bed Appkahns, Xnco~orcci, Idaho F&, 
1984 I&ho. Dirraed thc Ewgy Incorparatcd fluidized bed development laboratory. 

specific pctivities included: 

Dinctcd tk company’s development program on hazardous waste incineration. 
The piogram was concluded sUCCtSSfllUy having demonstrated fluidized bed capa- 
b~ties in meting EPA rcquhments for d+stnrtion efficiency and provided design 
panmcters for COmmQcial systems. Following wccesfd development, an 
extensive marketing program was carricd out in conjunction with the corporate 
marketing division. 

Developed test plans and directed nua~~rous fluidized bed pilot plant tests to 
demomtrarc energy ncovery from varim materials including: rubber tires, 
anthracite culm. waste hydrocarban films. and production plant wastes. 
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As Project Engineer and, subsequently. as Program Manager on the development 
program for the RWR-1, a commercial radioactive waste fluidized bed volume 
reduction system, a concept was designed, tested, and ultimately licensed by the 
NRC. Engineering responsibilities included: developing the concept, designing the 
prototype to meet regutatoq and market needs, supervising the test program to 
develop design data, pnparing the Licensing Topical Report with the appropriate 
safety assessment, and designing the deliverable system. 

As Senior Chemical Engineer, performed numerous process design tasks and 
incineration tests on fluidized bed programs. 

1974- Engineer, Westinghouse Electric Corporcllion, Idaho N & d  Engineering 
1975 ~ r a t o g ,  Idoh0 FoZ&, I-. Graduated from a six-month, full-time Nuclear 

Power Engineering School for Naval Nuclear Power. 

Engine@, Westinghouse Elccdie Gnpotdon, Bet& Atomic Powerhlmratory, West 
M@in, Pennsylvuniu participated in the hydrauiic analysis and design of a Naval 
Nuclear Core. 

1973- 
1974 

1966- 
1972 

Patents Granted 

Engheer, Hooker Chmucul Chpmtion, N b p m  Fa&, New Yo& Process engineer 
in development, design, and stamp at chemical production facilities- 

"Method of Recovering HaEardous Waste from the phenolic Resin Filters." 
I). H. M. Kranfz, G. L. Boume. J. N. W e e ,  B. G. Burdge. J. W. McConneU, 
U.S. Parent No. 4,995,916. 

Pmfessionel Acknowlsdgmsntr 

Invited Insouctor for the 1988 and 1989 Incinedon Conference Basics Short Course 
Dkctor 1990 through 1994. I n c i i o n  conferclIcc Basics Short Course 
Invited bmuctca for the 1989 and 1990 ASME Radiaactive Waste Management 
cwnc 

@ 
ProtWsional Ant;lbtlonr 

AmricaDInstiMeofchemicalEn~ 

Publication8 

McFee, J. N.. W. E. Sch- , and P. W. Hart, 1995, "Evaluation of Alternatives 
to Incineration for DOE Mixed Waste." Waste Mamgement '95. Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Waste Management, Tucson, Arizona 
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McFee, J. N., and J. Berry. 1995, "Mixed Waste Integrated Program: Waste 
DesuuctiodStabiition Technical Area Program Highlights," Waste Management '95. 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste Management, Tucson. Arizona 

McFee, J. N., P. W. Hart, D. J. Kuchynka and W. E. Schwinkendorf, 1994, 
"Innovative Low-Temperature Waste Destruction procesSes for U.S. Department of 
Energy Mixed Waste T m n t , "  Emerging Technologies in Hazardous Waste 
Management VI, Vol. I, D. William Tedder, American Chemical Society, Atlanta, 
Georgia 

McFee. J. N., and L. G. Gale, 1988. "Testing of the P W P  Rotary Kiln for Waste 
Incineration," Proceedings of Intematiod Conference on Incinerarion of Hazardous, 
Radioactive, and Mixed Waszes: 1987, San Francisco, California. 

McFee, J. N., H. B o h r ,  and D. Dalton. 1987. "Status Report on the INEL RCRA 
Permit for Incineration of Hazardo~~ Waste." Proceedings ofIncineration ofLow-Lmei 
and Mixed Wasze, St. Charles, Illinois. 

Steverson, E. M.. and J. N. McFk. 1987. "The Incineration of Absorbed Liquid - 
wastes in thc INEL'S WERF Inchcmm .I Waste Management '95, Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Waste Management, Tucson. Arizona 

McFec. J. N.. and R L. Gillins. 1986, "Low-Level Radioactive Waste Incineration at 
the Idaho National Enginexkg Laboratory During 1986," Waste Management '86, 
Proceedings ofthe SyrnposiMI on Waste Management, Tucsoa, Arizona. 

Stmrson, E. M., D. P. Qark. and J. N. McFee, 1986. "Addition of Liquid Waste 
Inciaentioa Capbility to thc INEL's Low-Level Waste hinerator," Waste 
Management '86, Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste Management, Tucson, 
Arizoaa 

McFec, J. N.. G. P. Rasmssm and C. M. Young, 1985, "The Design and 

in Soils," Journal ofitclsordous W e .  

Rasmussen, G. P., and J. N. We. 1983, "Fluidized Bed Incineration Systems for the 
Ultimate Dispos?l of Toxic and Hazardous Material$" Proceedings of the First 
Hazardous Materials Management Co#eme,  philacklphia, Pennsylvania 

Rasmwen, G. P.. and J. N. W e e ,  1982, "Fluidized Bed Systems for Stcam 

Conference, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Vane. R F.. J. N. McFe. and J. W. McConneU. 1980, "Volume Reduction of 
Radioactive Waste Resulting from Decontamination of Surplus Facilities," 

~ c m  of a Fluidized Bed for the Dcsmction of Hazardous organic Materials 

Generation from Scrap Ti" proccrdings ofthe srwndh IntenrarionrJ Fluiaked Bed - 
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Decontamination and Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities. Marilyn M. Osterhout, 
ed., Plenum Press, New York. 
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Jonathan Myers 

Professional Oualiffcations 

Dr. Myers holds a Ph.D. in Geochemistry and has twelve years of professional experience. His 
specialty involves the application of computer modeling techniques for designing waste isolation 
systems; predicting interactions between contaminants, soil, rock, and groundwater; and predicting 
the fate of hazardous, transuranic mU), low-level (LLW), mixed, and high-level radioactive 
substances released into the environment. He has been actively involved in waste 
characterization, site cbaractenzau ' 'on, and long-term performance modeling for several nuclear 
waste disposal projects including the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the Yucca Mountain 
Project (YMP), the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP), the Salt Repository Project, and the 
Swedish and Canadian high-level nuclear waste disposal programs. He has provided extensive 
support to the WIPP project for over eight years. He has also been active in LLW performance 
assessment projects including an assessment of treatment and d q m d  option for mixed LLW at 
the INEL, and an assessment of the effectiveness of engineered barriers for isolating commercial 
LLW. 

He has aiso been active in applying computer modeliug techniques for developing contaminant 
source terms and sorpfion coefficients for several mixed LLW operable Units as part of the. 
F d d  INEL, Nevada Test Site. and Los Alamos Environmental Restoration Programs. For 
these projects k has developed novel computer simulatioa techaiqucs to predict the limits on 
contaminant concentrations in leachate that may migrate from the operable units. 

Other related activities include the development and usc of a cexmnt degradation model to predict 
the long-term pcrfomance of various cement formulations proposed for w as engineered 
barriers in the Yucca Mountain and Swedish high-level nuclear waste disposat programs. 

Dr. Myers has also pioneered the use of computer simulation techniques to design and evaluate 
waste trrarmenf processes. He has wd thesc tecbJliqucs to predict the performaace of proposed 
air snippa systems at Mather Air Fonz Base. optimized tbe design of a lim trratment system 
for heavy d waste stnams, andprediaedthe mass andcompositionof sludge nsulting from 
heavy mttal and r a d i d  prscipitation pfo==s. 

- 

Dr. Myus is anrmberofFs Senior Technical Associate program and has publishedover thirty 
technical papas in his Md of uputise. He has made many presentations to the National 

Task Forcc 011 Imprmring the Long-Tmn Performance of WIPP." He is currently manager of 

cost and schedule. and technical staff Supavision responsibilities. 

Eduwilon 

Academy of scieoceS, the most recent being "Rccommendatl .om of the Enginemd Alternatives 

the IT-Alb- HyQolosic and Geochemical Assessment Group With technical oversight, 

F'h.D., Geochtmistry. University of Wyoming. hank ,  Wyoming; 1982 
M.S., Geology. University of Wyoming, Laramic. Wyoming; 1978 
B.S., Geology, City University of New Yo& New York. New YO*, 1974 

1 
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Experience and Background 

1991- Manager, Hy&oiogic and Gsochcmical Assessment Group, Zntemutionul 
Present Technology Corpom%on (ZT), Albuquerque, New Mexico. Dr. Myers manages 

a group of eight scientists and engineers who specialize in geochemistry, 
hydrology, and contaminant flow and transport. The group serves as a technical 
resource for clients and the company by performing computer simulations in 
support of site characterization, remedial investigations, feasibility and matability 
studies, disposal system designs. risk asKssMIlts. and long-term performance 
predictions. The group has considerable experience in performing groundwater 
flow and contaminant transport modeling. calcuIation of radionuclide and heavy 
mtal source terms, and estimation of adsorption coeffiients for contaminants. 
His spec& responsibilities have inclucbd. 

Conaibutiag author of the WIPP Test Phase Plan. This work included the 
development of a mthodology to addnss RCRA concerns for the mixed 
TRU waste inventory, and a defhtion of the testing nquircd to provide the 
data necessary to evaluate compliance with the No-Migration provisions of 
RCRA. 

.- 
Project manager for a 1.1 million dollar con t ra~  to provide gaotechnical 
support for the WJPP pmja Tasks have included conducting computer 
simulations of creep closure to evaluate alttmativc repository configurations 
for exfending the USCN life of storage rooms and incrrasing the safety of 
idagmnd opaations. 

PmjcctmanagerandtechiddircctorforaLLW performance assessment 
investigation f a  EG&G-- in Which the long-term performance of six 
wastcformsproposcdforthe~ofretri.vably-staedmixedLLWat 
tbe INEL,, andthne sites pmp0sed fordispwal were waluatcd. A total of 

' werepaformdeachofwhichcalculatedamaximum 
long-term performance 

*- 
annupleffectiwdosecquivaleatforbothundisturbcd 
and iDadvatent human intruder scenarios. Work included the development 
of txmaptd models. SelcCfioD of lmmncal ' codes, defining site and 
wastcform propa&& Prrfaming simulations, and inmpming nsults. 

Project manager and technical dbectorforacommmcial U W  performance 
asscs~mtnt investigation fop thc DOE Nationat Low-LtV~i Waste 
Management Rograra The work involnd d g  the benefits of 
enginemi bartius in improving the long-ram perf- of commercial 
LLWdispoSalfacili~. vari~facilirydesignsincotporatln . g COmbinatiOIlS - of barriers such as wncmc overpacks, concrete vaults, sloped soil covers. 
sorptive backfill, and Sorptive lmdafying layers were defined. Designs were 
w a l d  by calculating a long-term dose reduction factor for each fxiW 
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design relative to a reference facility design that did not incorporate 
engineered barriers. 

Techaical director for a project to develop and use numerical models to 
assess the long-term performance of various mixed low-level radioactive 
waste (LLW) waste forms and disposal sites with respect to the performance 
requirements of DOE Order 5820.2A and 10 CFR 61 in support of the 
DOE-Headquarters Mixed LLW Management Program. Work involved the 
development of conceptual modek. selection and modification of 
source-term, flow, tnnsport. and dose assessment modules, linkage of 
modules, verification, benchmarking, and performing simulations. 

Ropoaed and evaluated options for the pumgand-treat remediation of 
groundwater contaminated with hexavalent chromium at sites in West Texas 
and Northern California The evaluations utilized computer modeling 
techniques to quantify the effects of ndox and pH adjustment on chromium 
precipitation and effluent composition. Recommendations resulting from the 
simulatiom were success~y implementca 

Momed simulations of the deep injection well disposal of hazardous 
waste to predict the mobility of hazardous constituents at a site in West 
Texas. Analysts included the mixing of waste fluid and formation fluid at 
elevated temperaturrs in tht prseace of host rock mineralogy. 

Developed amQicium and plutonium source-tenns for use in a risk 
assammt at a disposal pit at INEL. SoUnr-terms were developed by 
performing w ~ ~ m i n t u a c t i o n s i m u l a t i o n s .  

author of smral work plans developed for the Nevada Test 
Sit. ER pgmn. This work induded &thing analytical parameters and 
duectkm Iimits for deep gnnmdwater sampks to support groundwater flow, 

. .  

contsminrnttrnntpors and riskassessment studies. 

pafarmed complta Jimulations of waSPIgroundwater interactions to 
cahlate radionuclide and heavy metal leachate wmpositions at the central 
LOJ Alamos radioactive waste disposal facilty for use in risk assessments. 

Performed simulations of the iateractions that will occur at elevated 
tempcnranes between g r o u n w  and s e v d  cement formulations 
proposed for seal materials at Yucca Mountain. The simulations provided 
estimaoes of the long-rmn scal performance. 

Used computer simulation techniques to optimize the design of a lime 
trratmnt system for the removal of radionuclides and heavy metals from 

- 
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aqueous waste streams. 
analyses of proposed designs. 

Evaluated the potential for mined precipiWon to d u c e  the effectiveness 
of air stripper systems proposed for w at Mather Air Force Base to remove 
VOCs fmm groundwater. 

Performed computer simulations to determine the factors affecting the pH 
of power plant fly-ash at a commercial generation facility in Northern 
California. Results of analyses arc being used to control process parameters 
to avoid thc generation of hazardous by-producu. 

The simulations provided very cost-effective 

1985 - 
1991 

Scrtion Manager, GeoehemicalAnalysts, Intemaiw . nal Techno&e Corpomtion, 
A0uqaerpe, New M d o .  Dr. Myers managed technical staff involved in 

nspoasibilities have included: 
projects for the Geochemical Analysis specialty in Albuquerque. His specific 

In support of the WlPP Engiaced A l W v e  Task F-orce (EAW, which 
WBS cnated by the DOE to identify and evaluate alternatives that could 
enimce the WIPP faciiity's compliance with long-term-performance 
standards (EPA 40 CFR 191). h. Myers dincted the development and use- 
of a Design Analysis Model to predict the relativt improvCments that could 
be rcalizedfromboth altanative repository designs and waste forms. The 
model plredias the 10,oOO-year currmlative rekases of each radionuclide 

closprr, and gas -on. 

Chaired an expat paoel for the WlPP EATF to evaluate potential 
appikathns of ccmcILtitiolls mawials as waste forms, baclrfill, and container 
matesialsto- - .  muwaste .  

Evaluated tk loag-term performauce of the WlPP in terms of =A40 CFR 
191 a& the RCZU no-migration requirements contained in 40 CFR 268.6. 
Aaplyss inchtdedthedfects of proassing waste forms on migration rates 

while considering the coupled i n d o n s  bttween brine Mow, creep 

Of radioactive a d  RCRA-li~t~d CQ-. 

saved as contributing author to tbe "Ddt F d  Plan for the Waste 
Isolation pilot Plant Test phase: Perf- Assessmns" a five-yea? plan 
which defines all of thc waste chfnrtenzaa ' 'on, site characterization. and 
computer madeling activities necessary to evaluate complian~~ with EPA 
regulations (Rm and 40 CFR 191). 

S w e d  as principal author of the "Panel Om Test Plan for the Waste 
Isolatioa pilot Plant" which outlined the procedures for conducting 
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underground tests for measuring gas generation rates using actual waste in 
the WIPP repository. 

Provided input to the WIPP No-Migration Variance Petition under 40 CFR 
268.6 by developing contaminant source terms for modeling releases of 
RCRA-listed hazardous components from the W P  disposal system. 

For the WIPP Brine Sampling and Evaluation Program, performed 
geochemical characterization of the repository environment, including brine 
chemistry and brine/rock interactions. and a geochemical characterization of 
potential sources of inaudhg water, including Castile and Salad0 brines. 
This ioformation was subsequently used to develop source tern for 
performaocc assessmcnt activities in support of 40 CFR 191. 

Developed the Water Quality Sampling Plan for the WIPP site which 
involved the rrpcated sampling and analysis of groundwater from 
approximately 20 wells in the vicioity of the repository to determine 
groundwater characteristics. Data fhm the plogram were subsequently used 
to pi#lict radionuclide migration ratcs through the overlying aquifers. - 
Saved as Rojcct Manager duriag 1985 and 1986 for integrating 
hydrological and geochemical leodeling tasks with the overall WIPP 
~ - t p r o g r a m t o -  ' regulatory compliance for the 
WIPP site. Activities included dmloping awccpual models and computer 

ysimulated. conducted codes so fhMcoupledpmcesscscou ldbe~  
code vaificatioo and validation to cosine integrity of the rcsulo. 

Developed and used innovative g w c ~  modeling tecechniques to 

. .  

opzimim the ccmoval of uranium from contamhami grouodwater by pH 
adjusaamt aud anion uchnngc process in support of the Femald 
CERCLA fessibility study. 

Developed modeling techniques to estimate d u m ,  thorium, and heavy 
mctpl solubilities and sorption coefticients to provide input into the fate and 
musport modeling for CERCLA RVFS at the krnald site. 

For the Yucca MouatOin Project and the Swedish rrpository high-level 

seals usiug the EQ3EQ6 computer code. 
nuclear waste pmgrams, modeled the long-mm pafomaoce of cementitious 

For the YMP. analyzed geochemical intaactim between cementitiouS seal I. 

matuials and grouodwatcr to evaluate the longevity of shaft sealing 
compomots. The results of thesc studies were substqucntly published and 
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presented at Waste Management '89 and the Sixth International WaterRock 
Interactions Conference. 

Served as contributing author to the "Field Sampling and Laboratory 
Procedure Plan for the Fernald Geochemical Program" which defined the 
number, location, and types of analyses to be performed on soil, rock, and 
groundwater samples at the Femald site. 

Senior Geochemist, Basalt Wmte Isohtion Prqject, Rockwell International, 
Richland, Washingzon. While at Rockwell Intemational, Dr. Myers was involved 
in the following activities in the fsld of high-level nuclear waste management and 
disposal: 

Served as principal Technical -or for a large experimental test program 
designedtodewrmne ' the interactions which occur between actual high-level 
nuclcar waste, W c r  materials, host mck, and groundwater at elevated 
temperatures and pmsures. Duties included providing technical guidance 
for long-tcnn experiments performed in a radiation environment. 

Evaluated the psformancc of the Basalt Waste Isolation Project repository 

60 and EPA SO 43% 191 governing he long-term pufonnance of a high- 
level nucicar wastc repository. Specific analyses included interactions 
between radionuclides, groundwater, and rock to predict contaminant 
migrarionntes. 

Direct4 a pjcct to develop Eh and pH sensor systems which will operate 
at tcmpamm up to 300°C andpnssures up to 300 Atmospheres. 

Piaaned and conduded anexperimwtal test program to determine the effects 
of alpha and gamma radiation on watalrock htuactions. 

desigaiatermsoftherc~rynquircmnuas definedin NRC 10 CFR 

Responrw for negotiating technical statemem of work and contract terms 

U l l i d t y .  

OD several SUboDntrafa placed with organizations including Wcstiaghouse., 
Battelle, University of Colorado, Arizolla State University, and Temple 

(iiJ Professional AffIMons 

-.. h m i c a n  Geophysical Union 
Geochemicals0ciety 
lntnnational Association of Geochemistry and Cosmochemistry 
Miaeralogical society of America 
Amcricao Institute of wysics 
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Publications 

Smith, T. H., J. Myers, S. M. Djordjevic, T. A. DeBiase, M. T. Goodnch, 
D. DeWitt, 1994, "Preliminary Parametric Performance Assessment of Potential 
Final Waste Forms for Alpha Low-Level Waste a! the Idaho National Engmeenng 

Idaho, Inc.. Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

Myen, J., S. M. Djordjevic, T. A. DeBiase. M. T. Goodrich, 1994, "Use of 
Engineered Soils and Other Site M d c a t i o n s  for Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Disposal." DoE/LLW-207. National Low-Level Waste Management Program, 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

Deal, D. E., R. J. Abitz. J. Myers, D. S. Belski, M. L. Martin, D. J. Milligan. 
R W. s o b o c i  and P. P. James Lipponer, 1993, "Brine Sampling and 
Evaluation Rogram, 1991 Report." report prrpand for thc U.S. Department of 
Energy, WIPP Project Office. carisbad New Mexico, by lT Corporation, 
Albuquerque. New Mexico. 

dardimr. M. A. and J. Myers, 1992, "Geochemical Modeling of the Deep 
Injection Well Disposal of Acid Wastes into a permiaa AquifedAquitard System 
in Texas, USA. 1992," Rocee&gs of& 7th Intemathal Symposiwn on Water- 
Rock Interwcths,  y .  K. Kharaka and A. S. - &., Bakema, Rotterdam. 

Myen, J., and R W. Sobocioski, 1992, "Computer Simulation of the Chemical 

Madeling Techaiqa" Waste Managanen! '92. Proceedings of thc Symposium 
on Waste Management 

Gardina. M. A. T. E. Hiahbw, . and J. Myers. 1991. "Modeling Oeockmical 
Stability of Cement Formylations for use as Shaft Liner and Sealing Components 
at Yucca M~mtah." Materials Research Society Symposium Roceedin g, 
Vd. 212 

K m m b d ,  J. L, T. E HiaLebein, and J. Myen. 1992, "The Hydrothermal 
Stabiity of Cement Sealing materials in the Potential Yucca Mountain High Level 
Nuclear Waste Fkposmy," Advanced Ctmmtrtco . ' IU Sysrcm~ Met- and 
Propenies, Materials Reseamh Society Symposiu~~ prccetdm . gs, VoL 245, Boston, 
Massachusetts. November 1991. 

Laboratory." EGG-WM-11415, Idaho National Enginering L a b o ~ t o ~ ,  EG&G 

Trratment of a Heavy-Metal contaminated Grolmdwater using Geochemical 

Sobocinski. R W., and J. Myus, 1991 in press, "Evaluation of a Contaminant - 
Pathway and Mobility at a U.S. DOE Site Using Groundwater Chemical Data," 
E n v i r d  Remediation '91. ProceeaVngs afthe Confcmrcr on Environmental 
Restoration. 
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Myers, J., P. Drez, and P. James, 1991, "The Redox State of the Culebra Member 
of the Rustler Formation," in "Hydrogeochemical Studies of the Rustler Fomuon 
and Related Rocks in the WIPP Area, Southeastem New Mexico," SAhD88-0196, 
M. D. Siegel, S. J. Lambert, and K. L. Robinson, eds., Sandia Nmonal 
Laboratories, Albuquerque. New Mexico. 

Siegel, M. D., K L. Robinson, J. Myus, 1991, "Solute Relationships in 
Groundwatcxs from the Culebra Dolomite and Related Rocks in the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant Aria, Southeastern New Mexico." in "Hydrogeochemical 
Studies of the Rustler Formation and Related Rocks in rhe Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant Aria. Southeastern New Mexico," WD88-0196, M. D. Siegel, 
S. J. Lambert, and K. L. Robinson, eds.. Sandia National Laboratories, 
Albuquerque. New Mexico. 

Myem. J.. S. Djordjevic, M. Adams, R Spaagkr. J. Valdez, D. Vetter, and 
P. Dnz 1991, "Design Analysis of Enginetnd Alternatves for the Waste 
isolation Hot Plant", Waste Manag- '91, Proceedings ofthe Symposium on 
Waste Management, 

A b i a  R, J. Mym. P. hez and D. Dcal. 1990. "Geochemistry of Salad0 
Formation Brines Recovered From the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Repository," in 
WanC Managemeni '90, Proceedings of the Synposira on Waste Mimagement. 

ulmr. G. C.. D. E. GraadstafF, and J. Mycrs, 1990, "A New Hydrothermal 
Technique for Redox Sensing Using Buffer Capsules," Fluid-Minerd Intemctiom: 
A Tribuze to H. P. Eugster, R J. Spencer and I-Ming Chou, eds., The 
Geochtmical Society, Special Publication No. 2. 

Acorn, S. R, J. Myas, M. A. Gadher, and C. A. Givens, 1989. "Chemical 
Modcling of Ccmentitious Grout MatKials Alxaahna . in HLW Repositories," in 
W w  Management '89, Proceedings ofthe Symposium on Wpnc Mrmcrgement, 
T~Arizana,Fcbruary26-Mad13. 

Gardirrr, M. A, S. R Alcom. J. Myas, and C. A. Givens, 1989, "Modeling 
Simpk Canent-Watn Systems Using thc SpeciationlsoubittyMon Path 
Computer Codes EQ3NwEQ6. With Specific Application to Nuclear Waste 
Repositories," Proceedings of the S i r d ~  Intemarional Water-Rock Interaction 
C o n f e m e .  Grand h4alvem. England August, pp. 235-238. 

Deal, D. E., J. B. Case. R M Deshlcr, P. E. Dnz J. Myers, and J. R Tyburski, 
1987. "Brine Sampling and Evaiuation proSram phase II Repon" 
DOE-WPP-87-010, ppared for US. Depammnt of Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot 
Planf Carlsbad, New Mexico. 
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Gunter, W. D., J. Myers, and S. Girspcrger, 1987, "Hydrogen: Metal Membranes" 
in Hydrothermal Erpcrimental Techniques, G. C. Ulmer and H. L. Barnes, eds., 
John Wiley & Sons, New York. 

Myers. J., and I. D. Colton, 1986, "The Geochemical Environment of the Culebra 
Dolomite." Transnetions of the American Geophysical Union, Vol. 67, No. 16. 
p. 408 (abstract). 

Myers, J.. and R. A. Korn, 1986, "Uranium and Plutonium Solubilities in the 
Culebra Dolomite Environment," Transactions of the American Geophysical 
Union, Vol. 67, No. 44, p. 1256. 

Myers, J.. W. E. Coons, R. Eastmond, J. Morse. S. chah-aborti, J. Zukoff, and 
I. D. Colton, 1986, 'The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Performance Assessment 
Program," Proceedings of the Symposium on Waste Management, Vol. 2, 
pp. 203-209. 

Danielson, M. J.. 0. H. Koski, and J. Myers, 1985, "A Performance Improvement 
for High Temperaarre Stabilized Zirconia pH Sensors." J o d  of the 

I 

E&cW~&&~ soeirry, VOL 132. NO. 3, pp. 2037-2038. 

Danielson, M. J., 0. H. Koski, and J. Myas, 1985. "Recent Developments With 

Society, Vol. 132, No. 2, pp. 296301. 

Early. T. 0.. J. Myers, and E A. J a n e .  1985. "Applications of Geochemical 
Modeling to H i g h - h l  Nudear Waste Disposal at the Hanfod Site, 
W- Proceedings ofthe Conjbmce on the Application of Geochemical 
ModcLp aa High-Level Nuclear Wase Repositov hwmnent, G. K. Jacobs and S. 
K. Watley, eds. NuREGB-0062. pp. 104-108. 

Gmdaaff, D. E. G. C. ulmn, J. M y a s  and G. L. McKmm, 1985, "palladium 
Redox Sensor Tcclmiq~~e for Hydrothamal Expukm&." Transactions of the 

Hi@-Tcmpgaturr Stabilized Zirconia pH scnsorS," J o ~  Of thr E & ~ ~ o c h e m i ~ a l  

* Geophysical Union. VoL 66, No. 18, p. 407. 

Danielson, M. J., 0. H. Koski and J. Myas. 1984, "Development of High 
Tempatwe and Resure Eh and pH Sensing Instrumnts," Sciemijic Bprir for 
Nuclear Waste Management, W, Materials Research Sociay Symposium 
P r o c e d g s ,  Vol. 26. 

0- 
Lane, D. L, J. Myers. M. J. Apted and C. C. Allen, 1984. " T h  BasalWater - 
System: G m s i i o n s  for a Nuclear Wastc Repository." Scientific Basis for 
Nuclear Waste Management, W, Materials Resccuch Society Symposium 
P m e e a k g s .  Vol. 26. 
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Myers, J., G. C. Ulmer. D. E. Grandstaff, R. Brozdowski, M. J. Danielson, and 0. 
H. Kosla, 1984, "Developmenrs in the Monitoring and Control of Eh and pH 
Conditions in Hydrothermal Experiments," Geochemical Behovior of Disposed 
Radioactive Waste. American ChemicaI Society Symposium Series. Vol. 246, pp. 
197-2 16. 

Myers, J., M. J. Apted, and J. J. Mazer, 1984, "Hyhthecmal Reaction of 
Simulated Waste Forms with B d t  Under Conditions Expected in a Nuclear 
Waste Repository in B&L" RH-BW-ST-S9P, Rocbell W o r d  Operations, 
Richland, Washington. 

Myen, J., and €I. P. Eugster, 1983, "The System Fe-Si-0: Oxygen Buffer 
Calibration to 1500" K" Contributions to Mlncralogy and Petrology, Vol. 82, pp. 
75-90. 

. 

Wood, M. I., J. F. Relyea, J. Myers, and M. J. Apt& 1983, "The Near-Field 
Waste Package Environment in Basalt and Its Z k c :  on Waste Form Releases," 
RHO-BW-54-33IP. Rochvell Hanford Operations, Richland, Washington. 

Apted M. I., and J. Myen, 1982. "Comparison of the Hydrothe& Srabity of 
Simuiated Spent Fuel and Borosilicate Glass in a Basaltic E n v h m n t , "  RHO- 
BW-S7-38, Rochvell Hiinford opaations. Richland, Washington. 

Guntcr, W. D., J. Myen, and J. R Wood, 1979. "Shaw Bomb. An Ideal Hydrogen 
Sensor." Connibutions to Mineralogy and Penology, Vol. 70, No. 1, pp. 23-28. 

Myers, J., and W. D. Guntcr, 1979, "Measurement of the Oxygen Fugacity of the 
CobaIt-Cobalt Oxide Buffer Assemblage." Amerkan Minerabgist, Vol. 64, 
pp. 224-228. 
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Rodney A. Palanca 

Mr. Palanca holds a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Washington. 
He served 20 years in the U.S. Nudear Navy, retiring with the rank of Lieutenant 
Commander. Mr. Palanca began his Westinghouse career at the DOES Fast Flux 
Test Facili, Hanford, Washington and trained as a Chef Operator. He transferred 
to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in 1986 to work on the WlPP waste acceptance 
criteria. Since then, he has worked in several areas of TRU waste management and 
waste handling operations including startup testing and writing operating procedures 
for the waste handling equipment, developing Operational Safety Requirements, and 
conducting operational readiness reviews. He has served as the WID representative 
on the TRU Waste Integrated Working Group (formerly the National TRU Waste Task 
Force) and contributed to the development of a national TRU waste strategy for the 
DOE. He was the WlPP waste handling representative on the Engineered 
Alternatives Task Force. He is arrrently assigned as ,the cognizant engineer for all 
waste handling systems and is preparing plans for restoring the RH TRU waste 
handling systems to a ready condition. 
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David C. Palmer 

SUMMARY 

Mdnager, Health Physics 

22 Years of Relevant Experience 

Mr. Palmer has more than 22 years of professional management experience in 
health physics and environmental monitoring and analysis. He has been involved 
in managanent of radioactive protection and crmiromncntal monitoring programs 
for both mixed radioactive WaJte sites and the nuclear power industry. National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) doaunentatl 'on, and exposure pathway 
d y s i s ,  including personoel exposurr and risk analysis, for both radioactive 
material and haranious chanicals. He was in charge of the health physics 
programs at one nuclear power reactor plant where h direcud the environmental 
monitoring program and was responsible for the plant health physics program 
during prrpvations for dccmmw . ion@ the reactor. Included in this task was 
removal and shipment of all reactor fuel assemblies to Europe for reprocssing, 
removal, aad dispod of all inadaed . rrzQor cam01 rods, and other gmeraI 
activities to prrpve for the complae dhmantliug of the nuclear supply system. 

EDUCATION M.S., Emriromnmtal Health Sciencs (Radiological Health), University of 

B.S.. E n g k m i q  Piysii. University of Michigan, 1%7 
Michi$an, 1969 



David C. Palmer 
Page 2 

Project manager for the analysis of injury and fatality frequency rates to be 
applied to the transpornion of wastes from the U.S. EPA Denver Radium 
Superfund Site to the appropriate disposal site. Calculated estimates of the 
number of injuries and fatalities for various vanspornion modes and routes, 
including rmck and rail vansportation combiions. 

Projea manager and principal contributor for prcparafion of a comparison 
between the US. EPA "Interim Reconnnendvions on Doses to Persons Exposed 
to Traasuranium Elemcm~ in the Gencnl Environmnt" with the Colorado 
Depamnenr of Health plutonium in soil standard. Thc study included a multiple 
pathway analysis of the risk to pmons living in a hypothetical residential 
devdopmnt on soil comaminafed to the levels proposed in the IWO standards. 

Supponcd the assessm~m of radiological risks assoCiated with transportation 
occidmts included in the Supplcmemal Enviironmcmal Impact Statement (SEIS) 
for W P .  

Principal contribufor to tbe prrplntion of ao EA of the Supercompactor and 
Rcpaclaslns Facility (SARF) and thc TRU Wwe Shredder (TWS) at the Rocky 
Flats Plaut. with specific mponsibiities Muding evaluaton of radiological 
cxposurr~ to wo- and thc public from routine opcrafions and potential 
!&ccidalts. 

Wrote the procedurr for Opaation and caliiration of a field iasaUmnt to detect 
low awrgy ndivion(FTDLER) f o r m .  Thc inmMvm is designcd todaect 
low-level surface - by alpha cmiaas ad uses a microcomputer- 
based, portable rpdiptionsurvy irrsmmwmarithdigitai rradout and data logging 
capab i i .  Thcproccdun iachdtd Kt-up. opartlaa . andbothfullgeomeay 
and single poiat ulibntions tided by a special compna program incorporated 
imottuprocedurr. 

Rojca Inmagex for tk pea review of s&tion 8 (AltaIlativcs to &c Reposed 
A u i 0 n ) O f t b c ~  ' ad Emissiionr Data Base (EEDB) for tbe Recovery 
Mod&akm Project for rbc rccovay ofphdonirrm from residues at 
Rocky Flnr. Thc EEDB was to k wriamas a rrfaarc docummt to be used 
by& -Ridge National Lpbontoy (ORNL) to prcpprr ao Enviroronmcmal 
Impact stpement for th RMP. Thc taskinvolved reviewing the docuwm 
to assure m9t dl b i b l e  alternaive bad been ddrased. suggcs- possible . ad revkwiq ttu description ad evaluation of eight alternatives 

princippt amahnor to thc Safety Evaluation for the Supcrcompaaor ad 
Reprhsins Fpcility (SARF) at thc Rocky Flats Plau~ Responsibilities included 
idemificpion of potmtial ndiologiczl and mxidogical bazdrd~. developmmt of 
mahodologia b r  d y s k  of the hazards, induding failure mode and effects 
analysis. and mhrpnon * of the probabiity of - and Po- 
omquace of the hazards identified. 

I 
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David C.  Palmer 
Page 3 

OTHER EXPERIENCE 

Semed as the Radiarion Protection Manager of the Indiana & Michigan Electric 
Company facility, beginning u the plant’s very early stages of construction. 
Responsible for the design and implQnentation of the emire Health Physics 
program at the plant, including writing the original Radiation Protection Manual. 

Designed and administmd of the radiological assessment portion and control 
portions of the emergency rsponse plan for the Indiana a d  Michigan Electric 
Company fifility. Included were the writing aad implapemation of all radiation 
protection related emergency procedurrs, development of both manual and 
computerized defislonal aids for use by plant operrtions personnel and health 
physics technical parsomwl, formation and dirrnion of all onsite and offsite 
radiological p s s e ~ s ~ m  teams. aad formulation and distribution of 
rrconrmmdationr for offsite protstive actions to tbc appropriate federa~ a ~ d  state 
agencies during thecourseof ancmc%ency. Scrvedas the primary contact with 
all sutc ad fcdaai agmy paonncl for all mzoers of radiological or 
emrinnmum?l nraocrs during formation of the emergency plan and during 
mmvrwdrillsduatises. 

At Elk River, direaed the mviromnempl monitoring program and was 
responsible for thc plant hplth physics program during preparations for 
decommissioning the rrrdor. Included m this task were & and disposal 
of all imdivcd rcaaor control rods andothrrgcnrral activities to prepare for the 
cornplae d i m a d i q  of thc mrlear supply system. 
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JAMES E. WARD 

S L W Y  OF QUALIFICATIONS 

Mr. Ward has over four years of professional experience in engineering with an emphasis on nuclear 
faciliry opecacioos. design, and project engineering. His experience associated with the nuclear 
opecacions has included a sealed sou~ce fabrication program. a remote faciity resosation. various 
regulatory compliance. and hazardous chemical and waste transpodon. This experience has included 
positions of research and development engineer and project engineer. Cumntly, Mr. Ward suppons 
project engineering for an engineering and architecture company. 

PROFESslONAL EXPERIENCE 

Maridr and Company, Carisbad Arra of6a, Carkbpd New Mexico 

. ProjecS -. Project Technical Baseline document. Roject engiattr on the pcqa.ration 
and submmzl of a docurmm that provides the bases of the WIPP project, technical pacameten, 
description, design, safety and operation to the project. Responsible for & timely prepamion 
of the document that is technically comcrwithiua limited time schedule. 

. Reject Engbeer. HVAC load calculation for Wane Isolation pilot plant 0 Support and 
Wane Hadling Building. Project lead on the heaMg and cooIing load calcuiatiom for two 
buildings at WET. Tht project included thc load calcuhom. a cooling load assessment of thc 
existing system, and a techniul report. Responsible for the budget, manpower allocation, and 
schedule of the pmjca. 

Row Eugbccr. F i  Safay Analysis Repon 0 upgrade to Met DOE Order 5480.23. 
This pro* iacluded development of CCV~S~OM to be iacorpocaral in the existing WIPP FSAR 
to meet the isuvre of a m depumvmal order on rmclar safety analysis repom. 
Rapomible for client iumfacc, p j e a  coon&, project reporring. and Dchniul revisioas 
concerniagtheprirripllM~andsfetycriuria. Thcupende inchdcd6ve* that 
spee~cally~:HvvdrnntysirandctuJifiution,~~heplrhandsafcrycriteria. 

m-ROgnm' .  

-. 

. 

Human Factors analysis and mhrtion, Analysis of rbnorrml. m d .  and accident 
COnditioaF, and Demnrantcd comphrc Wim DOE Ordcr 4330.4A. 'Mairnmuue 

. Ikvdopmt pnrinu. Waste M?a?ganmt Section. Responsible for chvracnzaao . 

developmem. pmcaiurc devd- and pmgrm developmmt. 

'n. 
pachging. ad DOT, EPA. &DOE compiirrre for all hvardwo materirl and waste 
aampomtionshipmum R a p o m i b i  included Spffuaining. pacheing ccrcification and 

Rrscpreb and Derdopemt -. Nuclear Ensiaenmg . and T&ng Seaion. Selected 
accomplihmmrs include the follow@: Fasibiity study for waste manytrmcm of Greater- 
Thaoclvsc (GTCC) ndioectivcsealedsources. rrmopsystcmand comporvm designs for 

system designs a d  for rrducing occupatiooal exposure during opmtions. supervise operations 

- 
COaductiag muvdl O p C d M ,  perfom shieldblg C d c u h O I U  md dan C O b X i O U  for m o b ?  

for a medical radio-isotope program and a cca~ote radioactive d faciliry restontion 
program, develop and implement uaining. and capital equipment p n r r r ~ m .  Responsibilities 
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Jame.5 E. Ward cont’d - 
included leading research, supervkiing staff, procedure development. and mining. 

Transportation ~ManUtaaUring Corporation, Rmaell, New Mexico 

. Liaison Engineer. Liaison for design engineering that facilitated rbe primary interface to 
procurement, manufacwiug. qualiry, and test programs. Principle accompiithmcnts included: 
heads-up design changes, enginecriw change orden, change corn1 management, and 
C O m P M y  Wide h r f a c e .  

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

B.S. Mechanical Engineering. University of New Mexico 1989 

Prrviously Radiation. worker II aincd. MSA ad SCBA respirator, OSHA -@-hour Haaxdous Waste 
Worker, pmrious DOE “Q’ and “L‘ cfearancc. DOT HM-I81 shippm uaining. Fmctioud 
lmowledge of r a d i o i i  (radio&m&try. Rdiophysics, matl?rial 
COnminmem). 

shielding. and 

Computer skills include: AUTOCAD release 12 with AM€. MICROSHIELD (a radioacrive shielding 
pmgnm), COSMOS/M (fMh? ekment modelhg/dlyzis), WodPerfox 6.0, Microsod 
(WINDOWS, EXCEL). LOTUS. MATHCAD, EUlE W A C  annlytis. 

- 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERWCE .- 

12/93 to p r a m  

1/91 - 12J93 

5/90 - 1u90 

1189 - 8/89 

1/08 - 8/00 
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James D. Waters 
Project Manager 

20 Years of Relevant Experience 

SUMMARY Mr. Waters has a broad range of Uperiaw in the management aad operation of 
complex mincnl faciiitics including 17 years experience in thc potash mining 
district. He has wmplaed several diffamt projects iavolving ore reserve 
studies, miocnls m v q ,  awl budget planning to meet mulrct conditions. He 
has held high level enginCerine ad mamgawm positions at 3 of the 5 am 
mines. Mr.WatersisfamiiiarwithBLMdNewMuicoStyeLandUserules 
a d t h i r r r x n a c e ~ q r r g u l u i o a s .  

Mr. Waters Ins been involved in a number of efforts to support WIPP 
agrptiOm. He was involved in thc devdopnmt of th'hjca Technical 

w u p b  projeas. 
B M d k ,  mc F i i  satety Analysis Rcport Upgrade. lodwious othr rcguhtory 

\- 
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Margaret S. Wood 
Manager, Institutional Programs 

18 Years of Relevant Experience 

SUMMARY Ms. W d  d y  serves as StoUcr's Mamger for Institutional Programs. She 
has 18 years of expuimcC working in imcgovaommtal and public affairs, 

pnpadmss  at W E  faciilitia throughout the United States. She has worked at 
the WE'S Albuqumlue Field Office. Kansas City plun, Pincllas Plant, and Los 
Alamos Natiood Laboratory, andb specificaUyinfowdaboutthetechnical and 
p u b k ~ o n i s s u c s v s o f l p e d  . withtheenviromncmal moration aod waste 

safeguards and security, personncl. irdusairl ~ I a t i O n S ,  and emergency 

mvugancmprograms at the wcapolrs~lcx taciiities. 
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Developed and produced management charters, managanent plans. nraregic 
plans, work plans, and managcm~~t presentarioaS for Westinghouse, Was= 
Isolation Division. at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. The management plan 
serves as the superior DOE Waste [solpion Pilot Plant W P )  Project Site 
Officedonuncm inthehierarrhyofmanagm documem. 

Developed ad produced a Maoagement Information Handbook for the DOE 
WIPP Project Site Office. Tbt handbook prrsented information on DOE 
organizatioas. procedurrs, and directives as wcll as information to assist DOE 
penonoel witb interagency, inrcrgovnmnennl. ad conmaor interactions. 
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APPENDIX B Engineered Alternatives 
Screening Repon 

Initial Engineered Alternatives Screening Candidates 

The individual Engineered Alternatives (EA) found in the 1991 Engineered Alternatives Task 
Force Final Report (EATF), #1 through #64 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

Compact Waste. 
Incinexate and Cement 
Incinerate and Vitrify 
Wet Oxidation 
Shred and Bituminize 
Shred and Compact 
Shred and Cement 
Shred and Polymer Encapsulation 
Shred add Salt and Compact 
Plasmaprocessing 
Melt Metals 
Add Salt Bacm 
Add other Sorbents 
Add Gas Suppressant 
Shred and Add Bentonite 
Acid Digestion 
Stailization 
Add Copper Sutfate 
AddGasGeners 
Add Fillas 
SegrrgateWasteEOrms 
Decontaminatt Metals 
change waste Galaation Process 
Add hti-Bactekd Mataial 
Accelaate Wastc Digestion Process 
Alter corrosion Environment 
Alter Bxxmial Envirwment in W P  
Transmutation of Radionudides 
Vitrify Sludges 
salt Backfill only 
salt Bacw Plus Gas Gatas 
Compact BacktU 
Salt Plus Brine Sorbents 
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Screening Repon 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

c 

Initial Engineered Alternatives Screening Candidates 

Preformed Compacted Backfill 
Grout BacW- 
Bitumen Backfill 
Add Gas Suppressant 
Mumwe Space Around Waste Stack 
segregate waste in W P  
Demase Amount of Waste per Room 
Emplace Waste and Backfill Simultaneously 
Selected vegetive Uptake 
Brine Isolating Dykes 
Raise Waste Above the Floor 
Brine Sump and Drains 
Gas Expansion Volume 
Seal Repository Room Walls 
Vent Facility 
VentiIate Facility 
Add floor of Brine Sorbents 
Change Mine Extraction Ratio 
Change Room Configurations 
Seal Individual Room 
Two Level Repository 
Monument Forest Ova Repository 
Monument Covering the Entire Repository 
Buried Steel Plate Ova the Repository 
Artificial SurEace layer Ova the Repository 
Add Mark Dye to Stratl 
DraincastileResavoir 
Grout Culebra Foundation 
Increase Lpnd wahdrawal Area 
change wastc container shape 
Change Waste Container Material 

. .  . 

The EATF Combination EAs, #65 through #79 

65 EATF Baseline - As received with salt backfill. 
66 EATF Alternative 1 - Shred and cement organics and inorganics only, salt backfill. 
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APPEILlDlX B Engineered Alternorives 
Screening Repon 

Initial Engineered Alternatives Screening Candidates 

The Systems Prioritization Methodology - 2 (SPM-2) original EAs, #80 through #99 (from 
1/19/95 list) 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 

88 

89 

90 c 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

SPM-Baseline 
SPM-A Salt bacldill50% filling efficiency 
SPM-B SalrfBentonite backfiil 50-50 mix, 50% filling efficiency 
SPM-C SaUpH buffer backfill some amount of CaO 
SPM-D Cement grout backfill 100% filling efficiency 
SPM-E SalrfGrout backfill 1005% efficiency 
SPM IT-1 Shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt backfill 50% Nling efficiency 
SPM lT-2 Cement sludges, shrcd and cement orgainics and hrganics, salt backfill 50% 
filling efficimcy, nickel alloy conminer. 
SPM I"-3 Cement sludges, shred and cement orginics and inorganics, cement grout 
100% filling efficiency. 
SPM IT4 Cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt/pH buffer 
backflll with some amount of CaO. 
SPM IT-5 Cement sludges, shred and compact orgainics and inorganics, salt backfi 
with 50% filling efficiency, 200 drum monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 
SPM IT4 Cement dudges, shred and compact organics and inorganics, cement grout 
backfill 100% filling efficiency, 2000 drum monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 
SPM IT-7 Cement sludges, compact organics and inorganics, salrfpH buffer bacH~ll 
with some amount of G O ,  2000 drums monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 
SPM IT4 Cement sludges. shred and add bentonite to orgainics and inorganics, salt 
M 5 0 %  filling efficiency. 
SPM IT-9 Cement sludges, shnd and add bentonite to organics and inorganics, cement 
grout M 100% efficiency. 
SPM lT-10 Dc#ntamhate metals, nickel alloy container, cement grout backfill 100% 

SPM EATF-8 Vitrify sludges, incinerate and vitrify organics, meit metals with 
glass/- frit, radionuclides partitioned into slag and metals are eliminated hom the 
WIPP inventory, salt backfill, non-fmous container. 
SPM EATF-9 Viaify sludges. incinerate and vitrify organics, melt metals with 
glass/glass fiit, radionucldes partitioned into slag and metals are eliminated from the 
WIPP inventoq, grout backfill, non-ferrous container. 

- 

tilling Cfflcimcy. 
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APPEh'DIX B Engineered Alrernarives I 

Screening Repon 

Initial Engineered Alternatives Screening Candidates 

98 

99 

The individual EAs found in 40 CFR Part 194, #lo0 through #lo9 

100 194- Cementation 
101 194- Shredding 
102 194- Supercompaction 
103 194- Incineration 
104 194- Vitrification 
105 194- Improved waste containen 
106 194- Grout and bentonite backfill 
107 194- Metal Melting 
108 194- Alternative ConfigiPUraton of waste e m p k m e n t  
109 194- Alternative disposal system dimensions 

SPM DOE-1 Passive markers- no specific scenario given reduce human intrusion 
probability parameters. 
SPM DOE-2 Compartmentalization of waste - various unspecified scenarios. 

- 
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APPE.VDlX C Engineered Alrernarives 
Screening Repon 

Engineered Alternatives 
Defhtions 

The following is a list of definitions for the discrete technology EAs, # 1 through # 64. The 
Engineered Alternatives Screening Working Group (EASWG) reviewed the original 1991 
Engineered alternatives Task Force (EATF) definitions and modified them where r xessary. 
Those taken directly from the EATF are noted as such. 

# Title Description 

1 CompactWaste 
All wastes except sludges are processed by first pre-compacting the waste into 35 gallon 
drums, the “pucks’ are then supercompacted at forces in excess of 2200 tons and 
packed for disposal in 55 gallon drums. The volume reduction is approximately 3: 1. 

2 Incinerate and Cement 
Soiid organics are incinerated and the resulting ash is cemented into an &/cement 

I matrix. 

3 IncinexateandVitrify 
Solid organics are incinerated and fused into a glass matrix by vitrifying. Vitrification 
meltdfuses the waste; silica may be added prior to melting. 

4a Wet Oxidation and Cement 
Solid organics are oxidized into an ash residue. Wet oxidation involves the a7celerated 
oxidation of waste in the presence of h e a d  water vapor or steam, with the intent to 
chunically degded the waste. The ash residue is cemented into an Mcement matrix. 

4b WetOxidationandVitrify 
Solid organics arc oxidbed into an ash residue. Wet oxidation involves the acdented 
oxidation ofwastein thepresenceof heated water vapor or steam, with theintent to 
chemicatly degrade the waste. The ash residue is vitrified into a fused glass. Silica 
may be added to the midue prior to rneltinglfusing. 

5 ShmdandBitUminize 
AU waste except sludges are mechanically shred. A volume reduction ratio of 1 2 1  is 
assumed for shredding only. Bitumen is mixed into the waste, filling the void space in 
the waste drum. 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

Shred and Compact 
All waste except sludges are mechanically shred. A volume reduction ratio of 1.2: 1 is 
h m e d  for shredding only. The shredded waste is compacted in the drum. 
Supercompaction is not used. 

Shred and Cement 
All waste except sludges are mechanically shred. A volume reduction ratio of 1.2: 1 is 
assumed for shredding only. "Wet" Cement is added to the waste creating a solid 
homogeneous waste/cement matrix. 

Shred and Polymer Encapsulation 
All waste except sludges are mechanically shred. A volume reduction ratio of 1.2: 1 is 
assumed for shredding only. The shredded waste is encapsulated with a polymer. 

Shred, addsalt, and Compact 
All waste except sludges are mechanically shred. A volume reduction ratio of 1.2: 1 is 
assumed for shredding only. Shredded waste is mixed with crushed salt and rompacted 
in the drum. Supercompaction is not used. 

- 

Plasma processn ' g  
All waste is subjected to a high temperature plasma eliminating organics and melting 
metals and sludges into a solid form. The products of this pnxxss arc vitrified giasses 
and solid megls. 

111 MeltMetals 
All metals are melted (sludges and combustibles arc excluded) into an ingot and 
disposed at WIPP. The size and weight of the final product are within rransportation 
limits. 

l l b  Melt Muals - Partition Actinides with Frit 
All metals are melted (Sludges and combustibles are excluded). Glass Frit is added to 
the molten metal partitioning the radionuclides within the slag. The slag is removed, 
solidified, and disposed at the Waste Isolation Pilot plant (WTPP). The metal is cast into 
ingots and disposed as Low Level Waste (LLW) at a LLW facility. The sire and 
weight of the ingot arc within transpomtion limits. 
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Screening Repon 

Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

12 Add Salt BackfXI 
A crushed salt backfill is placed around and betwen the waste containers, filling the 
void space within the rooms. A 50% filling efficiency is assumed, 

Add Other Sorbents (EATF definition) 
Evaluation of sorbents in addition to or other than bentonite may lead to improved waste 
charaaeristics of permeability and porosity. These sorbents are intended to sorb brine 
and radionuclides. 

14 Add Gas Suppressant (EATF definition) 
Adding materials to the waste that could reduce gas generation rates, such as materials 
that raise the pH of the brine that comes in contact with the waste, could prwe 
beneficial in reducing gas pressure buildup in the waste disposal rooms. 

15 ShredandAddClay - 

13 

All waste except sludges are mechanically shred. A volume reduction ratio of 1.2: 1 is 
assumed for shredding only. Engineemi clay grout is added to the shredded waste 
removing the void space within the waste drum. Two forms of clays are Considered, 
swelling (smectites) and non-swelling (itelbolinite). 

c 

16a Acid Digestion and Cement 
Solid organics ate dissolved in a strong acidic solution that is subsequently n e u t r a i i  
and precipitated, resulting in a reduced volume sludge waste form, which is solidified 
into a cement/precipitate matrix. 

16b Acid Digestion and Vitrify 
Solid Organics arc dissolved in a strongly acidic solution that is subsequently neutralized 
and precipitated, resulting in a reduced volume sludge waste form, which is vitrified 
into a fused glass. Sica may be added prior to vitxiiication. 

17 S ~ o n ~ T F ~ t i o n )  
Prior to emplacement of the waste in W P ,  sterilke the contents of each waste package 
to eliminate or reduce microbial gas generation. To be sufficiently effective, this 
alternative would probably have to be used in conjunction with sterilization of the entire 
underground waste disposal area, which is not considered a credible alternative. 
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18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

Add Copper Sulfate (EATF definition) 
The addition of copper sulfate to the waste is expected to reduce the generation of 
gasses resulting from anoxic corrosion of iron based metals. The copper sulfate reacts 
with iron, forming ferrous sulfate and preventing the production of free hydrogen gas. 

Add Lime 
Lime (CaO) is added to solid organics within a drum. 

Add FiuwS (EATF definition) 
Adding filler materials to the waste in order to reduce the initial void volume will 
reduce the waste's permeability and can reduce brine inflow during mom 
reconsoliition. 

Segrrgate Waste Fonns (EATF definition) 

etc.) from one another. By segregating the various waste forms that are now 
intamingled within the waste packages, several engineered altema!ives could be applied 
to unaller waste quantities, thereby possibly reducing costs and ovuall schedule. 

Decontaminate Metals 
Metals an sorted and decontaminated using freon or carbon dioxide. Filters are used.to 
collect the d o n -  and are disposed as TRU waste. Decontaminated metals ate 

This altemative refers to isolating each major waste form (i.e., sludges, combustibles, 1 

recycled or disposed of as UW.  

change waste Genaahon ' procesS (EATF definition) 
Since -thirds of the waste that will ultimately be emplaced in WIPP has not been 
generated, aa opportunity exists to change the processes that generate the remaining 
waste to lllinimize waste porosity, pumcabiLity, and gas generation. Some progress has 
already ken made in reducing waste generation Volume, and compaction of waste at 
genemtor sites is an ewnple of a process that reduces porosity and permeability. 
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Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

24 Add Anti-Bacterial Material (EATF definition) 
The addition of an anti-bacterial material to the waste could alleviate some gas 
production if such a material does not pose a greater challenge than the gas itself. The 
material must has an estimated effective lifetime sufficient to prevent those microbes 
already present in the repository from eventually overraking its effectiveness. 

Accelerate the Waste Digestion Process (EATF definition) 
This alternative suggests that the gas generation process might be accelerated so that gas 
generation is minimized after decommissioning of the repository. This requires the 
addition of approp&~te bacterial agents to hasten waste digestion, which would have to 
be esseatially complete before decommissioning. 

26 Alter Corrosion Environment in WIPP (EATF definition) 
The usc of copper sulfate has already been identified as an engineered alternative that 
might modify the corrosion process to generate leu gas. Other alternativesmay alter 
the chemical environment of the waste storage rooms, such as assuring dryness or 
maintaining a pH buffer, so that corrosion is minimized. 

27 A l e  Bacterial Environment in WIPP (EATF definition) 
This altemalive is analogous to "Alter Corrosion Environment in WP." By changing 
the chemistry of the waste, microbial gas generation rates may be redud to acceptable 
levels. 

25 

- 

28 T~ansmutatim @ATF deiinition) 
This alternative considas transmutation of long-lived radionuclides to short-lived 
nuclides, eliminating the need for long-term disposal. 

29 VimSludgs  
Sludge waste b mcludlfused into a fused glass. Silica may be added prior to 
Vitlification. 

c 
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30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

- ~ 
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Salt Backfill Only (EATF definition) 
This is the basic backfill material being considered to reduce void volume around the 
waste and to hasten morn closure. The material results from mining the disposal rooms 
and drifts, and can be processed by crushing or pulverizing to enhance backfilling 
operations. Unless the salt is preformed into compact shape(s), it has significant initial 
porosity and permeability, but will rapidly reconsolidate as a result of creep closure. 

Salt B a c W  Plus Gas Getters (EATF definition) 
The addition of gas getters with the salt backfill may be advantageous for prelrenting 
buildup of unacceptable gas Volume. A potential disadvantage of applying gas getters 
in this matter is that salt reconsolidation taker place fairly 
quickly, If reconsolidation prevents interaction of gasts with the gas getters in the salt 
matrix, it could prove ineffective. An added advantage of certain gas geners (e.g. CaO) 

inbrine. - 
is they will act as pH buffers thereby minimizing corrosion and radionuclide solubility .-.. 

Compact Backfill (EATF definition) 
Compacting backfill in placc could reduce its permeability sufficiently to prevent 
signitlcant brine mobility. Such a proadurc would probably require more storage space 
than currently planned to permit equipment access behvcu~ and around the waste 
Packages. 

salt Plus clay Backtill 
Crushed salt is mixed with approximately 30% clay. The salt/ciay backfill is placed 
around the drums filling the void space within the rooms. A 50% filling efficiency is 
assumed. 

Prrformed compacted Backfill (EATF definition) 
Rcformiag bacm Mto dense compacted modules. such as bricks or blocks, or shapes 
that can k insutcd baween waste packages. may reduce the overall permeability of the 
waste disposal rooms, thereby reducing the potential for brine contact with the waste. 
Compacted backfill reduces the time requid  for mom closure and the amount of brine 
that can mipate into the room from the surrounding salt. 
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Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

35 Salt Aggregate Grout Backti11 
Crushed salt is sifted and used as an aggregate in a brine based grout backfill (properties 
of Type 10 grout are- assumed). The grout is pumped into the rooms. filling the void 
Spaces within the moms. A high filling effkiency is assumed. 

36 BitumenBacLfill 
Bitumen is placed around the waste drums filling the void space within the disposal 
moms. 

37 Add gas Suppressants (EA'l'F definition) b l d i l l  alternative] 
This alternative is analogous to that described for the waste form (same name) but the 
wppressing material would be mixed with the backfill. 

38 Minimize Space Around Waste Stack 
This altemative reduces the mom dimensions to minimized space around the waste 
containers. Only minimal space around the waste containers is assumed after 
mpblllUIt. 

c 

39 segngate Waste in WIPP (EATF definition) 
The w o n  of diffennt waste forms in or among waste disposal rooms could prove 
beneficial. For instance. the segregation of permeable metal waste in small amounts 
within more easily compacted or previously compacted waste could 'encapsulate' the 
metals with other waste that is less permeable. The segregation of high gas-generation 
waste from more benign waste would focus the solution on a smaller area of WIPP. 
There may also be an advantage in segregating sludges that contain nitrates, from 
combustible wastes to prevent nitrate reducing bacteria from generating nitrogen gas. 

40 DecnaJe the Amount of Waste per Room (EATF definition) 
By leaving the mom siz the same as currently designed, but emplacing less waste 
volume per room, sufficient space may be gained around the waste stack to isolate the 
stack fmm the flurounding host salt. This would be accomplished by creating a waste 
stack that is as compacted as practicale, surrounded by relativdy 'plastic" backfill 
Containing sorknu and gas getters that would act as a secondary encapsulation medium. 
The host salt would, of course, remain the primary barrier. 

"* * ,) 
I 

I . )  

h 
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Screening Repon 

Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

41 Emplace Waste and Backfill Simultaneously (EATF definition) 
The intent of this alternative is to emplace bacKill more 
efficiently so that its effect is maximized. This alternative would be used in conjunction 
with compacting in place or using precompacted (and preformed if necessary) backfll. 

42 Selective Vegetative Uptake (EATF definition) 
Using the vegetative uptake of certain plants to concentrate radionuclides has been 
proposed. Some work has been done demonstrating the vegetative concentration of 
heavy metals. 

43 Brine Isolating Dikes (EATF definition) 
Brine dikes can consist of partial or full-height walls of material that segregate waste 
quantitim to reduce the amount of waste accessed by inflowing brine or a driller’s 
circulating mud. - 

44 Raise Waste Above Floor (EATF definition) 
If it can be postulated that Salad0 brine will collect on the waste disposal room floor, 
then isolating the waste from the floor may be beneficial. If it can be further postulated 
that humidity generated by brine can be isolated from the waste, than this alternative 
may reduce the amount of corrosion-induced gas generation. 

45 Brine Sumps and Drains (EATF definition) 
By properly sloping the floor of waste disposal rooms toward coUe&on sumps, it may 
be possible to isolate inflowing brine from the waste. Isolating the brine during room 
c l m  and designing tbe sumps so that they become ‘mcapulated’ after closure, may 
result in reduced Corrosion-induced gas generation. 

46 Gas Exppuion Volume @ATF definition) 
This d-vc nfas to the mining of messes withii the repository to allow free 
expansiOa of the gases &mated and thus reduce gas pressure. 

47 Seal Repository Room Walls (EATF definition) 
This alternative refers to a flexible, impermeable seal applied to the walls of each room 
such that closure docs not break the A. The intent is to pment contact between the 

L’ 
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Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

48 Vent Facility (EATF definition) 
If gas generation results in the potential for overpressurizing waste disposal rooms, 
providing small engineered vents could alleviate this condition. 

Ventilate the Facility (EATF definition) 
Continuous ventilation of the waste disposal rooms until complete closure has taken 
place would eliminate concerns about brine from the surrounding Salad0 Formation 
collecting in the repository. 

50 Add Floor of Brine Sorbent ( E A T  definition) 
The intent of this alternative is to prevent free brine from contacting the waste stack, 
thereby reducing the potential for corrosion induced gas generation. 

49 

51 Change Mined Extraction Ratio 
The mined extraction ratio is increased to increase the closure rate or the disposal moms 
(Le., leaving less suppohve salt around the mined waste disposal rooms). 

52 Change Room Configuration (EATF definition) 
This alternative involves several possibilities. Stacking the waste tightly against the 
walls would eliminate initial void volume and enhance closure time. Another option 
involves increasing room size, which would also increase the extraction ratio, making 
mom for a buffer of sorbents and gas getters completely surrounding the waste stack. 
A third option involves increasing mom height and stacking the waste higher to reduce 
the overall footprint of the repository. 

InUividual rooms are sealed instead of only sealing the panels. Communication between 
the rooms during an intrusion scenario is significantly reduced (gas, brine, and 
radionuclidcs). 

53 SealhdividualROoms 

- 
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Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

54 Two Level Repository (EATF definition) 
A two level repository refers to decreasing the facility’s surface footprint by placing half 
the waste disposal area above the other, creating a two level facility. Although reduction 
of the facility footprint will reduce the probability of human intrusion into the 
underground disposal area, the consequences could double of the intrusion event 
penmates both levels of the repository. 

55 Monument Forest over Repository (EATF definition) 
The use of closely spaced surface markers, consisting of long-lasting materials, can be 
used to alert potential intruders about the existence of the repository. These monuments 
could be mass produced and include other designations describing the location and 
content of the disposal area. Each marker would be deeply anchored in bedrock. 

56 Monument Covering the Entire Repository (EATF definition) 
The waste disposal area of the WIPP consists of approximately 100 acres. A monument 
2,100 feet on a side. Consisting of natural andor man-made materials, could provide 
adequate warning to potential intruders as well as adding to the difficulty of drilling into 
the repository. The alternative could consist of a single ‘pyramid’ or multiple 
coatiguous monuments. 

57 Buried Steel Plate Over the Repository (EATF definition) 
The action of a drill bit malces it difficult to penetrate non-friable materials. Burying a 
relatively thick sbel or other metal plate at some distance below the surface over the 
repository could aiert an intruder that this is an unusual site. The plate would probably 
have to be sandwiched between corrosion inhibitors to assure longevity. Additionally, 
site exploratial and evaluation prior to drilling would alert geologists that further 

58 Artilicial Surface Layer Over Repository (EATF definition) 
Replacing the Mtual surface material over the repository with a layer of artificial or 
sterile matuial to a reawnable depth is another way of alening potential intruders to 
explore further before taking any action. 

- 

explolationisneeded. 

.- 
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Engineered Alternatives 
Definitions 

59 Add Marker Dye to Strata ( E A T  definition) 

a 

61 

62 - 

63 

64 

- 

The use of w k e r  dye that is sufficiently skng to discolor the driller’s mud pond may 
ala the intruder that some further evaluation is necessary. 

Depressurizs Castile Reservoir 
This alternative removes brine from the Castile Formation in sufficient quantities to 
remove the motive force that wsports waste from the repository to the accessible 
environment in an intrusion event involving the Castile Formation. 

Grout Culebra Formation (EATF defmition) 
The Culebra is a potential conduit for releasing radionuclides to the accessibk 
environment. Grouting the Culebra above the repository may reduce the pathway. 

Increase Land Withdrawal (EATF definition) 
Currently planned land withdrawal boundaries do not extend to the boundaries of 40 
CFR part 191. Extending the land withdrawal boundaries to coincide with the permitted 
regulatory boundaries would provide longer radionuclide transit times before reaching 
the boundaries used to calculate repository performance. 

EASWG note: This definition was not modified even though the LWA has been 
enacted since this definition was generated in the EATF. The EASWG used the 
intent of the definition to extend the boundaries in d-ng the validity of this 
alternative. 

Change Waste Container Shape (EATF definition) 
Square waste or hexagonal packag~ are used to decrease the void space within the 
disposal mom. 

change Waste Container Material 
Matnials other than farous materials a.e used to construct the waste package.. 
Mataials shall be sdapd after reviewing pmrious material studies (further refinement 
atalatffdate). _r- .. 
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Definitions 

110 Enhanced Solidification of Sludges 
Cementation of Sludges is performed to provided a waste from with improved properties 
over noncemented sludges. 

111 ClayBaSedBacrn 
Clay based backfill is placed around the drum, filling the void spaces within the room to 
hanen room closure and isolate the waste with a low permeability barrier. Two forms 
of clays are considered, swelling (srnectites) and non-swelling (illitdkaolinite). Clay 
may be placed dry or water may be added and the material pumped into the rooms. 
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APPENDIX D Engineered Alrernarives 
Screening Repon 

Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

The following is a listing of Engineered Alternatives (FA) that passed the screening process, 
a brief description of the Engineered Alternatives Screening Working Groups (EASWG) 
conclusion is provided. 

1 

2 

3 

4a 

Supercompact Everything Except Sludges (formerly "Compact Waste') 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Off-The Shelf technology is available. Widely used for low level waste 
(L.LW). Transuranic (TRU) waste supercompacted at Rocky Flats Project (RFP). 
Pamiaing in interim status at WP - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA) Part B. 

Incinerate and Cement Solid Organics (formerly "Incinerate and Cement') 
The EASWG mcluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Technology matwe for hazardous constituenu some engineering instill 
required for TRU. Commonly used for U W  - Japan, France, USA. No TRU waste 
ihcinemtor Operating. Pumiaed incinerators at LJJS Alamos National hboraories 
(LANL) for hazardous materials, moratorium on new hazardous materials 
incinerators, major effort required to permit future incineraton. 

Shred and vitrify Solid Organic Waste (formerly "InCinaate and Vitrify") 
The EASWG changed the title from 'Incinerate and Vitrify' to 'Shred and Vitrify" 
because the arnent vitdication technology does not require incineration, only 
&&ding. The EASWG also concluded that this EA met the EA definition and 
would be COllsideRd further. Various vitrification technologies have been 
demonserated, nlated to plasma melting. Frances (Marcoule Facility) currently 
making dioactivc glass logs. Not yet permitted for TRU waste. 

Wet oxidation and Cement Solid Organics Waste (formerly Wet oxidation") 
The EASWG amcludcd that wet oxidation done did not meet the definition because 
the waste must be solidiW to meet the Waste Acaptance Cntda (WAC). 
The two common solidificatioa techaiqucs were added to this EA to meet the 
definition. Wet Oxidation technology demonstmexi at bench scale, questions exist 
regarding abiity to handle all organic wastes. Currently used to treat non-rad organics 
in wata. Technology never permitted but believed possible. 

I 
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4b 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

Wet Oxidation and Vitrify Solid Organic Waste (formerly "Wet Oxidation") 
The EASWG concluded that wet oxidation alone did not meet the definition because 
the resulting waste must be solidified to meet the WAC. The two common 
solidification techniques were added to this EA to meet the definition. Same Technical 
and Regulatory feasibility comments as 4a. 

Shred and Bituminize Everything Except Sludges (formerly "Shred and Bituminize") 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Technology is mature but not applied to TRU waste, development work 
required. Used in Japan for radioactive resins and sludges. This technology has not 
been permitted however, the EASWG believes obtaining a permit is possible. 

Shred and Compact Everything Except Sludges (formerly "Shred and Compact") 
The W W G  concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. (Not Supercompaction - low pressure compaction) Commercial nuclear plants 
routinely- use compaction technology for LLW. Not cumntly being done for TRU 
nor demonsaated. Off-the-shelf equipment available. Permitted for LLW but not 
TRU, highly probable pennit obtainable. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the deihition and would be considered 
further. Grouting technology demonstrated at Hanford, believed used in German 
application for TRU type waste. Permitting of cementation of TRU sludges under 
interim status at DOE facilities. Permitting problems not expected by EASWG. 

Shred and Cement Everything Except Sludges (formerly 'Shred and Cemqt") 

Shred and Cold Polymer Encapsulate Everything Except Sludges (formerly "Shred and 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met thedefinition and would kconsidered 
furtha. commaaal . technology in use that polymerizes UW. Not demonstrated for 
TRU was&. T&ology is available off-thcshelf. Permitting problems are not 

Polymer Encapsulatton . 7 

expectsdbythCEASWG. 
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9 

10 

- 1 la 

l l b  

Engineered Alternatives Pass Lin with Comments 

Shred, Add Salt, and Compact Everything Except Sludges (formerly "Shred add Salt 
and Compact') 

The EASWG concluded that this €4 met the definition and would be considered 
further. Technology is available off-the -shelf however process not in use for TRU 
waste. Compaction of LLW currently permitted and performed. Permitting problems 
not expected by the EASWG. 

Plasma processln ' g of All Waste (formerly "Plasma processing") 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Cennifical (molten maytag) and Fixed Hearth technologies demonstrated 
with non-TRU materials, Centrifical technology used to extract exotic metals in 
industrial appiications. Pilot test completed for pit nine, INEL application with 
simulated waste. Design of a full-scale unit is approximately 90% complete at INEL 
(Lockheed) Research and I>evelopment (RkD) permitted. Not permitted for TRU 
waste. EASWG expects permit obtainable. 

Melt Metals into TRU Waste Ingots (formerly "Melt Metals") 
The EASWG decided to separate this EA into two catego- a) melt merals and 
emplace all at WIPP and b) melt metals, partition radionuclides in slag and remove, 
cast metal, and dispose as UW. The EASWG determined that this seqaauon allows 
for grater fkibilities in the analysis. The EASWG concluded that both EAs met the 
definition and would be considend further. Technology is mature but not applied to 
TRU wastes, development work required. EASWG klieves technology is msferable 
to TRUwastcuses. Technologynotpcrmitted for TRU waste, EASwGexpects 

- 

pamirpaleobtainabk. 

Melt Metals with Frit to Partition Actinides (formerly 'Melt Metals') 
The EASWG decided to separate this EA into two categories: a) melt metals and 
emplaa all at WIPP and b) melt metals, panition radionuclides in slag and remove, 
castmtal, anddisposcas U W .  The EASWG determi& that this Xparaton allows 
for grater flaibilitieo in the analysis. The EASWG concluded that both EAs met the 
definition and would be considered further. Technology is malure but not applied to 
TRU wartes, development work required. EASWG believes technology is 
nanderable to TRU waste uses. Potential to recycle waste containers/containcr 
materials. Technology not permitted for TRU waste, impacts LLW disposal. 
facilities. 
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Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

12 Salt Backfill Around Drums and Waste Stack (formerly "Add Salt Backfill") 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. The technology of pneumatic backfilling was demonstrated at WIPP. Can 

. also be as simple as a pile of salt and a shovel. No regulatory concerns were noted. 
EASWG believes no permit is required for this technology. 

15 Shred, Add Clay Based Material to Everything (formerly "Shred and Add Bentonite") 
The EASWG decided to change the title of this EA to allow for various types of clays 
to be coosidered in the analysis. The EASWG concluded that this EA met the 
definition and would be considered further. procesS is not being done for TRU waste. 
Equipment is available off-the-shelf. EASWG believes permits an obtainable. 

16a .Aad Digestion and Cementation of Solid Organics (formerly "Acid Digestion ") 
The EASWG concluded that Acid Digestion alone was not an EA; acid digestion must 
.be followed by a stabilization process. Acid digestion was deleted and acid digestion 
with soiidification was added. The EASWG detamincd that this EA .meet the 
delinition and should be considered further. ?his Technology was used to process 
approximately 5,000 Kg TRU 
waste between 1972 and 1980 at Handford using sulfuric acid. Current bench-scale 
technology at Savanna River Site uses an acid process at 180°C and 15 psig. 
Belgium ma's PU with sulfuric acid. Development of pnxxsses waste and residue 

systems, spent acid treatment, off-gas system, is required. Cementation 
of rrsulting sludge has not been demonstrated. Technology not permitted. Permit 
isouesassoclated . with disposition of hazardous constituents. EASWG believed the , 

technology may be permitted however not enough i n f o d o n  is available to justify 
njectiorr. 

I 

.. . 

16b Acid D @ l h  and vitrify of Solid Organics (formerly 'Acid Digestion') 
The EASWG concluded that Acid Digestion alone was not an EA; acid digestion must 
be fobwed by a ptabiliration process. Acid digestion was deleted and acid digestion 
with sdiditl- wls added. The EASWG ckmmned . thatthisEAmetthe 
definitioa and should be considend further. The Technology and regulatory 
feasibility is identical to #16a with vitrification considention #3. 
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Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

19 Add Lime to Solid Organic Waste (formerly "Add Gas Getters") 
The EASWG changed the title of this EA from "Add Gas Getten' to "Add Lime to 
Solid Organic Waste". The new title was changed to better describe the EA. The 
EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered further. 
This EA is a material handling process, no treatment technology is involved. 
Aluminum would have to be removed from the waste prior to the addition of lime. 
The EASWG concluded that a permit may not be required for this EA but potential 
WAC and TRUPACT II certification issues may be involved in implementing this 
EA. 

22 Decm*uninate Surface of Metallic Wastes for LLW D-sal (formerly "Decontaminate 
Metals") 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 

technobgy is available. This technology was commonly used for alpha contaminated 
matuiak. The EASWG expects that a permit is obtainable if required. 

The EASWG changed the title from "Vitrify Sludges' to 'Microwave Melt Sludges" 
to better define the EA. The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and 
would be msidend further. The microwave technology has been demonstrated for 
radioactive waste, however the entire waste handling proceyi has not been 
denmmatrd. completed systems with feed and off-gas processes must still be 
designed. Problems 11t expected with obtaining a permit kcausc this is a thermal 
process howeverthe EASWG believesaperrnit is obtainable. 

further. The EASWG concluded that this technology was matllre and off-the-shelf 

. 
r_ 

29 Microwave Melt Sludges (formerly 'Vitrify Sludges') 

33 Salt Plus Clay BackiiU (formerly "Salt Plus Brine Sorbents") 
TheEASWGdetermwd . that this EA met the definition of an EA and that it would 
bekeptfarfurtha consideraton. The EASWG changed the title to "Salt plus Clay 
Backfiu.md desaikd the altemative as a crushed salt backfill containing 30% clay. 
The trehnial and regulatory feasibility is identical to #12. 

- 
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Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

35 Salt Aggregate Grout Backtill Around Drums (formerly "Grout Backfill" 
The EASWG changed the title to specify a salt aggregate grout. The EASWG 
concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered further. The 
technology is mature. Brine saturated grouts are commonly used in the petroleum and 
mining industries. Questions on gas generation potential may limit the effectiveness 
of this alternatives. The EASWG believed a permit would not be required, only DOE 
r e q ~ m a l t s  need to be satisfied. 

36 Bitumen Backfill 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
furtha. Mataial handling technology is mature. Bitumen backfill used in Germany. 
Off-the-shelf technology is available. May impact the no-migration permit; possible 
large increase in hazardous materials. Uncertainty in safety requirements due to 
combustible nature. The EASWG concluded that there is a large uncertainty in 
rr%atory feasibility, however not enough information is available to justify rejection. 

- - 
38 Reduce Room Dimensions to Minimize Space Around the Waste Stack (formerly 

"Minimize Space Around Waste Stack-) 
The EASWG umcluded that this EA met the defition and would be Considered 
further. The technology used to initially mine the looms and panels can be used, the 
technology is maturr. Equipments is available at the site and the operations required 
to implemt the EA is undermod. Regulatory issues include, site design -didation 
ProCeJs amidemions with the State of New Mexico. the Consultation and 
CoopaatiOn A p a n e n t  and other coordination concerns with the sfate. 

The EASWGamcluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
funha. Thc WSWG amcluded that this technology is mature and undastood. 
Eq- is available. Mayor analysis would be required to detamine the design and 
the overall impact OII the disposal system. Regulatory concerns in&& mayor 
considaztions with mpcct to the site design validation process, State of New Mexico 
agxmmts and MSHA requimnents. The EASWG concluded that no permit is 
required to implement this EA. 

51 ChangeMiacExaactionRafio 
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Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

53 Seal Individual Rooms 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Technology is available off-the-shelf. Major analysis is required to determine 
seal design and performance parameters. No permitting problems were envisioned by 
the working group. 

60 Depressuize the Castile Reservoir (formerly "Drain the Castile Formation") 
The EASWG determined this EA met the definition of an EA and should be 
considered further. The EASWG changed the title from 'drain" to "Depressurize" 
Stating that drain was not technically correct and was misleading. T&ology is a 
standard oil industry practices (per Nelson Munsey of Yam Penoleurn). Must 
dispose of brine - many options for disposal available. Technology has been 
permitted, minimal pexmitting problems anticipated. State permit required. 

63 Change Waste Container Shape 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Technology is mature and available. Off-the-shelf containers of different 
various shapes an available and may meet existing TRU waste container 
requirements. NRC TRUPACT II certification modification required, DOT 
certification requid. These certifications have ken obtained for TRU waste 
conorinas pnviously. Permits can be obtained. 

- 

64 change waste container Material 
The EASWG coacluded that this EA met the defiNtion and would be considered 
further. The technology is mature and available. Depending on the specific material, 
waste containers madc of non-ferrous mataials an available off-the-shelf that may 
meet the current TRU waste container requirements. Same ~gulafory  feasibility 
comments as #63. 

83 SPMC Salt back6Il with CaO 
The MSWG d u d e d  that this EA met the defmition and would be considered 
further. 

I 
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Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

1 I0 Enhanced Solidification of Sludges 
The EASWG determined that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. Technology of cementing sludges has been demonstrated. W P  has matured 
this technology. Some development work may be required. The regulatory issues 
include, satisfying DOE requirements and RCRA permit or modification to permit. 

111 ClayBaSedBaclrfill 
The EASWG dete;mined that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. The Technology is mature for moist and dry clay empiacement. The 
EASWG believes that no permits are required and only DOE requirements must be 
met 

rn 
The Combination EAs were derived from those used in the EATF report and SPM program. 
The titles/descriptions have been changed to match the title of the discrete technologies. For 
example, the title 'Nickel Alloy Container' was changed to 'Change Waste Containers 
Matuial, W' and 'Rectangular 'Containers' was changed to "Change Waste Container 
Shape, #63'. This was done to provide consistency throughout the analysis. 

66 EATF Altemativc 1 - Shred and Cemmt organics and inorganics only, salt bacidill. 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

- 

67 EATF Altemativc 2 - Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and 
inorgpaics, salt bacKiu. 

The W S W G  concluded that this EA met the definition and would be Considered 
further. 

68 EATF Almnatm 3 - Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and 
inorgaaia, ralt lggngate grout backfill. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
furtha. 
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69 EATF Alternative 4 - Enhanced cement sludges, incinerate and cement organics, shred 
and cement inorganics, salt backfill. 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

70 EATF Alternative 5 - Enhanced cement sludges, incinerate and Cement organics, shred 
and cement inorganics, salt aggregate grout backfill. 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be Considered 
further. 

71 EATF Altunative 6 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vioify organics, melt metals into TRU 
wastc ingots, salt backm. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
fuitha. 

72 EATF Alternative 7 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vimfy Organics, melt metals into TRU 
wastc ingots, salt aggregart grout backflll. 

- - 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
furtha. 

73 EAW Atematbe 8 - Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit 
to partition actinides (metals are eliminated from the WIPP inventory), salt bacm, 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
fuaha. 

ChangewasDecontainCrmataial. 

74 EATF Alternative 9 - Vim sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metals with frit 
to partition actinida (meals are eliminated from the WIPP inventory), salt a~gegate 

The EA!WG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
IiIrtha. 

grout changt Wasre d. 

75 EATFAltcmatwc 10 - Decontaminate surface of maallic waste for LLW disposal, no 
backfill, change containQ matuial and shape, 10x31~188 rooms. 

The EASWG &uded that this J 3  met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

\ \ . ’ ,  
A 1,’ 
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76 

77 

78 

79 

87 

88 

89 

Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

EATF Alternative 11 - Supercompact organics and inorganics, salt backfill, monolayer 
of 2,000 drums in a 6x33~300 room. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

EATF Atemalive 12 - Supercompact orgainics and inorganics, salt aggregate grout 
backfill, monolayer of 2.000 drums, in a 6~33x300 room. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

EATF Alternative 13 - Vitrify slugdes, shred and vitrify orgainics, melt metals with frit 
to partition actinides (metals are eliminated from the WIPP), no back!%, change waste 
container ma& and shape, minimize space around waste stack in a 10x31~188 room. 

The EAWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
furtha. 

EATF A l d v e  14 - Supercompact organics, and inorganics, salt backfill, seal 
individual rooms, 2,000 drums per room. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

SPM lT-2 Enhawed cement sludges, shred and cement orgainics and inorganics. salt 
backfill. change waste cuntainer material. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
furtha. 

SPM IT-3 -t sludges, shnd a d  m t  organics and inor@cs, salt 
w.=kweorad- 
The MSWG amcluded that this EA is a duplicate of #68, 'EATF Alternative 3". 

SPM IT4 Enbvlced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt 
bacm with cao. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 
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92 

93 

94 
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95 

Engineered Alternatives Pass List with Comments 

SPM IT-5 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and compact orgainics and inorganics, salt 
backtill, 2,000 drum monolayer, 6x33~300 room. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

SPM IT-7 Enhanced cement sludges, compact organics and inorganics, salt backfill with 
CaO, 2,000 drums monolayer, 6~33x300 room. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

SPM lT-8 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and add clay based material to organics and 
inorganics, salt backfill. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
furtha. 

SPM IT-9 Enhanced m t  sludge, shted a d  add clay based materials to organics and 
inorganics, salt aggTegatc grout backfill. 

- 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be d d e r e d  
furtha. 

SPM lT-10 Decontaminate surface of metallic waste for LLW disposal, change waste 

The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

container mataial. salt aggmga& grout backfill. 

110 Enhanad Cementatiosl of Sludges - Accepted 
The EASWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 

111 ClayBasedBaCkfiu 
Th WSWG concluded that this EA met the definition and would be considered 
further. 
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Engineered Alternatives Rejection List with Justifications 

The following is a listing of Engineered Alternatives (EA) that failed the screening process, a 
brief description of the Engineered Alternatives Screening Working Groups (EASWG) 
rejection justifications are provided. 

4 Wetoxidation 
Wet Oxidation alone was not considered an EA and was deleted. The EASWG 
determined that wet oxidation must be followed by a stabilkation process to be an EA 
so #4 Wet Oxidation was changed to wet oxidation plus two separate solidifiers, #4a 
and #4b. 

11 Melt Metals 
The EASWG decided to delete this EA and separate it into two categories: #I la - 
melt metals and emplace all at WIPP and #I lb - melt metals, partition radionuclides 
in slag and remove. cast metal and dispose as LLW. The EASWG determined that 
this separatons allows for greater flexibilities in the analysis. 

. 

13 Addothasorknts 
The EASWG determined that this €A is a duplicate of #15. 

14 AddGasSuppressaat 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #19. 

16 AcidDigestiion 
The EASWG concluded that Acid Digestion alone was not considered an EA. Acid 
digdon mu! be fallowed by a stabilization praws to bean EA so #16, Acid 
Digestion, was changed to iaclude two separate solidifiers, X1Q and #16b. 

17 Sterilintian 
TheEASWGdetarmned . that the original EATF rejection justification was still valid 
and bruthis =would berejected. The EATF rejection justification states, 'Not 
feasible to maintain lag-- effdiwners.' 
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18 AddCopperSulfate 
The EASWG determined that the original EATF rejection justification was still valid 
and that this EA would be rejected. The EATF rejection justification states, “Potential 
for hydrogen generation by galvanic coupling of deposited copper.” 

20 AddFiugS 
The EASWG concluded that this EA was not specific enough to evaluate and is 
considered by other more specific alternatives (#7,9,13,14,15,18 & 19). 

21 SegregatcWasteFms 
The EASWG concluded that this EA did not meet the defmition of an EA and was 
inhereat with most waste processing EAs. This EA was not considered for further 
evaluation. 

23 Change Waste Generation Process 
The EASWG could not define this alternative and rejected it from further 
considention. The EASWG determined the original EATF rejection justification was 
still valid. The EATF rejection justification states, “Scope too broad to be 
evaluatefi. ” 

24 AddAnti-BactaialMataia 
ThCEASWGderermured . that the on@ EATF rejection justifidon was still valid 
and that this EA would be rejected. Adding mercury was discussed and rejected due 
to the health hazards. The EASWG stated that addiig hazardous materials to increase 
the safety of the rcpositoq was self defeating. The EATF rejection justification 
states, ’Unable to identify a long-term, anti-bacterial mataial: 

25 AccelaateWasoCDig&onprocesS 
ThCEAWGdUC€mlW ’ that the original EATF rejection justification was still valid 
and tbatthisM would berejected. The EASWG discursed the experimental results 
forcutturingdig&vc mataials. The working group was not amvinced that the 
WIPP awimmcat could becontrolled to the extent required by the digation process. 
The EATF rejecton judication states, ‘Technology for fast waste digestion not 
dcmmmkd.‘ 

- 
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26 Alter Corrosion Environment 
The EASWG concluded that this EA was not specific enough to evaluate. The 
technology was less than bench scale and has not been demonstrated. This concept is 

. considered under otha alternatives. 

27 Alter Bacterial Environment in WIPP 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #24 which was deleted. 

28 Transmutation of Radionuclides 
The EASWG concluded that transmutation technologies are not feasible for TRU 
wastes, the pnxry requires the segregation of the pure isotopes from the waste. If 
waste was placed directly in the reactor, activated (radioactive) materials would be 
gemated. The EATF rejection justification states, "Technology not demonstrated for 
large amounts.. 

30 sa l t3aCmonly  
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #12. 

31 Salt Baclaill Plus Gas Getters 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #83. 

32 CompactBacktill 
TheEA!WG- . that this EA was considered under EA #I2 and WOL not 
evzlu;lOcd furthr. 

34 ReformedcompactedBacldiu 
The EASWG concluded that this alternative is considered under the salt backfill 
al- . andwouldnotbeevaluatedfurther. 

be 

37 A d d a s -  
The EASWG d u d e d  that the original EATF rejection justXdon was still valid. 
The EAW rejection justification states, "This alternative was considered together with 
the 'Sait Plus Gas Getter$ alternative. and therefore was not subject to separate 
evaluation.' 
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Engineered Alternatives Rejection List with Justifications 

39 Segregate Waste in WIPP 
The EASWG concluded that this EA was part of the baseline repository design. Load 
management is considered in the compliance documentation. The EASWG concluded 
that this EA does not meet the definition of an EA. 

40 Decrease Amount of Waste per Room 
The EASWG concluded that the original EATF rejection justification was still valid. 
The EATF rejection justification states, "This alternative was considered together with 
some of the backfill alternatives, and hence not evaluated separately." 

41 Emplace Waste and Backfill Simultaneously 
The EASWG concluded that this alternative is a subset of other backfill alternatives 
and was not evaluated separately. 

The W W G  determined that the process for vegetative uptake would not allow for 
proper containment of the alpha emitters. This process would require the waste to be 
placed in soil with plants. The EASWG determined the original EATF rejection was 
still valid. The EATF rejection justification states, 'Not been laboratory 
demonstrated for ?av waste.. 

42 selected Vegetative Uptake 

43 BrineIsolasingDykcs 
TheEASWGdetenruwd * that the isolation dykes amfiguration must be maintained to 
be effective. Room consolidation would alta the configuration and the EA would not 
beeffective. The EA was not coasidered further. 

44 RaisewastcAbovetheFloor 
TheEASWGdetarmned . that this is a short-term fix for along-term problem. The 
EA would provide no knefit and therefore would not be considered further. The 
EASWG llso concluded that the or ig i i  EATF rejection justification was stiU valid. 

1 
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45 Brine Sump and Drains 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is not effective since the required configuration 
cannot be maintained due to creep closure and rock mechanics of the repository. The 
EASWG also concluded that the original EATF rejection was still valid. The EATF 
rejection justification states, "This alternative was deleted because the EAMP 
(Engineered Alternatives Multidisciplinary Panel) believed that the flow paths leading 
to the sumps would not remain open long enough to allow substantial amounts of 
brine to be isolated from the waste." 

- 

46 GasExpansionVolume 
The EASWG concluded that this EA was demmental to repository performance 
because the exna void volume allows for more stored energy and greater 
consequences during human intrusion scenarios. The EA was not considered further. 

47 Seal Repository Room Walls 
ihe W W G  determined that the rock mechanics of the repository precluded sealing. 
The technology has not been proven. Creep closure and interaction with the waste 
would be dethental to the d. The EASWG determined the original EATF 
rejeaion was mU valid. The EATF rejection justification states, 'The technology has 
not ken demomtrated." 

- 

48 VentFadlity 
The EASWG miewed past data from the EATF data and the Design Analysis Model 
anddaamled ' thathigherpeakprcssurrswouldrrsultforaventedfadiity.The 
EAMPalsodc&mlmd ' the original WTF rejection justification was still valid. The 
EATF rejection justiticatiOn statcs, 'Not rrgulatory feasible after institutional control' 
@eriod). 

- 
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49 Ventilate Facility 
The EASWG reviewed data from the EATF and concluded that this alternative was 
not feasible due to both regulatory and technical concerns. Quoting the original 
EATF, "...regulatory concerns about maintaining active facility controls for such a 
long period (100 years), the difficulty of assuring continuous ventilation in all spaces, 
and the potential for rupturing the waste containers during 
the ventilation period. The difficulty of safely sealing the rooms and panels of the 
facility, after so many yean of creep closure has taken place, was also comidered. 
Also, ventilation might violate the RCRA "no migration" variance proposed for the 
WIPP." The EASWG concluded that this EA would not be evaluated further. 

50 Add floor of Brine Sorbents 
TheEASWGdetermuKd . that this EA is a duplicate of #44 which was deleted. 

52 Change Room Configurations 
The EASWG detmnined that this EA did not meet the definition of an EA and may 
be detrimental to the performance of the rrpositoq during a human intrusion 
scenario. 

- 
54 TwoLevelRepository 

The EASWG determined that this EA did not meet the definition of an EA and may 
be detrimental to the performance of the repository during a human intrusion 
SCQLario. 

55 Monument Forest Ova Repository 
ThcEASWG concluded that this EA is a marker and not abanierand does not meet 
the definition of an EA because it does not increaK the performance or redwe the 
UllCeRainty in the pufommce calculations. 

56 Monument Covaing the Entire Repository 
The U S W G  amcludcd that this EA is a marker and not a bartier and does not meet 
the definition of an EA because it does not increase the performance or reduce the 
UaCQtainty in the performance calculatians. 

c 
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57 Buried Steel Piate Over the Repository 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a marker and not a barrier and does not meet 
the definition of an EA because it does not increase the performance or reduce the 
uncertainty in the performance calculations. 

58 Artificial Surface Layer Over the Repository 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a marker and not a barrier and d m  not meet 
the definition of an EA because it does not increase the performance or reduce the 
uncatainty in the performance calculations. 

59 AddMarkcrDyetoSaata 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a marker and not a barrier and does not meet 
the definition of an EA because it does not increase the performance or reduce the 
UllCQtainty in the performance calculations. 

61 Grout C-ra Foundation 
The EASWG concluded that grouting the Culebra could be detrimental to the 
pafonnance of the repository. Technology was not considered feasible in part 
kcauoc the technology has not been demonstrated for this application, verification of 
the effectiveness is problematic, may create altcmative pathways within the Culebre 
formation, and the long-term effectivity is unknown. 

62 IncrcascLand WitJ&awalArca 
The EASWG condudcd that increasing the area does not reduce the consequences of 

r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r c c o v ~ y  within thenew area would be problematic (nsource lease 
releans or inaease the paformance of the repository. Regulatory rcsai&on on 

acquiJition). 

6s EATFwcelinc-AJReaindWithSaltBacldiU 
'LbeEAswGdUCnlUd . that this EA is a duplicate of 112, 'Add Salt Backfill". 

80 SPM-Basdiac 
TheEASWGdUUIMCd . that the SPM baseline is the Cumnt repository baseline. 
The baseline case is not an alternative and is inherent in the analysis. 

A 

- 
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81 SPM-A Salt backfill 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #12, "Add Salt Backfii". 

82 SPM-B Salt/Bentonite backFdl50-50 mix, 50% filling efficiency 
. The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #22, "Salt Plus Clay Backfill". 

84 SPM-D Cement grout backfill 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #35, 'Salt Aggregate Grout 
Backfill'. 

85 SPM-E salt/GroUt backfill 
Thc EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #35, "Salt Aggregate Grout 
Backfill'. 

86 SPM IT-1 Shred and Cement organics and inorpanics, salt backfill 
The W W G  d u d e d  that this EA is a duplicate of #66, "EATF Alternative 1". 

88 SPM IT-3 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and cement organics and inorganics, salt 

The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #68. 'EATF Alternative 3". 

91 SPM IT4 Enhanced cement sludges, shred and compact organics and horganh. salt 
aggrqa& grout backfill, 2,000 dxum monolayer, 6~33x300 mom. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of XTI, 'EATF Alternative 12". 

- - 

aggregate grout bacm. 

96 SPM EA'IF-8 Vitrify sludges, shred and vitrify organics, melt metah with frit to 
partition actinides (metals are eliminated from the WIPP inventory), salt backfill, 
drangewytecontainamatcriai. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #73, 'EATF Alternative 8'. 

97 SPM EATF-9 Viw sludges, shred and vimfy organics, melt metals with frit to 
partition letinides (metals are eliminated from the WIPE' inventory), salt 
backfill,changewasteconrainamatuial. 

grout 

The EASWG amcluded that this EA is a d u p l i e  of# 74. 'EATF Alternative 9". 
,--\ 
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98 SPM DOE-1 Passive markers - no specific scenario given to reduce human intrusion 
probability parameters. 

The EASWG concluded that this EA dos not meet the definition of an alternative. The 
proposed altemafive is a marker and not a barrier. This alternative does not increase 
the performance nor reduce the uncertainty in performance assessment. 

99 SPM DOE-2 Compartmentaiition of waste - various unspecified scenarios. 
The EASWG dwrmined that this EA is inherent in several EAs and does not require 
further consideration in the analysis. 

100 194-Cementation 
The W W G  determined that this EA is inherent in Jcyeral EAs and does nat require 
further considemtion in the analysis. 

101 194-shredding 
IheEASWGdCtUnUd . that this EA is i n h m t  in several EAs and does not require .--. 
further C O n s i M o n  in the analysis. 

102 194-Supercompaction 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of X1, 'Compact Waste." 

103 19eInCinaation 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is inherent in R, 'Incineme and Cement" 
becauseincinaahan . is not an EA alone. Incineration must be followed by a form of 
solidifidon to mcct the pamculate restricton in the a WAC. 

The U S W G  amcluded that this EA is a dupiicatc of #3, 'Shred and Vitrify Waste." 
104 194-vi- 

105 I94-ImpawedWsSteContainen 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #63, 'Change Waste Container 
shap' and 164, 'change waste cmfainer Ma&.' 

106 194- Grout and Bentonite Backt3l 
TheEASWGdc&mmaI . that this EA is inherent in sevual EAs (#33 and #35) and 
doa not require fuaba amsiduatim in the analysis. 
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107 194- Metal Melting 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is a duplicate of #Ila and I lb ,  "Melt Metals.' 

108 194- Alternative Configuration of Waste Emplacement 
'The EASWG concluded that this EA is inherent in several other EAs and does not 
require fuxther considemion in the analysis. 

194- Altcrnativt Disposal System Dimensions 
The EASWG concluded that this EA is inherent to several other €As and does not 

109 

require fusther  erat ti on in the analysis. 
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